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SYNOPSIS f
Since the appearance of the minicomputers at the beginning of this 
decade (1970) these small, versatile and inexpensive machines have 
been applied to almost every field of science previously the domain 
of the large, expensive computers, in many cases the minicomputer 
has divested new fields of application where the larger machines 
could not be use-.
Analytical photogrammetry is one application which requires a large 
amount of high speed data processing capacity and was a practical 
impossibility before the advent of the electronic digital computer. 
In just over two decades since the appearance of the first computer, 
the minicomputer with the processing capabilities of many of the 
larger first generation computers is now applied to analytical 
aerial triangulation.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the applicability of a 
particular minicomputer viz., the WANG 2200, to several phases of 
aerial triangulation with block adjustment being the most important 
of these. A system has been developed on the minicomputer to 
process photographic plate co-ordinates of blocks containing up to 
two hundred models from relative orientation and model formation to 
strip and block adjustment. The criteria for the tests are (i) the 
data storage capacity of the system, (ii) the accuracy of the 
results obtained from the block adjustments and (iii) the processing 
times of each phase of the atirivl triangulation system.
The software system has been thoroughly tested using data supplied 
by Dr B s Williams and T 3 M van Dijk. These data ape the Durban 
and st. Faith's Test Areas, the photographic plates of which were 
measured trilateratively and processed by Dr H Williams and T van 
Dijk on the UniverLsty of the tiitwatessrand IBM 360 computer. The 
third test consisted of processing two hundred models of the I.T.C. 
synthetic test block.
This concluded the system tests and demonstrated that the system was 
capable of processing a block of two hundred models with adequate 
speed and producing accurate results.
Chapter 1 of this dissertation deals briefly with the history of 
analytical aerial triangulation and the development of electronic 
digital computers.
Cheter 2 outlines the mathematics used in the various phases of the 
aerial triangulation system, while Chapter 3 discusses the suite of 
programs which have been developed on the WANG 2200 minicomputer.
The results of the tests processed using the system ere compared 
where possible with the results obtained by others who have 
processed the same data. The results are shown and comparisons are 
made in Chapter 4,
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General
In less than three decades since the appearance of the first 
automatic electronic digital computer, advancements in the fields of 
computer technology and other allied fields have resulted in a new 
generation of computer - the minicomputer.
These inexpensive computers are being applied to many fields, 
originally the domain of the larger mainframe computer. Digital 
photogrammetry which, prior to the advent of large capacity 
automatic computers, had little practical importance is now within 
the realms of application on minicomputers.
The minicomputer, as the name implies, is physically a small 
computer but is a giant in terms of the processing cabilities, 
memory and disk storage capacities. For the purpose of this 
dissertation a minicomputer will be defined as a computer with a 
memory capacity of 64K word or less. The minicomputer on which the 
analytical aerial triangulation system for this dissertation was 
developed has a memory capacity expandability up to a maximum of 4R 
words, although all the programs in the system were written for a 
maximum memory capacity of 3R words.
The purpose of this study has been to investigate the 
applicability of the minicomputer to analytical aerial triangulation 
with the criteria for success being that the system should be 
capable of processing the block adjustment, within an adequate time, 
of at least a two hundred model block which is considered to be a 
block of adequate practical size. In addition, the results of this 
study should show that analytical aerial triangulation on the 
minicomputer produces results which have accuracies comparable with 
similar solutions on large mainframe computers.
The WANG 2200 minicomputer has been used exclusively in this 
study and it is hoped that this particular make of minicomputer is 
representative of minicomputers in general. On this assumption the 
results of the tests undertaken here will apply to the majority of 
the available minicomputers.
1.2 Significant Events in the Bistory of Automatic Digital Computers
The appearance of automatic digital computers has been late in the 
history of calculating and computing and haa been the result of 
developments in science and technology by many people working 
together and independently in fields related and unrelated to the 
art of calculating.
Mechanical calculators made their first appearance in the 
middle of the seventeenth century with the invention in 1642 of a 
simple digital calculator by the French scientist and writer Blaise 
Pascal. In 1643 Liebnitz was motivated by the idea of automation in 
digital calculations. His contribution to the science was a stepped 
wheel to be used in calculating machines. Regarding automation, he 
once wrote: 'It is unworthy of excellent men to lose hours like 
slaves i,' the labour of calculations which could be safely relegated 
to anyone else if machines were used'.
The concept of a machine capable of performing numerical 
computations of a general kind and not requiring the intervention of 
a human operator at every step in the calculation is attributed to 
Charles Babbage, an English mathematician. His first inspirations 
came to him in 1812. In 1822 he demonstrated a prototype of his 
Difference Engine which was to be capable of evaluating functions 
from differences. By 1842 the somewhat over-ambitious Babbage had 
not completed liia oeiy.aai. project, nor a subsequent machine, the 
Analytical Engine, which was conceptually the forerunner of the 
modern digital computer. Although Babbage never completed either of 
his projects, he contributed largely to the science of calculating 
and automation in computing. He was responsible for identifying two 
separate main parts required by an automatic computer, viz. the 
store and the mill, or in modern terms, the main storage and the 
central processing unit. In addition it was Babbage who conceived 
of punched cards for the entry of data into the automatic computer, 
based on the idea of punched cards used at that time in the control 
of weaving looms.
Moat of what Babbage attempted was impossible because of the 
underdeveloped or non-existent technologies on which he relied.
ft large proportion of Babbage's time was spent in advancing the 
theories and technologies he required, in developing new concepts in 
logical design and in improving lathes and gear cutting tools to 
produce the vast quantity of highly precise cogwheels and levers 
needed for his Analytical Engine. It was almost seventy years after 
his c?«ath before sufficiently developed technologies existed which 
enac'-\3 scientists to build the first automatic universal digital 
compute .
next significant step in the development of automatic 
digital computers came in 1944 when Professor Howard Aiken of 
flarvard University (Hartree, D R. 1950) completed the first fully 
automatic digital computer - the Harvard Mk I, built of 
electrochemical components. This machine incorporated many of the 
basic concepts of Babbage's Analytical Engine. The Harvard Mk I, or 
Automatic Sequence Contolled Calculator (ASCC) was capable of 
performing two hundred operations per minute, a great advancement 
for the automatic handling of complex calculations.
Between 1945 and 1947, the successor to the Harvard Mk I, the 
Mk II, was begun and completed. It was built entirely of specially 
assigned electromechanical relays which resulted in an improved 
computation speed over the model Mk I.
The first computer to be built consisting entirely of 
electronic components was the Electronic Numerical Integrator and 
Calculator (EKIAC) designed and built in 1946 by Professors J W 
Mauchly and J p Eckert at the University of Pennsylvania (Booth, A D 
and Booth, K H W. 1956) as a special purpose computer to be used in 
ballistic research. The vacuum tube, which was first discovered in 
1919 by W W Kccles and F w  Jordan was the main component of the 
EKIAC. The machine contained more than 18 000 of these components 
and all of them had to function simultaneously for an adequate 
period. The machine's operation was controlled by means of a 
plugboard which required manual rewiring of each separate sequence 
of operations to be performed.
Dr John von Neumann who worked on the ENIAC project is 
considered to be responsible for the next important concept and 
perhaps cme of the most important concepts in the history of the 
development of computers. In 1945 he proposed storing both the data
variables and the computer’s operating sequences in the memory of 
the computer. This concept was incorporated in the Electronic 
Discrete Variable Automatic Computer (BDVAC) on which work was begun 
in 1945 but was only completed in 1952 during which period two other 
projects were initiated, based on the designs of the EDVAC.
The designers of the early automatic computers experimented 
with various devices to be used as memory storage? the ENIAC used 
vacuum tubes, the EDVAC and its successor EDSAC (Electronic Delayed 
Storage Automatic Computer) used memory acoustic delay lines. Each 
successive device resulted in the improvement in faster computing 
times. An invention by Dr A Pang, viz. core storage, made while 
working under H Aiken on the staff of the Harvard Computational 
Laboratory proved to be far superior to all the earlier storage 
devices. This device was used extensively as the main storage 
component in many computers developed during the period 1956 to the 
mid I960'a and was first used in the Massachusettes Institute of 
Technology (MIT) Whirlwind I on which work was begun in 1947.
The development of the transistor heralded the next major 
advancement in computer technology and the beginning of a new 
generation of computers. Although the transistor had been developed 
in 1948 it was only in 1954, when philco Corporation produced the 
surface barrier transistor, that the transistor became recognised 
universally as a useful component in high speed electronic computers 
(Rosen, S. 1969).
The transistorized generation of computers is also recognised 
by the achievements of. computer technologies in the field of super 
computers. The first of the computer giants was the Naval ordnance 
Research Calculator (NORC) built by International Business Machines 
(IBM). The NORC was originally designed with an electrostatic 
storage system which was later replaced by a magnetic core storage. 
Two other giant computers commissioned during this era were the 
Livermore Atomic Research Computer (LARC) and the Stretch on which 
design began in 1947 by Remington Rand Onivac and IBM 
respectively. The IBM Stretch computer used over 150 000 of the 
faster drift transistors which gave it a cycle time of tare 
microseconds. One important innovation which resulted from the 
Stretch project was the look-ahead unit which enabled the computer
to operate on several instructions in advance, thus providing the 
possibility of controlling of one or more processing units Easter 
than with a sequential system.
The v.DC 6600 computer built by Control Data Corporation was 
designed to be three times more powerful than the Stretch computer. 
An interesting desgln feature of the CDC 6600 is the ten peripheral 
processors, each of which is a small computer with an executive 
control which can direct, monitor and time share the very powerful 
central processor. The CDC 6600 central processor has the 
capability of executing over three million operations pec second.
In 1968 Control Data Corporation began marketing an Extended Core 
Storage (ECS) to be used as a peripheral memory device on the 
CDC 6600 and CDC 7000 series which enables block transfer to and 
from the main memory at a rate of ten million 60 bit words per
second. It has been estimated that the CDC 7600 is capable of
executing twenty-five million instructions per seconds.
The third generation of computers, most of which were 
manufactured after 1965 are characterized by the use of integrated 
circuits as control and storage devices. Sane interesting 
advancements which have been made since 1965 include the 
multiprogramming and multiprocessing systems which the Atlas 
Computer, designed by Manchester University in co-operation with 
Ferranti, is one example of an early time-sharing system. The basic 
principle of such a system is the communications oriented method of
the computer's use whereby two or more users can have simultaneous
access to the same computer from different locations by means of 
on-line terminals. The time-sharing concept was developed in order 
to reduce the time incompatibility of slow input/output devices and 
the fast central processor thereby optimizing the use of the 
expensive central processing unit. To a large extent, time-sharing 
replaced the original batch processing method for handling a large 
volume of separate jobs on a single computer installation. 
Multiprogramming is the common factor between the modern batch 
processing and the general time-sharing systems, allowing for the 
simultaneous execution of two or more programs by the same central 
processing unit. The IBM 08/360 is an example of an operating 
system which controls a multiprogramming batch system and on-line
time-sharing from remote terminals.
1.3 Minicomputers and the WANG 2200 System
The minicomputer is, in general terms, a low cost single task 
computer with the more specific characteristics of a short word 
length aid a main memory of lesti than 64K words.
Minicomputers were first used in 1962 in aerospace applications 
(Kaenel, R A. 1970). The earlier machines were specific purpose 
computers and it was only in 1969 that manufacturers like Honeywell 
and Scientific Control Corporation began producing general purpose 
minicomputers to be sold ccnmtercially. The development of the low 
cost, high speed minicomputer had become possible through the advent 
of Large Sc--le Integrated Circuits in the early 1960's. By 1973 a 
wide range of minicomputers was available all of which had reached a 
high degree of uniformity in cost, size, speed and internal 
organisation (Gruenberger, F and Babcock, D. 1973).
The recent rapid increase in the number of minicomputer users 
may ba attributed not only to the lower computing costs involved, 
but also to the accepted philosophy that certain economies may be 
achieved through the decentralization of computing facilities, 
particularly in applications which lend themselves to departmental 
scope and control.
The power and diversity of minicomputers has led to their 
application to literally thousands of tasks to the list of which new 
applications are continually being added. Minicomputers have been 
used successfully in process control to efficiently direct and 
monitor automated production lines where sequence, timing and logic 
are required. An example of this is the use of minicomputers in the 
manuacture of printed circuit logic boards which are used in 
computers. The circuit board patterns are stored in the computer 
memory for the repeated accurate printing of the circuit onto 
chemically treated boards.
The basic minicomputer configuration comprises the Central 
Processing Unit (CPU), a teleprinter although more commonly a 
Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) display unit and an output printer. Most 
minicomputers can be interfaced with a number of peripheral devices.
the more important of which are auxiliary storage devices such as 
magnetic tapes, drums and disk storage units, other interfaces 
include Digital to Analogue linkages in applications where 
minicomputers are used to control, monitor and simulate fast 
continuous real time systems.
The Central Processing 0nit and the Main Memory of the 
minicomputer are generally housed in a frame which measures 
approximately 50cm by 30cm by 55cm. Hoed lengths ranges from 8 bits 
to 16 bits, although several minicomputers use combined words for 
data representation and instruction addressing, which has the 
disadvantage of reducing the cycle time and the overall performance 
of the machine. Most of the minicomputers available at the 
beginning of this decade did not provide for floating point or 
decimal arithmetic nor bit and byte manipulation. Several did not 
even offer built-in multiply and divide in which case these 
operations had to be implemented by software. The present range of 
minicomputers make extensive use of microprogrammed Read only 
Memories (ROM) for hardwired functions such as arithmetic 
operations, trigonometric functions, matrix algebra and any 
freqeuntly used subroutines.
The earlier minicomputers used core memory exclusively for 
Random Access Memory (RAM) which has subsequently been replaced by 
Large Scale Integrated (LSI) semiconductor memories. Core memory 
ranged f i m  IK to 65K capacities with access speeds ranging from 0,5 
to 8 microseconds. (Kaenel, R A. 1970).
Minicomputers reached a high level of sophistication in less 
than a decade from their inception. The first available 
minicomputers were assembly language machines. By 1974 machines 
were available which incorporated high level language compilers such 
as FORTRAN, ALGOL and RPGII. BASIC language interpreters ate widely 
used on the smaller computers and is particularly suited to on-line 
applications, several manufacturers provide complex, highly 
developed software such as real-time disk operating systems and 
time-sharing executive systems.
Of the auxiliary storage devices available for minicomputers 
the most reliable fast access mass sto-age unit is the single or 
dual platter moving head magnetic disk. Capacities of these units 
generally range from five megabytes to twenty megabytes.
The flexible diskette provides medium capacity random access storage 
at a substantially lower cost than the larger rigid disks. Access 
times and data transfer rates are approximately one order higher for 
the flexible diskette than their larger rigid counterpart. Other 
mass data storage devices which can be supported by minicomputers 
include nine track tape units and the slower and lower capacity tape 
cassette units.
1.3.1 The WANG 2200 Minicomputer System
The Analytical Aerial triangulation system described in this 
dissertation was programmed and tested on the WANG 22O0T and later 
the WANG 2200VP minicomputer systems. The hardware configuration 
comprised a 24K-byte Central Processing Unit, a CRT display and 
keyboard, a 10 Megabyte disk unit for auxiliary storage and a line 
printer. Bach of these devices will be described below (WANG 1975).
1.3.2 The WANG 2200T Central Processing Unit
The CPD operates on a single user program written in WANG 2200 
Extended BASIC. BASIC, an acronym for Beginners All Purpose 
Symbolic Instruction Code, was originally developed as a high level 
interpretive language by J G Kerney and T E Kurtz at Dartmouth 
College, New Hampshire for implementation on time-sharing systems.
It was first used in 1965 on the GE 225 computer and has since 
become one of the more widely used languages on minicomputers 
(Sanderson, P C. 1973).
The basic interpreter, also known as a translator or the 
machine's firmware, is stored permanently in 32K bytes of 
Instruction Read Only Memory (ROM). The interpreter translates and 
executes one statement of the BASIC source program at a time. The 
interpreter as opposed to the compiler, has the advantages of 
reguiring less time during compilation and less storage for source 
and object code but has the disadvantage of increasing the execution 
time. The microinstruction resulting from the interpretation phase 
is directed by the firmware through the Arithmetic and Logic Unit 
(ALO) which is part of the central processing unit responsible for 
performing both arithmetic and logical functions.
There are three distinct phases in CTO processing inititiated 
by a keyboard command. The first of these phases, referred to as 
the Text Entry Phase analyses the syntax of a statement which has 
been entered via the keyboard and is currently in the Random Access 
Memory Input/Output buffer. The statement, with its associated line 
number, is simultaneously included in the program text currently in 
memory. The second phase is the Line Number Resolution Phase which 
is entered prior to the Execution Phase. During this phase the 
variable symbol table is generated. Random Access Memory area is 
allocated to user variables and program statement line numbers are 
verified. Each entry in the symbol table, which is generated during 
the Variable Resolution Phase consists of the symbol prefix and the 
symbol data. The symbol prefix comprises the name, the atan which 
flags variables as either scalar, vector or array and numeric or 
alphanumeric, and the thread to next symbol flag which reduces the 
search for variable time during execution. On completion of the 
Variable and Line Number Resolution Phase, th- ..-xtem automatically 
enteres the Execution Phase.
During execution each statement is interpreted as it is 
scanned. This phase involves the required BASIC microroutines as 
they are encountered in the Atom Table information. This phase also 
activates three pushdown stacks, viz, the Called Subroutine Stack 
(CSS), the Value Stack (VS) and the Operator stack (OS), which store 
subroutine return addresses, the results of expression evaluations 
and loop and subroutine information.
The read/write memory cycle time of the WANG 2200 Central 
Processing Unit is rated at 1.6 microseconds. The system operates 
on full precision numeric variables that is, the equivalent of 
thirteen significant decimal digits within the dynamic range of 
1G-®9 to 10+99. Addition or subtraction of two variables 
executes in 0,8 msecs, multiplication of two variable executes in 
3,8 msecs and division in 7,4 msecs. The slowest rated function is 
the evaluation of a tangent which has an average execution time of
78,5 msecs.
1,3.3 The WANG 2200 VP Central Processing Unit
The analytical photogrammetry system was developed for this
dissertation on the WANG 2200T Central Processing Unit. All initial 
testing and processing was carried out on this model processor. 
Towards the end of the project WANG Computers released a faster 
model, the WANG 2200VP, also a minicomputer expandable up to 
32K-bytee of Random Access Memory. The two models of processor are 
software compatible although the WANG 2200VP has an enhanced BASIC 
instruction set which is not downward compatible. All the tests 
processed on the WANG 2200T were reprocessed on the WANG 2200VP in 
addition to another test viz. the processing of the iterative block 
adjustment of a block of data comprising two hundred models.
The WANG 2200VP firmware is not hardwired into the system but 
is .loaded by a bootstrap into memory from a disk unit. Additional 
features offered by the VP firmware are mainly immediate mode 
insructions none of which could be incorporated into the orginally 
developed software to increase its power.
The architecture of the machine contains certain improvements 
which have resulted in a processor which is rated at ten times 
faster than the WANG 2200T processor.
1.3.4 Auxiliary Data Storage Gnit
The WANG 2260 Disk Gnit was used in the development of the software 
for this project. It was, at the time of this development 
(1975/76), the largest disk unit available for the WANG minicomputer 
system. This disk unit has sufficient capacity to contain the data 
of a two hundred model block with approximately thirty points per 
model. Owing t^ the limited capacity of the Central processing Unit 
Memory, the disk unit is used extensively as auxiliary memory and 
only certain information is retrieved from the disk as and when it 
is required to be processed.
The WANG 2260 disk unit has two platters - one fixed and the 
other removable, each of which contains five megabytes of storage 
and thus has a total of ten megabytes of storage space.
Each platter is divided into tracks, either one hundred or two 
hundred tracks per inch (TPX). The individual tracks are divided 
into twenty four sectors of two hundred and fifty-six bytes per 
sector, of which two hundred and fifty-three bytes are usable; the 
remaining three bytes are used as control bytes by the hardware.
The maximum capacity of a ten megabyte disk is approximately 1,1 
million full precision numerics (thirteen decimal digits). Since 
the system allows for the compaction of numeric data, i.e. numeric 
data can be converted into alphanumeric variables at the rate of one 
byte per two digits, and with judicious blocking of the data on the 
disk, the capacity of 1,1 million full precision numbers may be 
increased if lower precision data is adequate for the current task.
The disk platter has an iron oxide magnetic surface above which 
the read/write head moves while the disk rotates. Information is 
stored on the disk in the form of magnetized spots of iron oxide.
The sectors are staggered on the concentric tracks in such a way 
that consecutively numbered sectors in a track are located twelve 
physical sectors, or one-half track, apart. This arrangement makes 
it possible to access as many as four consecutively numbered sectors 
in a single rotation of the platter in certain operations.
The two modes of storage on the disk platters are:
i) Automatic file cataloguing in which the system records both the 
location and size of each file contained on the disk platter,
ii) Direct absolute sector addressing of a specific sector on disk 
which is independent of the automatic file cataloguing.
The four disk specifications which indicate the speed of the disk 
unit are:
1) The track access time (i.e. the time required to position the
disk read/write head at a specific track) of 37 msecs,
ii) the average latency time (i.e. the time required to rotate a 
track to a particular position) of 12,5 msecs,
iii) the raw transfer rate of data of 312 500 bytes per second, and
iv) the read/write time of B msecs.
The disk unit can be multiplexed simultaneously to up to four
central processing units each of which can access data from the 
common data base.
1.4.1 Analytical Photogrammetry prior to 1950
During the period of 1883 to 1950, analytical photogrammetrists 
concerned themselves with the development of mathematical solutions 
of the problems of the space resection in photogrammetry.
in 1883 R sturn and 6 Hauck (Doyle, P. 1964) established the 
relation between projective geometry and photograimetry. However, 
it was more than sixteen years later before S Finsterwalder was to 
establish the mathematics of analytical photogrammetry. He 
published the first of a series of papers in 1899 which dealt with 
this subject and over the next thirty years, using vector- 
terminology, he investigated the photogrammetric single-and-double- 
point resection in space and the formulation of the relative and 
absolute orientation.
Concurrent with the work of Finsterwalder, C Pulfrich developed 
the first stereocomparator in 1901 to be used in the measurement of 
terrastial photographs and thus started the development towards 
instrumental photogrammetry. The successors of Pulfrich's 
instrument are the modern stereocomparator used in analytical 
photograimetry.
The first attempt at a practical application of analytical 
photogrammetry, the mapping of part of the Dutch coastline and 
several off-shore islands, was undertaken in 1920. Owing to the 
unsatisfactory results of this new technique, no other analytical 
photogrammetric projects we < begun for almost thirty years.
During this period interest in analytical photogrammetry waned, 
owing to the poor results achieved in the first projects combined 
with the fact that there was no instrumentation available that could 
process the vast amounts of data involved in an analytical mapping 
project.
However, photogrammetists like Von Gruber and Earl Church 
continued their investigations into the theory of analytical 
photogrammetry. Von Gruber is well known for his development of the 
differential formulae of the projection relation between planes. 
Ironically, not anticipating the development of high speed 
computers, he dismissed the practicability of the analytical 
approach in 1924 and subsequently concentrated his efforts on the 
development of analogue photogrammetric instruments. Earl Church, 
an American applied mathematician, revived a limited interest in 
analytical photogrammetry in a paper published in 1930 which dealt 
with the single photograph space resection as a two stage problem, 
viz. the determination first of the station co-ordinates and second 
of the rotational parameters. Subsequent papers published in 1936,
1940 and 1941 discussed the extension of control using a four point 
control extension procedure, the determination of scale data from 
photographs without reference to their absolute positions in space 
and the rectification of tilted aerial photographs. Church's work, 
presented in direction-cosine notation has been criticized for its 
failure to deal with redundant observations and error analysis.
The work of Church was nevertheless a valuable contribution to 
the development of analytical photogrammetry and had a strong 
influence on E Merritt who in 1950 and 1951 and later in 1958, in a 
published book, presented a formal treatment of the analytical 
solutions for camera calibration, space resection, interior and 
exterior orientation, relative and absolute orientation of stereo 
pairs and analytical control extention.
1.4.2 Developments in Analytical Photogrammetry since 1950
The appearance in the 1950's of the high speed electronic digital 
computer was largely responsible for a renaissance in the field of 
analytical photogrammetry leading to investigations into practical 
applications of digital methods of control extension using 
photogrammetry.
H Schmid (1956/57, 1959) realised the potential computing power 
of the newly developed automatic electronic computers. In 
anticipation of the large capacity computer, Schmid developed the 
principles of modern multistation analytical photogrammetry . His 
work is further characterised by its generalized treatement of the 
problem which allows for the simultaneous solution of rigorous least 
squares adjustments of redundant observations.
The implementation of a rigorous analytical adjustment based on 
Schmid's theory requires not only fast computing facilities, but 
also large memory which were not available when Schmid developed his 
theory. Photogrammetrists realised the need for less rigorous 
solutions which could be implemented on the current equipment. The 
result was to apply the computer to the analogue solution of strip 
formation and the adjustment of strips and blocks based on small 
sections as the adjustment unit using iterative procedures (Davis,
R. 1966) .
The development of analytical solutions of the relative and
absolute orientations were largely owing to G Schut (1955/56, 
1960/61), B Thompson (1959) and C M van den Hout (1961). Schut's 
approach to the analytical relative orientation was based on the 
coplanarity condition of homologous pairs of rays in space. This 
development was furthered by Thompson who used matrix notation for a 
solution particularly suited to small capacity digital computers.
In 1961 van den Hout published a solution to the relative 
orientation based on the same coplanarity condition hut using an 
alternative algebraic method and the initial assumption of equal 
elevation of all points in ;nodel space.
The same three photogrammetrists, E Thompson (1959), C van den 
Hout (1960/61) and G Schut (1960/61) were responsible for the 
theories of analytical solutions to the absolute orientation. The 
method proposed by Thompson (1958/59) resulted in an exact linear 
solution of the elements of the orthogonal rotation matrix. Schut 
(1960/61) devised simpler forms of linear equations using two 
different approaches viz. matrix algebra with real elements which 
leads to three equations and quarternion algebra with complex 
elements which leads to four equations. Also in 1961 van den Hout 
proposed an alterntive solution to the absolute orientation using a 
linearized observation equation. The application of triplets of 
photographs which was first suggested by H Schmid in 1956 and 1957 
was further pursued by E Mikhail in 1962 resulting in a method of 
relative orientation which reduces^ the number of unknowns from 
eighteen to eleven.
The early years of the 1960's saw the development and 
implementation of the Independent Model methrd of aerial 
triangulation based on a concept suggested by H Fourcade in 1926. 
Both the semi-analytical technique which processes models formed on 
stereoplotters, and the fully analytical technique which processes 
analytically formed models were considered by V Williams and B 
Brazier, and G Inghilleri and R Galetto during the period 1964 to 
1967 (Williams, V  A and Brazier H H. 1964, 1965, 1966 and 
Inghilleri, G and Galetto R. 1967).
1.4.3 The Development of Analytical Methods of Strip and
Block Adjustment
Investigations into analytical adjustments of strips based on least 
squares were first undertaken by R Roelofs in 1951 and 1952. The 
adjustment procedure was based on interpolation methods originally 
developed for hand computations. Several other photogrammetrists, 
notably A Nowichi and C Born (1960) and A J van der Weele (1953/54) 
proposed adjustments which were extensions of the procedures 
developed by Roelofs.
A more rigorous adjustment of strip triangulation was proposed 
in 1960 by B Gotthardt, a procedure which in the opinion of F 
Ackermann (1962) was reserved for large scale precision 
photogrammetry and only suitable for implementation on large 
capacity computers.
Perhaps the most exhaustive investigations into polynomial 
strip adjustments were undertaken in the late 1950's by G H Schut at 
the HRC in Canada (Schut, G 3. 1964). The adjustment was programmed 
as a sequence of conformal transformations in two dimensions as an 
alterative solution to a three dimensional conformal polynomial 
transformation.
In an effort to further improve the results of strip adjustment 
by polynomial adjustment, photogrammetrists investigated the 
possibility of three dimensional conformal transformations of degree 
higher than one, but found that they do not exist. Attempts were 
also made to model the errors in the strip by polynomials of degree 
higher than three, but subsequently F Ackermann (1961/62) found that 
the best results would be obtained by adjusting the strip in 
sections using composed second order polynomials.
The rigorous fully analytical block adjustments first suggested 
by H Schmid in 1956/57 was not implemented cm a computer until 
several years later in 1966 owing to the requirements for large 
amounts of computer memory for the solution of the normal 
equations. The first block adjustment using this technique 
comprised only twenty photographs. Thus, concurrent with the 
development of analytical block adjustment during the 1960's, there 
were several investigations by photogrammetrists and numerical 
mathematicians into improved algorithms for the solution of the
normal equations by both direct and iterative methods.
Alternative methods of analytical block adjustment which 
required less computer memory and yet achieved a high degree of 
accuracy were researched in the early 1960's by S Bervoets (1960), G 
Schut (1964), F ftmer (1962) and D Proctor (1962). The methods 
suggested by Bervoets and Schut consisted in applying sequential 
atrip adjustments using third order polynomials to each strip in the 
block, treating the tie points from the previous strip as control 
with a lower weighting in the next overlapping strip.
Amer, at the university College, London, and Proctor of the 
Ordnance survey of Great Britain, worked concurrently on the 
analytical block adjustment using the model or groups of modals as 
the adjustment unit. The approach developed by both Amer and 
Proctor was a numerical solution of the analogue blssk adjustment of 
Jerie for planimetrie adjustment which cses two szsreomodels as the 
basic adjustment unit, while this method of block adjustment by 
applying sequential linear conformal trmsfornatlcna to the sections 
in the block has a low computer memory requirement, it suffers from 
a slew rate of convergence, particularly if large blocks are 
adjusted.
A further extension of the numerical solution of block 
adjustment based on thf Jerie-analogue adjustment, enabling the 
simultaneous determination of the linear transformation coefficients 
and tie point co-ordinates was proposed in 1962 by C M van Sen Hout 
(1966). The linear property of the normal equations permits this 
banded and bordered matrix of equations t= ka solved by a llrect 
method. The symmetric properties of tbs z = a l  equation c-afficient 
matrix which allow for the treatment of the solution on a oallapsed 
normal equation matrix were recognised fer vza czn Hout. The 
handling of collapsed matrices greatly rsTucas the computer memory 
requirements for a direct solution of the hlti: adjustment 
coefficients. The same adjustment eaa irglermted in 1963 by D 
Eckhart (1962/64) and J van Leyden on the zttvtu Computer in the 
mathematical department of ITC. The adjustacrzt program, ANBLOCR, 
was originally developed for planinatrlc adjustment only but was 
later revised to handle height adjustment either as a separate 
adjustment or combined in a three dimensional adjustment.
In 1963 and 1964 American photogrammetrists E Mikhail and
aormal equations ty both direct and iterative methods.
Alternative methods of analytical block adjustment which 
required less computer memory and yet achieved a high degree of 
accuracy were researched in the early 1960's by 8 Bervoets (1960), G 
Schut (1964), F Amer (1962) and D Proctor (1962). The methods 
suggested by Bervoets and Schut consisted in applying sequential 
strip adjustments using third order polynomials to each strip in the 
block, treating the tie points from the previous strip as control 
with a lower weighting in the next overlapping strip.
Amer, at the University College, London, and Proctor of the 
Ordnance Survey of Great Britain, worked concurrently on the 
analytical block adjustment using the model or groups of models as 
the adjustment unit. The approach developed by both Amer and 
Proctor was a numerical solution of the analogue block adjustment of 
Jerie for planimetric adjustment which uses two stereomodels as the 
basic adjustment unit. While this method of block adjustment by 
applying sequential linear conformal transformations to the sections 
in the block has a low computer memory requirement, it suffers from 
a slow rate of convergence, particularly if large blocks are 
adjusted.
A further extension of the numerical solution of block 
adjustment based on the Jerie-analogue adjustment, enabling the 
simultaneous determination of the linear transformation coefficients 
and tie point co-ordinates was proposed in 1962 by C M van den Bout 
(1966). The linear property of the normal equations permits this 
banded and bordered matrix of equations to be solved by a direct 
method. The symmetric properties of the normal equation coefficient 
matrix which allow for the treatment of the solution on a collapsed 
normal equation matrix were recognised by van den Hout. The 
handling of collapsed matrices greatly reduces the computer memory 
requirements for a direct solution of the block adjustment 
coefficients. The same adjustment was implemented in 1963 by D 
Eckhart (1962/64) and J van Leyden on the ZEBRA Computer in the 
mathematical department of ITC. The adjustment program, ANBLOCR, 
was originally developed for planimetric adjustment only but was 
later revised to handle height adjustment either as a separate 
adjustment or combined in a three dimensional adjustment.
In 1963 and 1964 American photogrammetrists B Mikhail and
J Anderson, respectively, undertook investigations into the 
practicability of block adjustments using as the basic adjustment 
unit sub-blocks comprising three overlapping triplet sets. Tests 
showed that comparable results were obtainable and that such 
adjustments were indeed feasible for blocks of photography with 
sixty percent fore and aft overlaps.
The first program developed to adjust blocks of aerial 
triangulation based on the collinearity condition of image point, 
perspective centre,and object point suggested by B Schmid (1959) 
became operational in 1966 at the United States National Ocean 
Survey (USNOS). The direct solution of the normal equations on the 
hardware available to USNOS limited the size of the block to 
twenty-five photographs and thus was of little practical use 
(Keller, M 1967). As a result interest in the practical 
applications of the non-rigorous adjustments for computational 
considerations continued to dominate developments in analytical 
block adjustments.
It was believed however, at that time that the optimal solution 
lay in the rigorous simultaneous adjustment of the block using 
Schmid's method. D Brown and Associates under the sponsorship of 
the Rome Air Development Centre (RADC) began studies in 1963 into 
the adjustment of large blocks using recently developed techniques 
in matrix iterative analysis for the solution of the normal 
equations (Davis, R. 1966). Three iterative solutions were 
investigated viz. Gauss-Seidel, Gauss-Seidel with Luisternick 
Acceleration and Gauss-Seidel with Successive over Relaxation. It 
was found that the last of the three methods yielded results which 
compared favourably with non-iterative techniques. The resultant 
program system was initially written to cater for the adjustment of 
a block involving a maximum of five hundred unknowns, with the aid 
of buffering procedures and auxiliary mass storage devices, it was 
envisaged that with the same amount of main computer memory the 
program could be extended to handle up to 10 000 unknowns with no 
significant loss of efficiency.
By the late 1960's it was generally accepted that adjustments 
of large blocks involving the simultaneous solution of more than 
10^ unknowns was at least possible. An interesting application of
such a large block adjustment was theorised by D Brown (1968) 
for the establishment of a linear control network by photogrammetric 
means'. It was believed that such a task would involve the 
adjustment of 14 700 photographs if a twelve inch camera were used 
to photograph the entire lunar surface with fifty-five percent fore 
and aft and twenty percent side overlaps. The bordered-banded 
normal equation system would be solved by the method of Recurrent 
Partitioning. By 1971 such an application had been implemented 
using a program capable of a simultaneous adjustment of 2 000 
photographs involving 10* unknowns. The lunar mapping project 
required the adjustments of sixty-four photographs involving 7 000 
point images. The adjustment was processed on the IBM 7094 in less 
than two hours (Matos, R . 1971).
In the early 1970’a attention was again focussed towards th«- 
development and implementation of program packages for strip and 
block adjustments by independent models, this time allowing for 
greater generality of data in order to produce marketable 
analytical aerial triangulation systems. The system developed, 
PAT-M of which there are two versions vis. PATM-43 and PATH-7 was 
done so under the direction of H Ebner and H Klein at the 
Photogrammetric Institute of Stuttgart University (Ackermann, P, 
Ebner, B, Klein, H. 1973). The Gholesky solution, which is 
particularly suitable for the solution of the positive definitive 
banded and bordered system of normal equations, allows for up to 
10* unknowns.
The complete PATH systems are sub-divided into four parts, each 
of which occupies less than 12K words of main memory.
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2 MATHEMATICS OF ANALYTICAL AERIAL TRIANGULATION
2.1 Introduction
Subsequent to the photographic stages of photogrammetry there are 
several steps required to obtain the plate image co-ordinates to be 
used as input to the analytical aerial triangulation system. The 
images must be identified on the photographic plates which, 
depending on the procedure used may require point transfer of 
artifical points between overlapping photographs viewed under 
stereo-observation using instruments like the wild PUG or the Zeiss 
Snap Marker. The dyadic sets of plate image co-ordinates are 
referred to a plane co-ordinate system with its origin at the 
principal point of the photograph and the x-axis approximately in 
the direction cf flight.
The plate image co-ordinates may be measured using either 
stereo- or mono-comparators. Using mono-comparator measuring 
instruments, each photographic plate is measured separately with the 
plate co-ordinates being determined in a cartesian reference frame 
in which the x and y axes are defined generally be mechanical guide 
rails. Other methods of obtaining mono-comparator plate 
co-ordinates which do not require a mechanical definition of the 
axes of the co-ordinate system involve linear measurements and the 
determination of the co-ordinates of plate images in a co-ordinate 
system using the trilaterative principle.*
The two sets of data used in testing the digital photogrammetric 
system developed on the WANG 2200 minicomputer viz the Durban and 
St. Faith's Test Areas, were measured using the Trilateration 
Microscope developed by H S Williams in 1971 and defined as a linear 
mono-comparator.
The Analytical Aerial Triangulation procedure developed on the 
WANG 2200 which is described in this chapter, provides for obtaining 
final block adjusted co-ordinates using the plate image co-ordinates 
as input. The steps involved in obtaining the block adjusted 
co-ordinates includes
a) Relative orientation and model formation.
b) Formation of the strips of the bloc!; using the independent 
models,
c) Transformation of the individual strips to a terrain co-ordinate 
system and strip adjustment of each strip to reduce systematic
d) Block adjustment using either the models or the strips as the 
adjustment unit.
2.2 Observed image Co-ordinate Refinement
Analytical Aerial Triangulation is based on the central projection 
theory in which the axis of the lens is normal to the plane of the 
dispositive, intersects it at the principal point and the plane of 
the photograph is a true plane. However, since these conditions are 
only theoretical the measured image plate co-ordinates are seldom 
used in their raw form in analytical photogrammetry but are 
subjected to several corrections and refinements (ASP 1966).
Comparator calibration corrections are generally insignificant 
but would be applied to compensate for any errors inherent in the 
measuring instrument.
The photographic material which may be either glass or film is 
subject to deformation. Corrections for film deformation may be 
applied using one of the three following techniques;
1) Linear scale changes in the x and y directions of the 
photoplane. The corrections are obtained from the calibrated 
focal plane distances.
2) Linear scale changes in any direction in the plane of the 
photograph. A minimum of four fiducial marks are required to 
obtain the eight transformation parameters of a projective 
transformation.
3) Use of the reseau in the focal plane. The observed points may 
be referred to the nearest reseau co-ordinate, or transformed by 
a projective transformation, the coefficients of which are 
determined from four reseau co-ordinates surrounding the point.
A third alternative to this method is to apply a polynomial 
transformation to each point. The coefficients of the 
transformation polynomial are determined from all the ,>seau 
co-ordinates.
It is often convenient to refer the co-ordinates to the principal 
point as origin which is defined by the photograph's fiducial axes. 
This correction constitutes shifts in the x and y directions.
Radial lens distortion, which comprises symmetric and asymmetric 
radial distortions, is corrected for by applying an appropriate 
distortion curve polynomial where the coefficients of the polynomial 
are obtained from the camera calibration data.
The atmospheric refraction correction which is radial from the 
nadir point is obtained from a function relating the nadir angle and 
the atmospheric constant to the correction to the nadir angle. 
Bopirical equations for the atmospheric constant have been published 
by several authors.
The plate image co-ordinates processed by the system developed 
for this dissertation were not subjected to any of the above 
corrections (with the exception of referring the co-ordinates to the 
principal point as origin) in order that a direct comparison of 
results could be obtained with results processed ty B S Williams
(1974) and T van Dijk (1975) who processed the same unrefined data. 
However, it should be noted that H Williams (1974) showed the 
magnitude of these corrections for the data from the Durban and St. 
Faith's Test Areas to have an insignificant effect r*n the absolute 
accuracies of the block adjusted data.
2.3 Analytical Relative Orientation and Model Formation
The restitution of the model in space is obtained from the 
coplanarity condition of homologous pairs of rays and the model 
base. A minimum of five plate image co-ordinates from the 
overlapping area of adjacent photographs are required for the 
solution of the elements of the relative orientation rotation 
matrix. For a well conditioned solution these points should lie as 
close as possible to the Von Gruber points. In practice, however, 
more than the minimum of five points are selected and a least 
squares solution is applied.
The method of Relative Orientation used in the program developed 
for this dissertation follows the treatment of the problem outlined 
by B Thompson (1959).
The condition for coplanarity of homologous pairs of rays and
the model base may be expressed as follows:
(2.3.1)
where il j and k are the unit vectors parallel to the /, y* and Z 
axes of the model system. The problem is simplified by considering 
the model system to be coincident with that of the left hand plate 
co-ordinate system and the model scale to be 1/6, where 6 is the 
length of the model base. This reduces the number of unknowns from 
nine to five. The expression for the condition of coplanarity may 
be expressed in the form:
where: bY = 0/bx
b=f)/b
X J/ Zf are image point co-ordinates in the left hand
plate referred to the perspective centre as
X y  Z are the corresponding image point co-ordinates In
the right hand plate referred to the perspective 
centre as origin.
Z =z}= f All points are referred to the respective plate 
perspective centre as origin and therefore 
all Z' and zj equal the common focal length.
R  is the transpose of the orthogonal rotation
matrix which can be expressed in terms of three 
independent parameters without the use of angular 
functions. E Thompson (1957 uses the Cayley 
matrix.
R x u - s i u  + s r '
(2.3.3)
where 5  is a skew symmetric matrix expressed by 
means of the Rodrigues parameters \/t and u thus
0 -U
S =1/2 I U 0
- jJ X
Since the focal length of each camera station is constant, 1^  = 2 = f 
equation 2.3.2 may be written as
k Y U / y / O  - A ,  6,
' A ,  0 -I
-a; ; o i l?
where the ordinates X2,y2 >xf, Y, are in the ratio of the 
measured co-ordinates to /.
Equation 2.3.5 may be expanded and simplified to obtain the 
following exact condition equation which expresses the y-parallax in 
terms of parameters of the relative orientation:
where #  represents the second and third order terms.
Poe each image point observed there will be one such condition 
equation which for P observations may be expressed in matrix 
notation as:
AV+BA*F=0 : F=S?-l
(2.3.7)
A*1 the identity matrix
B is the matrix of coefficients of the unknown parameters
X M u,6,,6,V is the vector of residuals
A is the vector of unknown parameters
I is the vector of y-parallax
P is the remainder term of second and third order terms.
The least squares solution for the unknowns, follows an
iterative procedure wherein Bie = 0  (the null matrix) for the 
first iteration. Thus
(2.3.8)
N=(BrB)
F,°-l
The vector of residuals - a n d  is
evaluated from the original condition equations 2.3.5. In general:
(2.3,9)
After convergence of the iterative procedure the right-hand plate 
co-ordinates a m  rotated into the co-ordinate system of the 
left-hand plate by the transformation:
The spatial model co-ordinates X, y and Z in the system of the 
left-hand photograph are calculated from the following equations:
K *  K yi
(2.3.11)
The standard deviation of the y-parallax for the n points (n sat 5) 
used in the determination of the elements of the relative 
orientation at the scale of the photograph is given by:
\  = J z / y / ( n - u ) '
(2.3.12)
where: P equals the number of condition equations
U equals the number of unknowns i.e 5
y  - (Yf ~ V2 )'f/Z'p ; f is the focal length of the camera.
2.4 Strip Formation from Independent Models
The method of strip formation to be described may be used on models 
which have been formed either analytically or on analogue plotting 
instruments.
Strip formation is generally a variation of the absolute 
orientation applied sequentially throughout the strip to adjacent 
models.
The method of strip formation used in the programs written for 
this dissertation is based on the approach to the solution to the 
absolute orientation of a model developed by Schut (1960) of which 
the principal aspect is his solution of the orthogonal rotation
The orthogonal rotation matrix expressed in terms of a 
skew-symmetric matrix is:
The rotation matrix is a function of four parameters of which only 
three are independent which allows any one of the four parameters to 
be assigned an arbitrary value.
The orientation of each successive model to its predecessor in 
the strip may be expressed in matrix notation as follows:
P  = (dI-S)'’(d!+SJ
(2.4.1)
X '  = r X = ( d i - s r ' ( d i * s ) X
(2.4.3)
2.4 Strip Formation from Independent Models
The method of strip formation to be described may be used on models 
which have been formed either analytically i>r on analogue plotting 
instruments.
Strip formation is generally a variation of the absolute 
orientation applied sequentially throughout the strip to adjacent 
models.
The method of strip formation used in the programs written for 
this dissertation is based on the approach to the solution to the 
absolute orientation of a model developed by Schut (1960) of which 
the principal aspect is his solution of the orthogonal rotation
The orthogonal rotation matrix expressed in terms of a 
skew-symmetric matrix is:
The rotation matrix is a function of four parameters of which only 
three are independent which allows any one of the four parameters to 
be assigned an arbitrary value.
The orientation of each successive model to its predecessor in 
the strip may be expressed in matrix notation as follows:
p  = ( d i - s r ' ( d i + s )
(2.4.1)
(2.4.2)
X '  = n X  = ( d i - s r ’( d i  + s ) X
(2.4.3)
where: X  is the vector of co-ordinates prior to rotation
and X  is the vector of co-ordinates subsequent to rotation.
The common perspective centre to the two adjacent models is used to 
control the longitudinal tilts of the models throughout the strip.
Premultiplying both sides of equation 2.4,3 by (<//-S ), 
expanding and simplifying yields the following three linearly 
dependent equations of which only two are linearly independent?
With d  set arbitrarily equal to 1 there remain three unknowns to be 
solved. A least squares adjustment of the observations yields two 
sets of co-ordinates for each point common to the adjacent models 
and therefore two linearly independent equations. B Schmutter
(1975) has shown that for small variations in the scales of adjacent 
models the average of the two sets of co-ordinates for each point 
after transformation common to the adjacent models is an optimum 
solution.
The rigorous treatment of the least squares solution is to 
consider the co-ordinates in both models to be observed. 
Linearisation of the observation equations 2.4.4 results in the 
following set of equations in matrix form for point / :
0, ~(Z+Z) (Y+Y)
(Z+Z) 0 -(X+X)
~(Y'+Y) (X+X) 0
(2.4.4)
A/Vj + B-A +f) - 0
Ii- &
if,
5 7 I -
&
j-b' - i -
Therefore: A" "* I . .
where 3] b" and C° are initltal approximations to the rotation matrix 
elements.
f 56 bfi bf\ /ds EE be _r ~(Z+Z)dft bf* bn \(Z+Z)0. Sa EE EE
V^fdZ' d Z  dY' dY dX' dX)J
\ ~(da db dc)T
Ft =(f, f2 )! Y'+Y) (-X-X)jJ
For each of the n points there will be one set of equations of 
type 2.4.5. Thus
4 , If + Bf A +F, =0 
+ +F2 = 0
AV ■'■3 A * F = 0
which may be written in general as:
A V + B A + F  = 0
(2.4.13)
On the assumption that there is no correlation between the 
co-ordinates of different points and that the total cofactor matrix 
is equal to / , the identity matrix, then the least squares solution 
to the parameters of the rotation matrix is given by:
4  - A T ' i
Where: N  * 2 ( B ' ( A d )'B ).
M  (2.4.15)
and t = £ ( B r( A A T)F).
(2.4.16)
The corrections to the observed co-ordinates is giv-n by:
(2.4.17)
In the system developed here the co-ordinates of the / th model were 
considered to have infinite vreight in the joining of models / and 
i+1 in a strip. A more detailed description of the process of the 
joining of two models adopted in the programming of the system is 
given in section 3.3.
2.5 Transformation of the Strip and Strip Adjustment
The triangulated strip co-ordinates subsequent to the formation of
the atrip are still ia the model co-ordinate system referred to the 
principal point of the first model in the strip as origin. The 
strip co-ordinates in model space may be used as input to the block 
adjustment procedures if they are to be block adjusted, otherwise 
they must be transformed to the terrain co-ordinate system and 
adjusted accordingly to eliminate systematic errors and reduce 
random errors, although the strip co-ordinates in the model system 
are block adjusted by the system developed here they are 
nevertheless transformed and strip adjusted using polynomial 
adjustments prior to block adjustment for the reasons stated. The 
method of strip transformation and strip adjustment used will be 
discussed.
2.5.1 Strip Transformation
A projective transformation is used to transform the model units 
(X Y a) to the terrain unit (U V W). The projective transformation 
is thus:
where: X ttrrt!H is the vector of terrain co-ordinates (EJ V W)r for a 
point in the strip.
\ is the scale factor,
/? is the orthogonal rotation matrix.
X motiei 13 the vector of co-ordinates (X Y Z)r in model space
of the corresponding point in the strip.
Xshii: *s the vector (U0 VD W0/ of constant terms to
translate the model co-ordinate system to the same 
origin to which the terrain co-ordinates are referred.
Initial approximations to the unknown elements viz. the nine 
elements of the rotation matrix/? , the scale factor "X and the three 
shift parameters X ihll! are obtained from the solution to the 
equation set 2.5.1.1 using two points which are known in (0 V W)r 
and (X Y Z)r and a third point known in (0 0 W)r and (0 0 Z)T ,
While in practice these initial approximations may be sufficiently 
accurate to transform the strip-prior to strip adjustment where the 
data are to be ultimately block adjusted, the method of strip 
transformation involving a least squares iterative procedure where 
redundant observations are present which provides improved 
trcssfonnation parameters has been used.
nine elements of the general orthogonal rotation matrix may 
be expre,C"ed in terms of three of the elements as follows:
/  ^
n -
\ *
After the initial approximation all subsequent rotations d R  will 
be small with the elements  ^ and tending to dr2Ji
dr}! and respectively. The resulting rotation matrix d R  will 
become:
r, i  -5," -r.
' / -dr|
drn / ~dr3t
dr» drj} 1
if all secc. J. ond higher order terms are Ignored. Similarly after 
the initial approximation to the transformation parameters the 
scale X  and the vector of shifts X shin • will tend to the small
quantities dX and reopectively.
Hence, after iterating the solution n times
\  = \ +
(2.5.1.5)
R n = RndR.
(2.5.1.6)
X„ = X n + ikdX.,
shift shift I shift
(2.5.1.7)
2.5.2 Strip Adjustment
Polynomials for strip adjustment have been investigated by several 
p.iotogrametrists notably G Sohut (1950, 1961, 1962, 1964, 1966) F 
Ackermann (1962/64) E Mikhail (1964) and M Keller and G C Tewinkel 
(1964). Although the optimum polynomial for adjusting strips has 
not been found several definite conclusions have been drawn 
concerning the various polynomials and their uses. Perhaps the most 
important of these conclusions are that conformal three-dimensional 
transformations of degree higher than the first do not exist (Schut, 
O S. 1964 and Mikhail, B. 1964); the accuracy of strip adjustment 
does not improve with high order polynomials? and composed 
polynomials of third order produce the most satisfactory results.
Thus most of the polynomial strip adjustments which have been 
used in practice have been semi-empirical. The Coast and Geodetic 
Survey (Keller, M. and Tewinkel, G, 1964) use the following formulae 
which contain terms to cater for fckr local tilts in the strips
™ 'Xm-m " A z  (3 h x 1+ 2 i x  + })+a x1* b x 2+ 
+ cx -  2 d x y - e y  + f  
y , „ r „  = K . i . i  -  A z t h x 1 *  t x + m ) * l a / y *  2 bx y- t  
* c y  f d x 2* o x  +g
^ittra in * (1  + ( 3 h x * + 2 ix  + f f  + ( k x *+ (m  + m f )%
+ h x *  + i x ! + j x  + k x 3y  + m y  +n
D Arthur (1959) of the Ordnance Survey of Britain used the formulae:
X, r  X  * a  + a x + a z - a y +^ 2 3 x*+a x z - a  xyttrram msdtl f « 6 7 I 10 It
* ", * 4  /  V  ' ' »  A  » /
G Schut (1964) of the HRC in Canada uses conformal polynomial 
transformations for the adjustments of the planimetric strip 
co-ordinates, which can be derived from the following complex 
polynomial:
( X — ''
(2.5.2.3)
where: / - f - T
The simplest method of polynomial strip adjustment in three 
dimensions is to treat the planimetric and height adjustments 
separately. This approach has been adopted in the system developed 
in this study. The following third order conformal polynomials:
Xma<lf,+ z x -b y  + c (x 2- y  ) -2 d x y + e (x  - 3 y  ) - f(3 x 2y - y )
^ r « ;n“  \n<3d t i + 3 y  -hdl'x3- y 1 ) + 2cx y  + e {3 x ‘y - y  )+ t (x 3-3 x y  )
and the third order polynomial:
(2.5.2.4)
are the polynomial used in the strip adjustment program to adjust 
the planimetric and height co-ordinates respectively.
The observation equatons 2.5.4.4 may be written in matrix 
notation for each point / in the strip known in both the model and 
the terrain as:
V. + B. A + F - 0
where: V. is the vector of residuals
B( is the submatrix of coefficients of the unknowns
A  is the vector of unknowns or the polynomial
coefficients which are to be determined 
and F. is the subvector of absolute terms.
Since the planimetric and height adjustments are handled separately 
there will be two sets of normal equations to be solved for each 
strip in the block.
2.6 Analytical Block Adjustment
Two approaches to analytical block adjustment have been applied in 
the system developed on the WANG 2200 minicomputer. The first is 
that suggested by J? Amer (1961) which is a numerical solution to the 
Jerie analogue block adjustment. This method has the advantage of 
being implemented on small capacity computers, but because it is an 
iterative adjustment it suffers from the problem of slow convergence.
The second approach follows that favoured by G Schut (1964,
1967) which uses the strip as the basic adjustment unit. This 
method is also suitable for small capacity computers, the storage
requirements being dependent on the number of strips in the block 
and the degree of the correction polynomial. This method of block 
adjustment does not have the slow convergence problem of the 
iterative block adjustment procedure and produces a result only 
slightly less accurate than adjustments using the model as the 
adjustment unit. However, this adjustment method requires 
substantially more ground control than the previously mentioned 
block adjustment method.
2.6.1 Block Adjustment Hsing the Model as the Adjustment Dnit
This simple method of block adjustment developed by F Amer (1961) 
for the planimetric adjustment of blocks consists of a series of 
linear conformal transformations of each model or section of models 
in the block in an iterative adjustment. A section may comprise one 
or more models with the basic assumption that the scale throughout 
the section is uniform. The iterative adjustment is required to 
minimise the sums of the squares of the residuals at the section tie 
points in the block.
The fcdj aent follows this simple procedure:
i) Bach strip in the block is transformed to the terrain and strip 
adjusted to obtain preliminary block co-ordinates in terrain 
relatively free from systematic errors.
ii) The arithmetic means of the co-ordinates of the section tie 
points of each section are calculated.
iii) Bach section in turn is transformed to the respective tie 
points co-ordinate means using a linear conform.! 
transformation. The coefficients of the transformation 
equations are computed using a minimum variance determination 
described in 2.6.1.1.
-v) Steps (ii) and (iii) are repeated until the standard error of 
adjustment converges to within a satisfactory toxerance.
2.6.1.1 The Linear Conformal transformations
Consider the tie point means of the j v.b section in strip / in the 
block to be X % %  ■ • /X, Ijf J and the corresponding tie
points to be fX, Y, )t (Xt Y2J,, . ,(X3 % ) then the minimum variance
coefficients a, 6, C and d  of the linear conformal
transformation observation equations 2.6.1.1.1, of which there will 
be two for each section tie point,
|/ = ^  - aX; - 6 ^  * c 
V= Y - bX, +aY +d
j computed from:
a = K  j
k(X\ + Y?)
b = -X' X U
5 = i X ;
d =±Y;
(2.6.1.1.2)
where X,and Y, are referred to the centroid of the model under 
consideration.
The standard error of adjustment for a single model is computed
d = t v'v 
\2n-A j
s:((Xi -aX; + bYi ~c/+( Yi-bXi -  a K - d / J
(2.6.1.1.3)
where n is the nasber of tie points in the determination of the 
transformation coefficients.
The height is adjusted separately after each planimetric model 
transformation for the purpose of introducing a scale correction 
into the adjustment. The height adjustment procedure follows that 
of the planimetric adjustment using a linear transformation,
Z  -  Z + ■Z0 + aX + bY
(2.6.1.1.4)
is the transformed height of the point 
is the height of the point in the strip 
is a shift in the Z direction 
are the co-ordinates of the point 
are the logitudinal and lateral tilt correction 
parameters respectively.
The adjustment procedure involves the inversion of a three by three 
matrix for each sfection in the block in order to solve for the three 
unknowns vis. Z , , a and b . The adjustment iterates as with the 
planimetric adjustment until the standard error of height adjustment 
for the block has converged to within an acceptable tolerance. The 
height adjustment generally shows less stability than the 
planimetric adjustment and therefore converges at a slower rate.
2.6.2 Block Adjustment Osing the Strip as the Adjustment Qnit
This method of block adjustment is particularly well suited to 
medium and small scale mapping projects and will produce results 
within the accuracy required for topographic mapping.
Subsequent to a preliminary transforation of each strip in the 
block to the terrain co-ordinate system and strip adjustment of each 
strip, the block is adjusted using correction polynomials for each 
strip, taking cognizance of the tie points between strips. The tie 
points are treated as control points with a lower weighting than the 
ground control.
where: Z
z
z .
X and Y
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The planimetric and height adjustments are treated separately 
for the reason that a combined adjustment would not necessarily 
produce a better result yet requires a large computer memory for the 
soluticn of the normal equation system.
For each planimetric control point in the strip ' there will be 
two planimetric adjustment observation equations of the form
(  - a[ * a X - a '  Y, + a' (Xl-Y*)-ai f 2 XrY,) + a[(Xl- 3 X , Y J * 
+ 2\(Y!-3XlYr ) + Xs - X ^ O  
f' = a', + 4 K  + a' X T * 2 a[XT VT + a|( Xj - Y j  + aj (3X' YT -Y? ) +
-yT = o
and for each height control point there will be a height adjustment 
observation equation of the forms
(2.6.2.2)
through s!, are ' he planimetric adjustment polynomial 
coefficients in strip / .
through are the height adjustment polynomial 
coefficients in strip / ,
are the control point co-ordinates in the terrain, 
are the corresponding control point co-ordiantes in 
the strip.
Similar condition equations are applicable to the tie points between 
strips in both the planimetric and height adjustments. Thus for a 
tie point between strips i and /+ 7 the respective condition 
equations are;
where: a'0
K
X» X and Z T
- a  Z,
Planimetry:
, , y f x . Y  - ja; % V  , « #  / , ' ; ' -  < - o  
-ry/j) * /,'-K,' - o
( '  + A , 'a ; .6 ; 'y ;  , A , V / , v , z . '  - z j
12.6.2.3)
y ; . y T  
« <  4 ' = z r 12.6.2.4)
Thus, the new planimetric observation equations are:
* a'J,''4 Xi »24x; Yj *a; (?x; Z-f 4'Z *
r , ' #  *
- . ^ -  . T V " -  ^ x j " - 2 , X r , ' " -  % * # +
and the new height observation equation is:
f W " ,  % ' x ; .  q  s '  / , '  * w , 'Z *
- A > A r x > A ? - z ,  " 0
(2.6.2.5)
The above observation equations 2.6.2.1, 2.6.2.2 and 2.6.2.3 may be 
expressed in matrix notation as:
(2.6.2.6)
Treating the planimetric and height adjustments separately the above 
observation equations 2.6.2.6 result in ta-o seta of normal equations 
of the forms:
wherei B  and B h are the matrices of coefficients of the unknowns
3y, (j= 0 J . . .  7 ) and Jk^O,..4^ for planimetry and height
respectively
W  and are the weight coefficient raa'- i •; for planimetry and 
height respectively
4  and 4^ are the vectors of unknowns .. 7) and k^1(k=0J.4)
for planimetry and height respectively.
F  and Fb are the vectors of constant terms for planimetry and 
height respectively.
Both the planimetric and height adjustment normal equation systems 
have similar structures in that the coefficient matrices are 
symmetric banded matrices with band widths of fifteen and nine 
respectively shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.6.2.1.
Figure 2.6.2.1 : structure of the normal equation coefficient
matrices for the block adjustments using strips, 
n is the number of strips in the block.
Height :n (5)xn(5)
P la n im e tr y : n (8)xn (8)
The sparse structure of the normal equation coefficient matrices can 
be exploited to reduce both memory space and computation time for 
the solution of the normal equation system by collapsing the matrix 
to retain the minimum of zero terms possible and operating on the 
non-zero terms only. Moreover since the normal equation coefficient 
matrix is symmetric only the upper or lower diagonal terms need be 
considered. In the system developed for this dissertation, the 
coefficient matrices were collapsed to column matrices of the form 
shewn diagrammatically in Figure 2.6.2.2.
The solution of the system of normal equations may be obtained 
by either an iterative or a direct solution. The direct method 
using the Cholesky decomposition of symmetric positive-definite 
matrices into upper triangular matrices has been used in this system.
Figure 2.6.2.2 : Structure of the Collapsed Normal Equation
Coefficient Matrices for the Block Adjustment using
n is the number of strips in the block.
H e ig h t
n (5 )x9
P lan im etry
The standard errors of adjustment of an observation after adjustment 
are given by:
». = I rfw I'
\ ( 2 m - B n ) l
<5. « I t'/H'.y. V'
*•*" I A n - ; ;  j
(2.6.2.3)
where: /> is the number of strips in the block
/n is the ntanber of tie and control points in the block.
THE HANG 2200 MINICOMPUTER 
ANALYTICAL AERIAL TRIANGULATION SYSTEM
3 THE ANALYTICAL FEOTOGRAMMETRY SYSTEM DEVELOPED FOR THE HANG 2200 
MINICOMPUTER
3.1 General Overview
An analytical photogrammetry system was developed for the WANG 2200 
minicomputer system with the intention of producing a workable 
system and not merely a set of unconnected programs to test the 
applications of a minicomputer to individual phases of analytical 
aerial triangulation. The complete system comprises thirty-seven 
subprograms, the core of which consists of the main data processing 
programs viz. relative orientation and model formation, strip 
formation using the independent models, strip adjustment and two 
block adjustment programs. The other subprograms are the data input 
and output routines and other support routines necessary to the 
system. The entire system was developed ab initio as no software 
existed which could be incorporated into it either wholly or partly. 
The system has three distinct phases, viz.
1) Input of the plate co-ordinates and the adjustment control data, 
and amendments thereto,
2) processing of the data, and
3) Output of the final adjusted co-ordinates and statistical 
analyses.
Being an interactive system, the various subsections of the system 
are accessed by ths operator via menus displayed on the Cathode Ray 
Tube (CRT) screen. The interactive system has the advantage of 
allowing the operator to review the input data either on the screen 
or the printer and amend the data immediately if necessary. Thus 
the delay between data input and data processing is greatly reduced 
over the large delays inherent in a batch orientated remote terminal 
system.
3.1.1 Operation of the System
Processing of the system is initiated by a startup routine which is 
loaded manually into the computer's memory by the operator.
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The startup routine leads to the main menu which displays the 
various submenus available for entering the three main phases of the 
system. A diagrammatic representation o£ the operation of the 
system is shown in figure 3.1.1.1.
3.1.2 Organisation of the Data Piles
The WANG 2200 minicomputer ten Megabyte disk drive model 2260 has
19 584 directly addressable sectors each 256 bytes in length. A 
single platter therefore can contain 5 013 504 bytes of 
information. The user may specify the number of sectors to be 
allocated for the index and the catalogued files; anything beyond 
the catalogued file area may be used as a temporary work area.
Data may be accessed from the disk using either catalogued data 
file procedures or by the direct sector addressing raethcl which is 
the faster of the two accessing methods.
Logical records on the disk may be of any length, but because 
each new logical record begins with a new physical record, that is, 
a logical record is always an integral number of physical records, 
it is important that the data be blocked in a manner which optimises 
the use of sectors. Consequently, numeric data is converted to more 
space economical alphanumeric variables before being written to the 
disk with sufficient significant figures being retained throughout 
for the aerial triangulaticm and adjustment.
The system developed for this dissertation utilizes the direct 
sector addressing facility of the WANG minicomputer in order to 
achieve greater processing speeds than would otherwise be achieved 
using catalogued sequential files. However, the input data are 
stored in catalogued files and prior to the processing phase the 
da?i are transferred from these catalogued files to the uncatalogued 
work areas and are subsequently accessed by direct sector addressing 
with the model data being the logical record unit. Each routine in 
the processing phase produces output to a new area of the disk.
Thus no processing routine overwrites the input data which enables 
any routine to be restarted should an interrupt occur without having 
to recover from the initial temporary work area setup routine.
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3.1.3 Hardware Configuration and the Software System Capacity
The analytical aerial triangulation software system has been written 
to operate on the following minimum hardware configuration*
1) A 24K byte Central Processing 0nit
2) A 10 Megabyte Disk Drive
3) A 132 Character Line Printer
4) A CRT Screen and Keyboard
A block containing up to two hundred models, each model containing 
up to twenty-nine model points each with three co-ordinates and a 
six digit point identifier can be processed using the current 
software.
3.2 Relative Orientation and Model Formation
One of the requirements of the sysera for its successful operation is 
that the plate co-ordinate data be entered according to a predefined 
sequence viz. the model number, the two perspective centre 
identifiers, well distributed wing points and finally all other 
points in the model.
A minimum number of six points are used for the relative 
orientation and model formation using a least squares adjustment of 
the data in the determination of the elements of the relative 
orientation. The observation equation coefficient matrix, described 
in section 2.3 is generated from the first n points in the model 
where n is determined by the routine from the number of available 
points in the model. Extensive use is made of the Matrix ROM (Read 
Only Memory) to form the set of normal equations viz. ( B TB ) A S B TF  
invert the normal equation coefficient matrix viz.(9*8)'= N  ' and 
calculate the first approximations to the five unknown parameters of 
the relative orientation, that is A.~ N'’( B TF  ) . The formation
and solution of the normal equations is achieved using the following 
five BASIC matrix statements*
20 MAT A2 = M * A  
30 MAT A3 * IifV(A2) 
'40 MAT A4 " A3 *A1
50 MAT X - A4*F
10 MAT AX » TSN(A) - calculation of S r
- calculation of BrB=N
- inversion ot N '
- calculation of Af'ST
- calculation of A = N ' B TF
The matrix inversion is performed using Gaussian elimination done in 
place on the WANG 2200 T and Gaussion elimination with partial 
pivoting on the WANG 2200 VP. The results of the numerical relative 
orientation and model formation using either of the models of the 
machine showed no significant difference.
The orthogonal rotation matrix is generated in the first and 
subsequent iterations from the solution to the unknowns A- •
The residual vector V. is determined frcm the relationship:
the right-hand and left-hand plates respectively after 
the / th iteration.
/?,- is the orthogonal rotation matrix after the I th iteration.
A new approximation to the vector of remainder terms is obtained 
from the vector of residuals after the / t.h iteration.
The above procedure involves one inversion of the normal 
equation coefficient matrix N. The solution to the relative 
orientation elements is determined in subsequent iterations frcm the 
relationship:
(3.2.1)
where: fa / j and (fa J/ I j! are the rescaled co-ordinates oi
(3.2.2)
The solution will iterate until the following convergence criterion 
has been satisfied!
*1
(3.2.3)
where <?n is an arbitrarily defined precision threshold, a value for 
which is chosen a priori based on previous experience.
by and d. are the standard errors of unit weight for iterations 
/ and /-/ respectively.
Subsequent to the determination of the elements of the relative 
orientation the independent model co-ordinates are determined using 
equation 2.3.11. The results of the model formation of both the 
Durban and St. Faith's Test Areas given in section 4.2.1.1 and 
section 4.2.2.1. respectively shows that the method used yields a 
maximum standard error of y-parallax of less than twenty microns at 
the scale of the photograph for any model in the strip.
3.3 Strip Formation Osing the Independent Models
The right-hand perspective centre of the first model in each strip 
is adopted, for the sake of convenience, as the origin of the strip 
co-ordinate system in model space. Each successive model In the 
strip is translated, scaled and rotated to its predecessor using the 
method of determination of the elements of the rotation matrix 
outlined in section 2.4 and the following procedure:
1) Model {/+/) is translated in three primary orthogonal 
directions so that the right-hand perspective centre of model (/ 
) and the left-hand perspective centre of model </*/) coincide.
2) Corresponding distances in each medcj viz. the distances between 
the two wing points A-B and A'-B', a>V. distances P  Cfl-  C
and PC'"'- C' are compared and t;i* average scale factor )\ is 
adopted. (Refer Figure 3.3.1). Thti :ih* scale factor \ is 
given simply by.
3) The elements of the rotation matrix ar . determined using a least 
squares adjustment based on the four points viz. P C ^ A ,  B, C 
in model ( / ) and PC'LI A  t B  t C in model ( i + 1 ).
Figure 3.3.1 strip Formation - Junction of Model i + 1 to Model I
P C ,
M o d e l i M odel i*1
The solution to the system of normal equations viz. A  = N  B  F  
requires the inversion of a 3 by 3 coefficient matrix.
4) Model { i  +1 } is rotated using the rotation matrix, the 
elements of which were determined in step (3).
5) Average transalation parameters are calculated from the four 
corresponding points used in the adjustment procedure and model 
{ i  + 1 ) is again translated by these small amounts in order to 
achieve a mean fit at common points.
Although net entirely rigorous in the determination of all the 
transformation parameters, the results obtained, using the above 
procedure for strip formation, show that the method is acceptable. 
The results of the strip formation of the Durban and St. Faith's 
Test Areas and the ITC synthetic block data ana given in section
4.2.1.2, section 4.2.2.2 and section 4.2.4.1 respectively.
3.4 Transformation of the Strip and Strip Adjustment
The co-ordinates obtained from the strip formation procedure are in 
model units and unrelated to any terrain co-ordinate system. The 
strip is transformed to the terrain co-ordinate system by means of a 
three dimensional linear conformal transformation using a minimum of 
four control points in X, Y and 2 in each step for the least squares 
determination of the transformation parameters. The control points 
must have a suitable distribution within the strips in order to 
avoid the problem of solving an ill-conditioned normal equation 
system. The three dimensional linear conformal transformation from 
the mor’.i,*. to the terrain system is given as follows:
X m i
(3.4.1)
where: ^  ,trrilin ia the co-ordinate vector ( X y  Z )r of
the point in terrain units after transformation,
\  is the scale factor frcm the model to the terrain units, 
X msdtl is the co-ordinate vector IX y  z  )T of the point 
hcmologue in the model system, 
is the vector of constant terms in terrain units.
Three points known in the terrain in planimetry and height are used 
to obtain initial approximations to the transformation parameters. 
Thereafter, the least squares solution is obtained from four points 
known in planimetry and height. It was found that one iteration of 
the least squares solution was sufficient to obtain transformation 
parameters which produced terrain co-ordinates with adequate 
accuracy for strip adjustment.
The strip adjustment follows immediately after the 
transformation of each strip to the terrain co-ordinate system. In 
order to reduce the effects of machine round-off, particularly in 
this case where the elements of the co-efficient matrix are large, 
the strip adjustment is performed i-n rescaled and translated terrain 
co-ordinates. The approximate centre of the strip is adopted as the 
origin of the co-ordinate system for the purpose of strip adjustment.
All available .control points in the strip are used in the least 
squares determination of the strip adjustment polynomial 
coefficients. The current system allows for up to twelve control 
points in X, Y and z. Subsequent to the determination of the 
polynomial coefficients all the points in the strip are corrected 
using the correction polynomial. The strip adjustment provides a 
good approximation to the block co-ordinates free from large 
systematic errors, which are still to be block adjusted and as such 
reduces the number of iterations required for convergence by the 
iterative block adjustment procedure. The results obtained from the 
strip adjustment procedure on the WANG 2200 compared favourably with 
those obtained by B Williams (1974) and T van Dijk (1975) using the 
same data on a large computer. The comparison of results is given 
in section 4.2.1.3 and section 4.2.2.3.
3.5 The Block Adjustment Programs
3.5.1 Block Adjustment Osing Strips as the Adjustment Onit
One of the main objectives of this dissertation was to develop a 
complete analytical photogrammetry system on a minicomputer which 
would have practical applications and block adjustment is 
necessarily the most important aspect of this and any other 
analytical photogrammetric system. Although block adjustments such 
as ANBLOCR (van den Bout, C M. 1966) or the fully rigorous block 
adjustment by means of bundles of rays (Schmid, H. 1959) are 
desirable for the high accuracy that can be achieved they are more 
readily implemented on large computers because of their large memory 
requirements. An alternative block adjustment using the strip as 
the adjustment unit with adjustment polynomials is extremely well 
suited to minicomputer application, despite the fact that it yields
a less accurate result. The suitability of this block adjustment 
method is owing to twei important factors viz. the speed of 
computation and the low memory requirements even for the adjustment 
of large blocks.
The block adjustment program consists of five subprograms each 
of which automatically chains into memory the subsequent 
subprogram. It was necessary to divide the adjustment into four 
separate units in order to achieve an adjustment procedure requiring 
the minimum practical amount of computer memory. As a result, it is 
possible to adjust a block of data comprising ten strips with less 
then 24R bytes of memory. Auxiliary storage is used during the 
phases of the formation of the observation equations and the 
formation of the normal equations, but this is kept to a minimum by 
utilizing the maximum amount of available computer memory. The 
primary function of the disk storage in this adjustment procedure is 
to pass common data from one subprogram to the next.
The following functions are performed by the different modulesi
1) Module 1 $ Locates the tie points and control point homologues 
in the unadjusted block and generates a table containing the 
block tie point control data.
2) Module 2 $ Forms jthe semi-collapsed observation equations and 
applies weighting factors to the observation equations? tie and 
control points are weighted 0,5 and 1,0 respectively.
3) Module 3 : Forms the collapsed set of normal equations frcm the 
observation equations and stores the collapsed matrix in a work
4) Module 4 : Using a Cholesky (or square root) method of solution 
this module solves the normal equation set? the polynomial 
coefficients are passed via common memory to the next module.
5) Modula 5 t The entire block is adjusted using the adjustment 
polynomials with the coefficients which have been determined 
using the above routines.
Should it be necessary, it is possible to iterate the adjustment 
using the adjusted block data of the current iteration in the 
formation of the new observation and normal equations. It was found 
for blocks with short strips, as were used in testing the system, 
that the solution converged rapidly and that only one iteration was 
perhaps necessary for each block of data that was adjusted.
3.5.2 Block Adjustment using the Model as the Adjustment Unit
An alternative block adjustment procedure to that described above 
has been provided in the system for those applications which require 
higher accuracy block adjustments. This adjustment, being 
iterative, suffers from the problem of slow convergence but does 
produce results which have accuracies comparable with both the 
ANBLOCK and rigorous block adjustment procedures (Van Dijk, T J. 
1975).
As a general rule of thumb, the number of iterations required 
for convergence is equal to the number of models in the block. The 
exact criterion for convergence is somewhat subjective and for this 
reason the required number of iterations is entered as data in the 
program developed for this dissertation. The advantage of this 
approach is to avoid the situation where the result may never 
converge and in some cases may even diverge. The adjustment program 
has been written in a manner which enables the operator to 
periodically review the status of the adjustment and either to 
accept the results or to continue processing until satisfactory 
convergence has been achieved. In addition, the program 
automatically details the residuals at tie and control points after 
equal iteration intervals during the adjustment procedure.
The adjustment program is a single program which chains into 
memory the output procedure for printing residuals at tie and 
control points when required.
The progam has been designed to reduce search and computing time 
using the following procedure?
1) The block of data is scanned and tables are generated which 
contain the absolute sector addresses and the element position 
within the model of control points and tie points common to 
adjacent models.
2) The location tables are referred to in each iteration to locate 
the common tie and control points from which the tie point means 
are calculated and stored as a block of data in the work area on 
the disk.
3) The transformation parameters are calculated for each model from 
the control and tie points of each model and the respective tie 
point means.
4) The tie and control points of each section are transformed using 
the linear conformal equations whose coefficients were 
determined in step (3).
5) Op until the last iteration only the tie and control points in 
each section are transformed to the model tie point means and 
the control points. After the last iteration the final 
transformed control points and tie points of erch model are 
referred to the original control points and tie points and a new 
set of coefficients for the transformation equations is 
determined for each model in the block.
6) All points in each model, including the original tie and control 
points are transformed using these new equations.
The above procedure whereby the tie and control points are extracted 
and the model is treated as though it contained only these points 
for the purpose of the adjustment is approximately thirty percent 
faster than a similar adjustment procedure which transforms the 
entire model after each iteration. The technique described above 
did not result in any appreciable reduction in the accuracy of the 
final adjusted block.
CHAPTER 4
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4 DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS OF SYSTB4 TESTS
4.1 General
The suite of programs developed for analytical aerial triangulation 
on the WANG 2200 jp*'nicon>puter were tested extensively using two test 
areas and one block of synthetic data. The two test areas used were 
the Durban and St Faith's test areas and the block of synthetic 
strips was the ITC block published by the International Training 
Centre for Aerial Survey (ITC), Delft in the Netherlands (Jerie,
H G. 1964).
The Durban and St Faith's test areas were measured by H S 
Williams of the University of the Witwatersrand and T J M van Dijk, 
who used the same data as a basis for testing the accuracy of points 
measured with a Trilateration Microscope (Williams, H S. 1974) and 
the accuracy of aerial triangulation using points of natural detail 
(van Dijk, T J M. 1975). The ITC synthetic block was used in the 
tests primarily because it was the only data available on which to 
test the specified capacity of the software system of two hundred 
models. The results obtained from these tests are compared where 
possible with the results obtained by H F Soehngen (1967) and H F 
Soehngen, C C Tung and J w  Leonard (1967) who processed the ITC test 
block on strip and block adjustment programs developed at the 
University of Illinois.
Unless otherwise stated all results tabulated in this section 
are in microns at the scale of the photograph.
4.1.1 The Durban Test Area
The Durban Test Area, located near Durban, covers an area of 
approximately 7,5km by 5km at an altitude varying ftom abcut sea 
level to 170m above sea level. At a scale of approximately 1:6 000 
the test area photography consists of four strips of thirteen or 
fourteen photographs each. Only forty-one models of the test area 
were used in testing the system.
The test area contains eighty pre-marked points located in 
pairs, each determined in planimetric position by triangulation from
the existing trigonometric control in the region of the Durban test 
area and in height by spirit levelling from the Durban Corporation 
benchmark system. Unfortunately, there is no available information 
regarding the accuracy of the positions of the eighty pre-marked 
points. However, this does not affect the tests processed on the 
WftNG 2200 since the objective in processing the data of the test 
area was to compare the results with those obtained by others 
processing the same data on different- software end hardware system.
The Durban test area was photographed at a scale of 1:8 000 
using a Wild RC8 camera fitted with a 151,86mm focal length Wild 
Aviogon lens No 150Ag.RH. The photographic plates were measured by 
H S Williams and T J van Dijk using the Trilateration Microscope 
developed by H S Williams (1974). The trilaterated points were 
processed by a least squares adjustment routine on the University of 
the Witwatersrand IBM 360 computer to obtain image co-ordinates in a 
rectangular co-ordinate system with the local origin at the 
principal point of each photograph. The X and Y co-ordinates were 
positioned to within an accuracy of under three microns.
Two control configurations were used in the two different block 
adjustments viz. the iterative adjustment using the model as the 
adjustment unit and the polynomial block adjustment using the strip 
as the adjustment unit. The distribution of the control in each 
case is shown in Figure 4.1.1.1 and Figure 4.1.1,2.
In the first case the control configuration is essentially the 
same as that used by T van Dijk when processing the same data with 
several block adjustment procedures. The second control 
configuration is that used by the strip adjustment program for the 
same data.
With reference to Figure 4.1.1.1 it can be seen that the 
planimetric control is generally peripheral with a base length of 
approximately five models. Two additional control points situated 
within the block were used primarily to control the height 
adjustment of the block. The total number of control points used 
was thirteen.
With reference to Figure 4.1.1.2, several more control points 
were used than in the previous case. A total of twenty-four control 
points in both planimetry and height were used in the strip and
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block adjustments. In both adjustment procedures, all other known 
points were used as check points subsequent to the respective block 
adjustment procedure.
4.1.2 The St. Faith's Test Area
The St. Faith's test area, located in Rhodesia, was originally 
established for tests involving the application of digital 
photogrammetry to cadastral surveys in rural area. The test area 
covers an area of approximately 4,8km by 6,4km with an average 
altitude of approximately 1 430m above sea level.
This test area comprises two strips of seven photographs each, 
flown at a scale of 1:15 000. The photography was taken using a 
Hilger and Watts FX105 camera fitted with a Wild Aviogon wide-angled 
lens with a fixed focal length of 152,23mm. The aperture setting 
was 5,6 and the film used was Ilford high resolution film.
A total of one hundred and seventy-three pre-marked points are 
fixed in planine^y but few of these points are fixed in height and 
other points for which the heights were determined provide only 
sufficient information for the levelling of the strips of 
photographs. Owing to identification problems, several of the 
height data are probably inaccurate and therefore are of little 
value. These inaccuracies preclude quoting the results of height 
adjustments of this block with any confidence.
The pre-marked planimetric ground control was fixed to an 
accuracy of lsli> 000 and six of the perimeter control were heighted 
by vertical angle measurements from the secondary triangulation 
stations (van Dijk, T J. 1965).
As with the Durban Test Area data the St, Faith's Test Area data 
were obtained from H S Williams and T J van Dijk who measured the 
photographic plates and used the same data in their experiments.
Two different control configurations were used in the two block 
adjustment procedures developed on the WANG 2200. The control 
configurations in each case are shown in Figure 4.1.2,1 and Figure
4.1.2.2, In the former case five control points in planimetry only 
and six control points in planimetry and height were used while in 
the latter case, ten control points in both height and planimetry
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were used. All other known points were therefore used as check data 
with the result that the statistics of the check point data are 
known with substantially more degrees of freedom than in the tests 
involving the Durban Teat Area.
4.1.3 The ITC Block of Synthetic Strips
The ITC block of synthetic strips consists of a block of data of 
thirty strips of sixty models each. The data used in this 
dissertation were part of the ten strips of thirty models each 
published by ITC in the Netherlands (Jerie, H G. 1964). The data 
used hers consisted of a block of ten strips of twenty models each.
In each strip the first twenty models were used. Although ortly two 
hundred models were processed in the tests undertaken here this is 
not the absolute maximum capacity of the system which is estimated 
to be nearer three hundred models.
The fictitious data were originally generated to provide a block 
of data to be used in the development of analytical aerial 
triangulation procedures and a common data base against which 
various users may compare their adjustment methods. The main 
advantage of such a block of data is that the absolute value of each 
co-ordinate is known thus facilitating the separation the errors 
owing to the adjustment program, the geometry of the figure and the 
data. Such blocks of data must have inherent weaknesses in 
modelling the true situation and are therefore of limited value in 
assessing the absolute accuracy of an adjustment procedure. This 
factor does not affect the tests undertaken here since the objective 
is not to determine the absolute accuracy of digital photogrammetry. 
The data has been of vital importance in testing the capacity and 
speed of the software developed on the WANG 2200 minicomputer system.
The ITC block of data has a major disadvantage in that relief 
was not Introduced into the original models. The regular format of 
the data has been noted as another disadvantage (Jerie, H <3. 1964) 
but the writer feels that this need not be so provided no 
simplifications are made in the software system to accommodate the 
regular pattern of principal points,tie points and minor control
The synthetic data were generated taking into account the 
following general assumptions:
i) Principal distance 152,00mm
ii) Plate format 230mm by 230mm
iii) Flying height above mean sea level 7 603m
iv) Plying height above ground 6 609m
v) Scale of photography 1 in 43 500
Vi) Longitudinal overlap 606
vii) Lateral overlap 20%
viii) Photo base 92mm
ix) M r  base 4 000m
Bach model consists of eighteen points; each point has been 
subjected to randan perturbations to introduce the influence owing
i) Barth curvature
ii) Refraction
iii) Lens distortion
iv) Dnflatnesa of the negatives
v) Film shrinkage
vi) Errors of stereoscopic point transfer
vii) Observational errors.
The published data consists of models which have been formed from 
the original plate co-ordinates processed on the Stantec zebra 
ceaputer.
In the data used to test the programs developed for this 
dissertation, the scale transfer points located at the nadir points 
were translated to assumed perspective centres. This provided data 
compatible with the programs developed for strip formation and block 
adjustment. In addition, the effects of block adjustment routines 
on the hypothetical perspective centres could be analysed having 
provided better control of the longitudinal tilts of the models in 
the strip.
The control configuration for the iterative block adjustment
using the model aa the adjustment unit consisted of thirty-two 
control points in both planimetry and height selected in a 
semi-regular arrangement. This control configuration is shown in 
Figure 4.1.3.1. The block adjustment using the strip as the 
adjustment unit had a control configuration consisting of sixty 
planimetric and height control points again selected in a 
semi-regular arrangement as shewn in Figure 4.1.3.2. Its both cases 
all other known points in the block were used as check points. The 
semi-regular control configuration was selected as a matter of 
convenience for subsequent comparisons with other test and is in no 
way a limitation of the system.
In 1967 the ITC synthetic test block was applied in extensive 
tests to several adjustment procedures at the University of 
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois (Soenhgen, B F 1967 and Soehngen, H F, 
Tung, C C, Leonard, J W. 1967) the published results of which have 
been used as a comparison with the results of the tests undertaken 
in this study.
4.2.1 Results of the Durban Test Area
4.2.1.1 Relative Orientation and Model Formation
The data from the forty-one models of the Durban Test Area were the 
mono-measured plate co-ordinates measured by T J M van Dijk. Table
4.2.1.1.1 compares the results of model formation obtained by T van 
Dijk using the University of Witwatersrand IBM 360 computer and by 
the writer using the WANG 2200 minicomputer. In both cases the 
plate co-ordinate data were not subjected to image co-ordinate 
refinements. It must be noted that T van Dijk used consistently six 
points* in the relative orientation of each model, whereas the WANG 
2200 realtive orientation used a variable number of points ranging 
from six to twelve points.
* Model 81/80 is an exception with seven points used in the relative 
orientation.
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Table 4.2.1.1.1 Durban Test Area. Comparison of Results of
Relative Orientation and Model Formation Using the 
Same Plate Co-ordinates on Two Different Systems.
STRIP NO MODEL NO 4,
A B (MAX) B
12/11 5,7 15,0 32,0
11/10 3,1
10/9 2,4 28,0
9/8 0,4 26,0
8/7 3,3 23,0
7/6 3,7 18,0 35,0
3,1 15,3
90/89 3,7 6,0 17,0
89/68 9,5 11,0 22,0
88/87 5,2 21,0 37,0
87/86 2,4 18,0 39,0
86/85 11,9 12,0 27,0
85/84 5,7 7,0 13,0
84/83 6,0 5,0 10,0
83/82 12,1 11,0 27,0
82/81 5,4 14,0 27,0
81/80 5,7 8,0
80/79 5,6 12,0
6,7 11,4
3 63/64 0,4 17,0 36,0
64/65 3,2
65/66 4,8 11,0
66/67 3,9 6,0
67/68 3,0 10,0 19,0
68/69 4,7 9,0 21,0
69/70 1,0 34,0
70/71 6,0 12,0
71/72 4,7 12,0 20,0
72/73 6,9 10,0 13,0
73/74 4,3 9,0 13,0
74/75 4,5 9,0 21,0
4,0 11,3 21,5
4 36/37 3,1 13,0 20,0
37/38 3,4 21,0
38/39 3,5 22,0
39/40 4,0 11,0 22,0
40/41 0,8 11,0
41/42 3,1 6,0
42/43 4,9 8,0
43/44 1,0 10,0 17,0
44/45 2,0 13,0
45/46 1,5 10,0
16/47 1,2 7,0 11,0
47/48 5,7
2,9
Means for the Block 4,2 12,1 22,9
A - Results of relative orientation and model formation obtained
by T van Dijk.
B - Results of relative orientation and model formation obtained
on the WANG 2200. 
dy - standard deviation in y-parallax after model formation,
ty/maif- Maximum residual in y-parallax after model formation.
In the relative orientation performed by T  van Dijk only points of 
natural detail were used for the determination of the elements of 
the relative orientation, whereas the writer has used combinations 
of points of natural detail and pre-marked points. The results 
obtained by the latter are consistent with those obtained by H S 
Williams (1974)* who used pre-marketi and Ptro-marked points. Table
4.2.1.1.2 compares the means of the standard deviations of 
y-parallax for the entire block obtained by B S Williams, T van Dijk 
and the writer.
Although the standard error of y-parallax for the relative 
orientation and model formation processed on the Wang 2200 appear to 
be considerably poorer than those obtained by T van Dijk using the 
IBM 360 computer, the results for the block adjustment using the 
iterative adjustment of models do not show any deterioration in 
accuracy as a result of using these models. The results are shown 
and compared in Table 4.2.1.1.2.
Table 4.2.1.1.2 Durban Test Area. Means of standard Deviations of 
y-Parallax for all the Models in the Block Obtained 
from Three Different Experiments.
Experiment %  fma*;
H S Williams 8,9 9,0
3,3 6,4
WANG 2200 12,1 22,9
*The data quoted were processed by both H S Williams and T J van 
Dijk on the University of the witwatersrand IBM 360 using the 
relative and absolute orientation program code-named REABO.
6f^  - standard deviation of y-parallax for the relative
orientation over the whole block 
Vy Average maximum y-parallax residual over the whole block.
4.2.1.2 Strip Formation
Neither H S Williams nor T J van Dijk have published results from 
their strip formation programs, but for the sake of completeness, 
the results of the strip formation using the WMJG 2200 are given in 
Table 4.2.1.2.1 without comparison with other experiments.
Table 4.2.1.2.1 Durban Test Area. Standard Deviations of Strip 
Formation.
1 STRIP 9 STRIP # STRIP *
MODEL MODEL CS MODEL MODEL
12/11-11/10
11/10-10/09
10/09-09/08
09/06-08/07
08/07-07/06
n'o
25,0
90/89-89/88
89/88-88/87
88/87-87/86
87/86-86/85
86/85-95/84
85/84-84/83
84/83-83/82
83/82-82/81
82/81-81/80
81/80-80/79
2s!o
20,0
11,0
15.0
27.0
14.0
63/64-64/65
64/65-65/66
65/66-66/67
66/67-67/68
67/68-68/69
68/69-69/70
69/70-70/71
70/71-71/72
71/72-72/73
72/73-73/74
73/74-74/75
24,'o
14.0
19.0
36/37-37/38
37/38-38/39
38/39-39/40
39/40-40/41
40/41-41/42
41/42-42/43
42/43-43/44
43/44-44/45
44/45-45/46
45/46-46/47
46/47-47/48
16^0
10,0
10,0
9,0
29.0
13.0
15.0
21.0
Means 19,2 18,7 20,5 18,6
6x/r/z ~ Standard deviation of junctior of adjacent models in X, Y or
4.2.1.3 Transformation of the Strip and Strip Adjustment
Subsequent to the formation of the strips each strip in the block 
was transformed to the terrain co-ordinate system using a three 
dimensional linear conformal transformation. The individual strips 
were adjusted using third oiler conformal polynomials for the 
planimetric adjustment and a separate third order polynomial for the 
height adjustment.
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The control configuration for each strip is shown in Figure 
4.2.1.3.1. The results of the adjustments compared with those 
obtained by T J van Dijk are shown in Table 4.2.1.3.1. Only atrip 
two had sufficient check points from which to obtain a meaningful 
estimate of the accuracy at check points after the strip adjustment.
Table 4,2.1.3.1 Durban Test Area. Comparison of Results of the
Strip Adjustment Processed on the IBM 360 and the 
WANG 2200 Minicomputer.
18,6
17,7
12,1 
6 ,6
11,9
d 6 6,- standard deviations in X, Y and z respectively
dp- Standard deviation in planimetry ( 6 -J<>\ * <S* )•
4.2.1.4 Block Adjustment Using the Strip as the Adjustment Unit
The strip adjusted co-ordinates of the Durban Test Area were block 
adjusted using a procedure developed by G Schut (1961). The 
adjustment was iterated and the results showed absolute convergence 
after one iteration. This can be seen from Table 4.2.1.4.1.
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Table 4.2.1.4.1 Durban Test Area. Results of the Block Adjustment 
Using Strips.
20.9
20.9 35|l
21,6
aeUn - Standard deviation in planimetry. 
stan<3a£c3 deviatim in height.
The accuracy of the results obtained using this run-rigorous block 
adjustment procedure compare well with the results obtained fro® 
adjusting the same data with the more rigorous procedure using the 
model as the adjustment unit. This can be explained by two factors.
1) The strips in this particular block are short, and
2) The number of control points used in the former adjustment is 
substantially more than used in the latter adjustment.
The residual vectors in planimetry and height after adjustment using 
the strip as the adjustment unit are shown in Figure 4.2.1.4.1 and 
Figure 4.2.1.4.2 respectively.
A complete comparison of various methods of block adjustment 
using the Durban Test Area data and processed by T J van Dijk and 
the writer is given in Table 4.2.3.2.
4.2.1.5. Block Adjustment Using the Model as the Adjustment
The strip adjusted co-ordinates of the Durban Test Area were 
processed using a second block adjustment procedure viz. the 
iterative block adjustment developed by F Amer (19621. The 
adjustment was iterated one hundred and twenty times but from the 
results shown in Table 4.2.1.5.1 it appears that convergence took 
place after the fiftieth iteration.
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Table 4.2.1.5-1 Durban Test Area. Bock Adjustment Results After 
Every Ten Iterations.
10,1
10,1
10,1
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
CONTROL 1 TIB
9.0
7.1 
6,5
5,1
5.0
5.0
5.0
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
5,9
5,8
5,6
5,5
18,9
18,5
18^3
18.3
18.4
18.5
18.6 
18,8
19.0
19.1 
19,4
<5.,art - Standard deviation in planimetry.
6hti9hr Standard deviation in height.
The results after ten iterations ace compared with those obtained fay 
T J van Dijk in Table 4.2.1.5.2. The residual vectors at control 
and check points after the tenth iteration for the planimetric and 
height adjustments are shown in Figure 4.2.1.5.1 and Figure
4.2.1.5.2 respectively.
Table 4.2.1.5.2 Durban Test Area. Comparison of Results from
the Block Adjustment Using the Model as the 
Adjustment Unit After Ten Iterations,
CONTROL TIE CONTROL
T van Dijk 
WANG 2200
10,1
10,5
8,3
9,0
14,4
13,8
4.0
9.0
8,3
6,0
25,1
6i>un ~ Standard deviation in planimetry. 
Standard deviation in height.
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FIGURE 4.2.1.3.1
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4.2.2 Results of the St. Faith's Test Area
4.2.2.1 Relative Orientation and Model Formation
The St. Faith's Test Area data were made available from the tests 
undertaken by H S Williams (1974) and T J van Dijk (1975) who also 
measured the photographic plates. As with the tests involving the 
Durban Test Area, the data was processed by the aforementioned on 
the University of the Witwatersrand IBM 360 computer. Although this 
set of data is much smaller than that of the Durban Test Area, the 
results from processing it on the WANG 2200 minicomputer provides an 
indication of the consistency and generality of the software 
developed on this hardware.
The results of the relative orientation and modal formation on 
the WAHG 2200 are compared with those obtained by T van DijR in 
Table 4.2.2.1.1.
Table 4.2.2.1.1. St Faith's Test Area. Comparison of Results of
Relative Orientation and Model Formation Using the 
Same Plate Co-ordinates on Two Different Systems.
STRIP NO MODEL HO % %(MAX) 8
1 61/62 4,6 22,0
62/63 5,1 9,0 20,0
63/64 3,6 8,0 15,0
64/65 6,5 10,0 23,0
65/66 7,6 11,0 21,0
66/67 6,5 18,0 38,0
Means 5,7 11,5 23,3
2 70/71 6,6 9,0 17,0
71/72 4,2 5,0
72/73 5,0 8,0 16,0
73/74 4,e B,0 1B,0
74/75 6,1 11,0 30,0
75/76 5,6 10,0
Means 5,4 6,5 18,0
Means for the block 5,6 10,0 20,7
A - Results of the model formation obtained by T van Dijk.
B - Results of the model formation obtained on the WANG 2200.
6r - Standard deviation in y-parallax after model formation. 
Vyjmti'r Maximum residual in y-parallax after model formation.
The standard deviations of y-parallax after relative orientation and 
model formation on the WANG 2200 are significantly poorer than those 
obtained by T van Dijk. This is contributed to the fact that, as 
with the Durban Test Area, T van Dijk used points of natural detail 
only in the relative orientation, whereas a combination of 
pre-marked points and points of natural detail were used in the test 
on the HANG 2200; the convergence precision threshold used in the 
WANG 2200 system was set so that relatively fewer iterations were 
required for an adequate convergence. The results obtained here are
consistent with those obtained previously, using the Durban Test
Area (refer Table 4.2.1.1.1). Table 4.2.2.1.2 compares the means of 
the standard deviations for the entire block obtained by H S 
Williams (1974), T van Dijk (1975) and the writer using the WANG
Table 4.2.2.1.2 St Faith's Test Area. Means of Standard Deviations 
of y-Parallax for all the models in the Block 
Obtained from Three Different Experiments.
Experiment Vyjmax)
B S Williams 5,8 11,2
5,5 12,,2
WANG 2200 20,7
d/p - Standard deviation of y-parallax for the relative 
orientation over the whole block 
V}jm*x- Average maximum y-parallax residual over the whole block.
4.2.2.2 Strip Formation
The standard deviations of the residuals at points common to 
adjacent models in the strip after strip formation are shown in 
Table 4.2.2.2.1.
Table 4.2.2.2.1 St Faith’s Test Area, standard Deviations of Strip 
Formation.
STRIP t 1 STRIP # 2
MODEL
61/62-62/63 28,0 70/71-71/72 16,0
62/63-63/64 9,0 71/72-72/73 13,0
63/64-64/65 16,0 72/73-73/74 15,0
64/65-65/56 18,0 73/74-74/75
65/66-66/67 26,0 74/75-75/76 25,0
Means 19,4 17,4
- Standard deviation of residuals in X, Y or Z.
The mean of the standard deviations obtained in this test is 
compared vibh the mean of the standard deviations obtained firon the 
strip formation of the Durban Test Area in Table 4.2.2.2.2. It can 
be seen from fchis table that the strip formation produces results of 
consistent accuracy and sufficiently accurate to be used for strip 
and block adjustment.
Table 4.2.2.2.2 Comparison of Mean Standard Deviations of Model 
Formation Over the Whole Block
Durban 
St. Faith's
a>/y/t~ Mean standard deviation in X, X or z.
4.2.2.3. Transformation of the Strip and Strip Adjustment
The two strips in this block were adjusted by the same program used 
to adjust the Durban Test Area in which the planimetry was adjusted 
by a conformal third order polynomial and the height by a separate 
third order polynomial.
The control configuration for the strip adjustment is shown in 
Figure 4.2.2.3.1. The strip adjusted results compare favourably in 
planimetry with those obtained by T van Dijk as can be seen from 
Table 4.2.2,3.1. No results are given for the height adjustment at 
check points owing to insufficient height data. The standard 
deviation in height at control for the second strip appears to be 
high but this in fact has not affected the results of the block 
adjustment which can be seen from Table 4.2.2.4.1 and Table
Table 4.2.2.3.1 Comparison of Results of Strip Adjustment of the
St. Faith's Test Area Processed on the IBM 360 and 
the WANG 2200
T VaN DIJK
Standard deviations in X, Y and Z respectively, 
tip- Standard deviation in planimetry ( 6ps J ^ +  ).
4.2.2.4 Block Adjustment Using the Strip as the Adjustment Unit
Thio adjustment was iterated and converged after one iteration to a 
planimetric accuracy of seventeen microns at the scale of the 
photograph at the check points as shown in Table 4.2.2.4.1. The 
small number of height check points and their unknown accuracy ana 
doubtful reliability suggest that the standard deviation of 31,4 
microns at the check points In height is not a true indication of 
the obtainable height accuracy using this method. The residual
ST. FAITH'S TEST AREA
C O N T R O L  C O N F IG U R A T IO N
STRIP RDJUSTMENT
+ prtnolpa! point 
A control point
FIGURE 4.2.2.3.1
vectors after the planimetric adjustment at control and check points 
are shown in Figure 4.2,2.4.1.
Table 4.2.2.4.1 St Faith's Test Area. Results of the Block 
Adjustment using Strips.
21.7
21.7
6pU„ - -Standard deviation in planimetry ( t>= J  6^- d" ).
^risht- Standard deviation in height.
It should be noted that the block adjusted results of the Durban and 
St. Faith's Test Areas obtained using this adjustment program have 
comparable accuracies as can be seen from Table 4.2.2.4.2.
Table 4.2.2.4.2 Comparison of Block Adjustment Results for Durban 
and St. Faith's Test Areas.
13,5
leU
7,0
11,5
35.1
24.1
21,6
31,4
*ptin - Standard deviation in planimetry ( 6fl= } <J* , ).
Standard deviation in height.
4.2.2.5 Block Adjustment Using the Model as the Adjustment Unit
The strip adjusted co-ordinates of the St. Faith's Test Area were 
processed using the iterative block adjustment procedure. The 
adjustment was iterated one hundred times. Convergence was rapid, 
the adjustment having converged somewhere between the tenth ana 
twentieth iterations.
Table 4.2.2.5.1 shows the results of the block adjustment of the 
St. Faith's Test Area after every ten iterations A comparison
ST. FAITH'S TEST AREA
R E S I D U A L  V E C T O R S  I N  P L A N IM E T R Y
BLOCK RDJUSTMENT USING THE STRIP RS THE ADJUSTMENT UNIT
+ principal point 
* control point 
o check point
Stgma(p)-i6,9 microns
FIGURE 4.2.£.4.1
of these results with the results of the block data after strip 
adjustment seems to suggest that the block adjust®'•it does not 
improve the accuracy of the data which may be attributed to the 
small number of models in -he block. Figure 4.2.2.5.1 shows the 
residual vectors in planimetry at control and check points after the 
adjustment.
Table 4.2.2.5.1 St. Faith's Test Area. Results of the Block 
Adjustment Osing the Model.
8,3 
8,2 
8,2 
8,2 
8,2 
8,2 
8,2 
a,2 
8,2 
8,2
12,1
14,1
14,8
15.0
15.1
15.1
15.1
15.1
15.1
15.1
15.1
13,9
13,8
13,1’
u!e
13,6
13.5
13.5
13.5
6.3
6.4
6.4
6.3
6.3
6,2
6,2
6,1
24,9
24.7
24.8
25.3
25.1
25.2
25.4 
25,6
25.8
25.9 
26,1
- Standard deviation is planimetry ( 6,= ^  6^* 6* ).
Standard deviation in height.
4.2.3 Summary of Block Adjustments of the Durban and St 
Faith's Test Areas
In the tests undertaken for this dissertation two block adjustment 
procedures were used to process the data of the Durban and St. 
Faith's Test Areas, both of which had also been processed by block 
adjustment programs developed by T van Dijk (1975). The block 
adjustment methods used by T van Dijk were:
ST. FAITH'S TEST RREfl
R E S I D U A L  V E C T O R S  I N  P L A N IM E T R Y
BLOCK RDJUSTMENT USING THE MODEL AS THE ADJUSTMENT UNIT 
10 Iterations
S1gmo(p)-14,1 microns+ principal point 
A control point 
□ cheek point
FIGURE 4.2.2.5.1
a) The Bundle adjustment (Schmid, R 21. 1959),
b) The AHBLOCK adjustment (van den Bout, C H. 1966), and
c) The ftraer adjustment (Amer, P. 1962).
whereas the block adjustment programs developed for this study were:
a) The Amer adjustment, an iterative adjustment using the model as 
the adjustment unit, and
b) The Schut adjustment (Schut, G B. 1961/1966) which uses the 
strip as the adjustment unit.
Table 4.2.3.1 summarises the St. Faith's Area block adjustment 
results of the various methods used by T van Dijk and the writer.
Table 4.2.3.1 St. Faith's Test Area. Comparison of Results of
Various Block Adjustments on Different Systems.
SYSTEM ADJUST- d HEIGHT
CONTROL TIB CHECK CONTROL
T van Dijk Amer 8,7 9,8 15,3 6,e 10,2 20,-5
ANBLOCK 9,2 7,9 16,9 9,8 12,4 24,2
Bundle 13,4 - 15,7 19,0 - 23,6
WAKG 2200 Amer 13,5 20,9 16,6 7,0 35,1 21,6
Schut 13,8 21,7 16,9 11,5 24,1 31,4
4ptj„ - Standard deviation in planimetry ( =/<£ + <4^ ).
h^eight - Standard deviation in height.
Table 4.2.3.2 is a similar summary to that of Table 4.2.3.1 for the 
Durban Test Area.
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Table 4.2.3.2 Durban Test Area- Comparison of Results of Various 
Block Adjustments on Different Systems.
SYSTEM ADJU9T- 6 PLAN 6 HEIGHT
CONTROL CONTROL
T Vc.n Dijk Amer 10,1 6,3 14,4 4,0 8,3 25,1
AHBLOCK 6,3 19,0 8,8 9,7 21,6
Bundle 9,9 16,9 16,6 - 29,6
WANG 2200 .Amer 9,9 8,7 16,3 6,0 5,0 18,3
... ...... .. I' -tut 13,5 20,9 16,6 7,0 35,1 21,6
6pUn - Standard deviation in planimetry ( ).
6ht%hi ~ Standard deviation in height.
4.2.4 The PTC Block of Synthetic Strips
4.2.4.1 Strip Formation
The published data of the ITC block consists of models formed front 
the fictitious plate co-ordinates which were perturbed to simulate 
the systematic and random errors inherent in actual aerial 
photography and the measurement of the photographic plates.
Unlike B Soehngen (1967/ii-'7A) who useu the same data to test 
strip and block adjustment procedures anti adopted the scale transfer 
factor of 1,0000 between successive models in each strip, the writer 
has approached the problem in a slightly different manner. 
Perspective centres were assumed for each model and each model was 
rescaled, translated and rotated parallel to its predecessor in the 
strip using the program developed to form the strips from tee models 
of the r/arban and St. Faith's Test Areas.
The results of the strip formations for the two hundred models 
used in the test are given in Table 4.2.4.1.1.
Table 4.2.4.2.1. ITC Slock, standard Deviations of Strip Formation 
for Bach Model Junction.
STRIP NO
MODEL NO 
1/2-2/3
2/3-3/4
3/4-4/5
4/s-s/e
S/6-6/7
6/7-7/8
7/S-8/9
8/9-9/10
9/10-10/11
10/11-11/12
11/12-12/13
12/13-13/14
13/M-14/15
14/15-15/16
15/16-16/17
16/17-17/16
17/18-18/19 13
18/19-19/20
19/20-20/21 31 16 39 26
Means 29,7 29,7 22,5 27,8 24,4 26,9
- Standard deviations in X, Y or z ( 6t///I=Jts:v*+£ I ' V X  v’/'j'Jn -3} 
where n is the number of model junctions).
4.2.4.2 Transformation of the Strip and Strip Adjustment
The program used to transform and adjust strips was used without 
modification to adjust the planitv-tiy and height separately of the 
ITC block. Bach strip eras controlled by twelve control points 
distributed as shown in Figure 4.2.4.2.1. The results of the strip
I.T.C. BLOCK
C O N T R O L  C O N F IG U R A T IO N
STRIP ADJUSTMENT
principal poInT 
control point
FIGURE 4.2.4.2.I
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adjustment are compared in Table 4.2.4.2.1 with those obtained by H 
Soehngen (1967) who used a third order adjustment polynomial and 
twelve control points with a similar distribution to that used by 
the writer.
Table 4.2.4.2.1 ITC Block. Comparison of Results of strip
Adjustment on Different Systems. All Results 
are in Metres in the Terrain.
STRIP SOEHNC
dp 4, 4/ 4„ 6,
1,31 2,03 2,41 -1,00 0,98 2,14
0,65 2,51 1,73 0,95 0,88 1,13
0,80 1,67 0,72 1,68 1,93
0,98 1,55 0,83 1,26 1,55 1,89
0,92 1,17 0,49 1/17 1,16 2,04
1,20 0,84 1,34 3,22
0,49 1,00 1,48 1,79 2,35
0,94 1,13 1,47 0,90 1,29 1,49 1,98 1,60
0,86 1,50 1,73 0,71 1,39 1,68 2,20 1,47
0,65 1,09 1,27 1,12 1,48 1,14 1,88 1,86
Means 0,93 1,48 1,74 0,67 1,25 1,51 1,98 2,08
1.24 
1,64 
0,83 
1,78
1.91 
1,49 
1,71 
1,29
1.24
1.91
0,91 0,96 1,34 1,50 1,92 1,63 2,54 2,66
Standard deviations in X, Y and Z respectively. 
Standard deviations in planimetry { a sj  <1* + d’
The results of the strip adjustment on the WANG 2200 are not as 
accurate as those obtained by H Soehngen. The results obtained here 
are more consistent with those obtained by H Soehngen in a test with 
the same control configuration and second order adjustment 
polynomials.
4.2.4.3 Block Adjustment Using the Strip as the Adjustment Unit
The major part of this program consists of the formation and 
subsequently the solution of the normal equation system. The 
uncollapsed normal equation coefficient matrix for a block of ten 
strips using a third order conformal polynomial to adjust the 
planimetry consists of an 80 by 80 matrix which therefore has 64 000 
elements. Owing to the structure of the normal equation matrix it 
was possible to collapse the matrix into an 80 by 15 matrix and 
solve for the eighty unknowns simultaneously in a 24K byte memory. 
Allowance has been made for a solution based on twenty-five 
planimetric control and tie points per strip or fifty observation 
equations.
The tests undertaken by B Soehngen (1967) are compared in Table
4.2.4.3.I .th those undertaken here. H Soehngen has used a 
peripheral control configuration with a few internal control 
points. The control configuration used here and shown in Figure
4.1.3.2 is more evenly distributed throughout the block.
The block adjustment processed on the WANG 2200 was iterated and 
convergence was achieved after the fifth iteration. The results 
after each iteration are shewn in Table 4.2.4.3.2. Figure 4.2.4.3.1 
and Figure 4.2.4.3.2 show the residual vectors at control and 
selected check points in planimetry and height respectively after 
block adjustment.
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Table 4.2.4.3.1 ITC Block. Comparison of Block Adjustments using 
Strips on Different Systems. All Results are in 
Metres in the Terrain.
STRIP B SOEHNGEN
CONTROL
d, di
0,77 0,90 0,64 0,92 1,16 0,98
0,58 0,97 0,98 0,91 1,00 1,18
0,89 0,44 0,78 0,00 1,57 1,64
0,74 0,66 0,34 0,85 1,33
0,68 1,02 1,29 1,21
0,63 0,47 1,37 1,36
1,05 0,36 0,63 0,79 1,26
0,36 0,27 0,85 0,83 1,39 1,24
1,14 0,47 1,22 1,14 1,40 1,28
0,80 0,91 - - 1,20 1,10
MSD 0,79 0,63 0,80 0,97 1,23 1,27
WANG 2200
CONTROL
d. <>> £>t 6y
1,48 1,79 1,65 2,78 3,27 2,14 3,11
1,37 0,98 1,27 2,66 2,59 2,94 1,88 0,88 2,17
2,17 1,20 1,78 2,93 1,90 3,59 2,12 1,63 3,22
1,70 0,58 2,47 1,37 3,76 1,89 1,63 3,00
0,97 1,63 2,10 1,16 0,88 0,96 1,28
1.49 0,75 1,05 1,98 2,31 2,45 1,56 1,19
1,22 1,02 1,30 1,60 2,53 2,75 1,27
0,62 1,07 2,38 2,47 2,43 1,74
1,15 1,45 2,25 2,12 2,85 1,46
0,91 1,45 1,90 0,92 1,97 3,74 1,36 1,23
1,45 1,11 1,33 2,05 2,12 2,87 1,59 1,48 2,62
<S, 6, - Standard deviations in X, ¥ and 2 respectively.
MSD - Mean Standard Deviation.
Table 4.2.4.3.2 ITC Block. Block Adjustment Results for Five
Iterations. The Results are Given in Metres in the 
Terrain.
PLAN
1,567
1,588
1.591
1.592
1.593
1.593
2,128
2,124
2,121
2,119
2.117
2.117
d,i - standard deviation of a single observation of unit weight in 
planimetry.
Standard deviation of a single observation of unit weight in 
height.
4.2.4.4 Block Adjustment Deing the Model as the Adjustment Unit
The basic computation in this iters ive adjustment procedure is that 
of the four parameters of the linear conformal transformation fur 
the planimetric adjustment and the three coefficients of the height 
transformation for each section in the block each iteration. 
Therefore, for a block comprising two hundred models there are 1 400 
unknowns to be solved for each iteration. Since the number of 
iterations required for convergence is approximately equal to the 
number of models in the block an equivalent of 280 000 unknowns are 
solved for during the processing of the block adjustment.
H P Soehngen (196"7A) adjusted the ITC Block using section units 
of two or three models. The method of adjustment used was the 
simultaneous solution of all the unknowns of the linear conformal 
equations using both direct and iterative solutions o£ the normal 
equation system. The largest normal equation set consisted of one 
hundred and ninety-six unknowns for a seven strip block comprising 
forty-nine sections.
The best planimetric adjustment achieved by H Soehngen (1967A) 
was obtained using a Block Successive Over-Relaxation method for the 
solution of the normal equation system. The direct solution of the 
normal equations by the Gaussian elimination method produced 
comparable results. Table 4,2.4.4.1 compares the results obtained 
by H Soehngen using twenty-four ground control points with the 
iterative adjustment processed on the WANG 2200 using the control 
configuration shown in Figure 4.1.3.1.
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Table 4.2.4.4.1 ITC Block. Comparison of Results of Block 
Adjustments Using Sections as the Adjustment 
Units. All Results are in Metres in the Terrain.
STRIP NO H SOEHNGEN WANG 2200
OINTS CHE POINTS
dr
1,53
2,48
1,30 0,83 2,41
1,32 0,65 0,93 2,42
1,23 0,60 0,85
1,08 0,75
1,25 0,68 1,95
1,24 1,15 1,87
1,52 1,54 1,64 3,41
1,28 1,00 1,03 2,35
d 6 6 - Standard deviations in X, Y and Z respectively. 
MSD - Mean Standard Deviation.
Table 4.2.4.4.2 ITC Block. Results of the Iterative Block
Adjustment Using Models After Every Twenty-Five 
Iterations. All Results are in Metres in the 
Terrain.
ITERATION CONTROL TIB CH23C
d. 6i de d.
1,71
0,47
0,47
0,47
0,47
0,47
2,18
0,31
0,25
0,23
0,21
0,20
0,20
0,19
1,96
0,70
0,69
0,69
0,69
0,69
0,69
0,69
2,28
0,45
0,41
0,40
0,38
0,38
o|37
0,37
1,34
0,93
0,96
1,00
. l|o3
1.03
1.03
1.03
0,98
1,01
1,04
1,06
1,06
1,07
1,82
1,44
1,47
M 9
1,49
2,38
2,24
2,27
2,31
2',42
2! 47 
2,49
dw  - Standard deviations in X or Y ( d / / A 1 Xtytla *> )•
d_ 6 6 -  Standard deviations in X, Y and z respectively.
ap - Standard deviations in planiiaetr. .
Table 4.2.4.4.2 gives the results for two hundred iterations of the 
block adjustment on the WANG 2200. From this table is can be seen 
that convergence in the planimetric adjustment took place scmewhere 
between iterations 150 and 175, while in the height adjustment 
convergence occurred between iterations 175 and 200. The residual 
vectors in height and planimetry at control and selected check 
points are shown in Figure 4.2.4.4.1 and Figure 4.2.4.4.2 
respectively.
4.3 Analysis of Processing Times
One of the critical asp^ts of large data processing systems on 
minicomputers is the processing time. The (tactical application of 
minicomputers to systems such as the one designed here is determined 
by this factor. The processing time thus limits the size of the 
block to be adjusted within the upper limit of the capacity of the 
minicomputer hardware and determines the type of block adjustment to 
be used.
At the time of the development of the analytical aerial 
triangulation system on the minicomputer the WANG 2200 T was 
available. The Central Processing Unit (CPO) of this model has a 
read/write memory cycle time of 1,6 micro seconds. As was expected 
and subsequently proved to be true, iterative block adjustments 
using the model or sections of models consisting of more than thirty 
or forty sections are too slow for implementation on minicomputers 
with memory cycle times of more than 200 nanoseconds.
Towards the end of the development stage of the analytical 
aerial triangulation system, the WANG 2200 VP was released. The 
Central Processing Unit of this model is rated at approximately one 
order faster than that of the WANG 2200 T. Most of the tests 
processed on the model T were reprocessed on the model VP in order 
to obtain a comparison of processing times. In addition, it became 
feasible to process the iterative block adjustment using the two 
hundred models of the ITC Block which previously had been impossible 
on the WANG 2200 T owing to the time required to process the block 
for two hundred iterations in order to test the convergence rate of 
the adjustment.
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The processing times on the WANG 2200 T and the WANG 2200 VP for 
the various intermediate phases of the analytical aerial 
fcriangulation system using the three sets of test data viz. St. 
Faith's and Durban Test Areas and the ITC Block ate compared in 
Table 4.3.1.
Table 4.3.1 Comparison of System Processing Times on the WANG 
2200 T and WANG 2200 VP Minicomputers.
TEST DATA PROGRAM CPU Processing Times (Secs)
WANG 2200 T WANG 2200 VP
St. Faith's Model Formation
Test Area Strip Formation
12 Models Strip Adjustment
Block Adjustment using Strips
Block Adjustment using Models
Durban Model Formation
Test Area Strip Formation
41 Models Strip Adjustment
Block Adjustment using Strips
Strip Adjustment using Models
ITC Block Strip Formation
200 Models Strip Adjustment
10 Strips Block Adjustment using Strips
Block Adjustment using Models
Strip Adjustment - The times quoted in the table are for the least 
squares solution of the polynomial coefficients of a single strip.
Slock Adjustment - The times quoted are for ten iterations of the 
adjustment.
The ITC Block was processed using the iterative block adjustment of 
models on the NANG 2200 VP for two hundred iterations which took 
approximately fifteen hours. The estimated time for a similar 
adjustment using the HANG 2200 T is approximately one hundred and fifty
Table 4.3.2 details the calculated average processing times 
based on the results of Table 4.3.1:
a) Per model for t.ie model and strip formation programs and for the 
block adjustment using the strip as the adjustment unit,
b) Per strip for the strip adjustment program, and
c) Per model per iteration for the block adjustment program using 
the model as the adjustment unit.
Table 4.3.2 Average Processing Time per Model or Strip Units
PRORSRM CPU Processing Time (Seconds)
HANG 2200 T WANG 2200 VP
Model Formation 5
Strip Formation 0,8
Strip adjustment
Block Adjustment using strips
Block Adjustment using Models 13,5 1,3
The average time of 1,3 seconds per model per iteration for the 
block adjustment using the model as the adjustment unit is 
approximately ten times slower than a similar adjustment using a 
large IBM 360/50 or IStt 370/145. T van Dijk (1975) estimated the 
average time per iteration per model for a forty-one model block to 
be in the region of 0,1 to 0,2 seconds, using the IBM 360/50 and the 
IBM 370/14? respectively. The time taken for this adjustment on the 
WANG 2200 VP minicomputer is comparable with the processing time 
estimated by J J Therrien (1963) using the IBM 1620/1 for the 
iterative solution of the simultaneous adjustment of a one hundred 
section block. G C Tewinkel (1966) of the Coast and Geodetic Survey 
estimated the rigorous adjustment of a block of two hundred 
photographs to take about 6,5 hours (or 117 seconds per photograph) 
using the IBM 7030 (STRETCH) computer and auxiliary disk storage 
which compares with the time quoted by M Keller (1967). Based on 
the assumption that the number of iterations required for 
convergence is equal to the number of models in the block for the 
iterative block adjustment using the model, the processing time of 
260 seconds per model for a two hundred model block is substantially 
slower than that of most of the large mainframe computers. However, 
when equipment and processing costs of
mainframe computers and minicomputers are compared, then 
minicomputers used for iterative block adjustments of blocks of the 
order of two hundred models become economically competitive.
The alternative block adjustment which uses the strip as the 
adjustment unit has definite practical application particularly to 
small scale topographical mapping. The main advantage of this 
adjustment procedure over the iterative adjustment using the model 
is the substantially taster processing speed. This adjustment 
method has in the past been favoured by G schut (1965, 1967) of the 
national Research Council in Canada because of its ease of 
application, the low number of control requirements and the economy 
of processing particularly on small computers. These factors become 
particularly important when applying minicomputers to analytical 
photogramoetry. The above results and processing times substantiate 
the economic viability and practicability of minicomputers for blwk 
adjustment using strips.
CONCLUSIONS
5. CONCLUSIONS
The study of the application of minicomputers to analytical aerial 
triangulation described in this dissertation and the results 
obtained from processing the data of two test areas and one block of 
synthetic data on the system developed on the WANG 2200 minicomputer 
make it possible to draw the following conclusions:
1) Resitu'cion of the ridel from measured plate co-ordinates is 
efficiently processed on the minicomputer particularly on the 
WANG 2200 VP which required five seconds per model for the 
solution. However, even using the WANG 2200 T, it is possible 
to process a block of two hundred models in approximately two 
hundred minutes. If the system were used solely as a front end 
procedure to a large computer system for the formation of the 
independent models, it is possible to accommodate a block 
consisting of 2 500 models with a WANG 2200 10 Megabyte disk
2) Strip formation is as equally efficently handled on the 
minicomputer as the relative orientation and model formation 
process. The results of the strip formation indicate that the 
semi-rigorous approach is an adequate solution to the problem 
and provides for quick processing, an important factor to be 
taken into account when using slower computers.
3) For strips of up to twenty models the polynomials used in the 
strip transformation and adjustment program has provided 
adequate correction to the strips which is confirmed by the 
results obtained from the two block adjustment procedures. It 
is possible that the system be used up to and including the 
transformation and strip adjustment programs as a front end 
procedure to the large computer in order to trap any 
inconsistencies in the data before processing a large block 
adjustment on a mainframe computer. Used for this purpose, the 
minicomputer system would be able to accoroa&jate very long 
strips particularly if each strip was spooled off the 
minicomputer disk onto sane other medium before processing 
subsequent strips.
4) Block adjustment on the WANG 2200 T for blocks containing two 
hundred models or more must be restricted to the method of
adjustment using strips as the adjustment unit. It is however, 
conceivably economical, even at fifteen hours for the processing 
of block adjustment using the model as the adjustment unit for 
blocks of two hundred models, to use the MSMG 2200 VP. On 
either the WftHG 2200 T or W M G  2200 VP the method of block 
adjustment using the strip as the adjustment unit provides a 
fast method of block adjustment and yields results which are 
sufficiently accurate for topographical mapping purposes.
5) With reference to Table 4.2.3.1 and Table 4,2.3.2 which compare
the results of block adjustment using the model on the IBM 360 
and the WANG 2200, the consistency of the results indicate for 
these two test areas processed that the WMtG 2200 operates with 
sufficient internal accuracy to ignore accumulation of round-off
In conclusion it must be said that for small photogrammetric 
companies the application of minicomputers to photogrammetry has 
several economical and practical advantages over batch processing of 
data on large computers. These advantages may be enumerated as 
follofs:
1) The minicomputer is simple to operate, with the result that the 
user does not have to face the problem of becoming involved with 
complex operating systems encountered in batch processing on 
large computers.
2) h well designed minicomputer system which optimizes the 
interactive features of the minicomputer can save many costly 
hours in the data capture, data editing and init' al processing 
stages of the measured data.
3) Reprocessing of individual phases of the aerial triangulation 
system subsequent to correcting the input data does not suffer 
from the long delays which are so muct- •» part of batch 
processing systems.
4) The inexpensive hardware is generally xobtiafc and therefore does 
not require special temperature controller", and dust free 
conditions under which to operate successfully,
5) Interactive programming and editing facilities provide for rapid 
and easy development of goftware systems. It is therefore 
possible for the user to develop or modify his own
without the need for costly, highly skilled personnel.
6) The overall low cost of data processing using the minicomputer 
is perhaps the most important argument in favour of 
minicomputers applied to analytical serial triangulation.
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APPBknrx a
WANG 2200 MINICOMPUTER ANALYTICAL AERIAL TRIANGULATI'IN
PROGRAM LISTINGS
01/10 /-?-?
IQ REM "START"  DATE & PROJECT NAME ENTRV ROUTINE
SO REM WRITTEN 00/1977 M. ARBUCKLE
50 DIM N1(10 ) ,H9T25,D0$10,Z1$64,2SS4,2E$64 
100 SELECT *1610 
190 LOAD DC R-INPUT" 198, S32 
1000 DATA LOAD DC OPEN T *1 , "PHOTODOl•
5DATA LOAD DC #1 ,N ,F1 ,N 1I>,N9S,D0S 
1010 PRINT HEX<OSOAOA > 5TAB (Ii I ! "ANALYTICAL PHOTOGRAMMETRY"
:PRINT TAB<5>5“----------------    “
SPRINT HEX t OAOA1;TAB(BI $-PROJECT "?N9*
: PRINT TAB(5 )i"DATE “ JDO* 
tOSO COSUB '9 7 ( 1 ,1 ,1 , "DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE PROJECT NAME (Y/N)
: IF  Z*<>"Y“ THEN 1040 
1030 G0SU|s '9 7 ( 7 , e , l , “ PROJECT",£5 ,0 )
1040 GOSUB '9 7 ( 1 ,1 ,1 , "DO YCXf WISH TO CHANGE THE DATE « " /N > ".1 .0 ) 
; IF  Z#-"N " THEN 1060 
: IF  Z* ->"Y" THEN 1040 
1050 GOSUr '9 7 (8 ,6 ,1 , "DATE (DD/MM/19YV), 10,0)
l0S 0 ‘ DBACraPACE 4 1 ,BEG
JDATA SAVE DC #1 ,N ,Fl,N1O,N9$.DOS 
SLOAD DC R"PHDTOB04"
RHOTOBOO OX / XO /-7-7 1
10REM  "PHOTOSOO ■ -- VERSICW= 1
1BRB1 PHQT0GRAW1ETRV SYSTEM INPUT ROUTINES
BOREM URITTEH BY- H. ARBUCKLE DATE- 02/00/77
30DIM Z*64-,R*0,Zi*64I2S*SO,23*t,Z4*l,ZS*3O,ie*3,Z7*3.Z0*0.ZO*iO,fil*
706DATA -NE1U PROJECT-, "PHOT0107” , "INPUT H ,FI ,N1 (I .PROJECT NAME"." 
PHOTDIOO-,"INPUT PLATE COORDINATES","PHOTOlOl",“INPUT STRIP CONTR 
OL"."PH0TD102","INPUT BLOCK CONTROL <AMER>","PHOT0103"
71 DATA "INPUT D4ECK POINTS", "PHOTOIOT. "INPUT TIE/CNTra. PT STATU 
S (AMER1"."PHOTOIOB",'INPUT TIE/CNTRL PT STATUS (SCHUT)","PHOTO10 
G","RETURN TO MAIN MENU-,“PHOT0804"
100SELECT DISK 810 
19CGOTO 1000 
199RETURN
202DEFFN-9eiZB.Z6,Z7)
!IF ZS-0 THEN 203
I PRINT HBX(OIOD) 
ilF Z5«=0 THEN 203
s mmoAizis
:PRINT STRIZIS.I.ZB)
203IF Z7=0 THEN 204 
:fo r Z-l TO 27 
:PRINT TAB(631
IlF Z7=0 THEN 204 
ilNITIOOZl*
SPRINT STR(Z1$,1,27)
204IF 26=0 THEN 199
TPRINT HEX(OD) 
ilF Z6-0 THEN 199 
5IN1T(09)Z1*
:PRINT STR(Zie,l,Z6)
:RETURN
S050EFFN'30-SCRATCH T "SHEX<£ei!“PHOTOSOO"SHEXiEB)
IRETURN
a06DEFFN'31»SAVE DC T (“.HEX(22)’"PHOTOSOO“5 HEX(22)!*)"1HEX CBS)? 
HOTOSOO"!HEX tE2)
:RETURN
207DEFFN‘0"LIST B 1000,9999"
:RETURN
:Zj$=Z2$
;Z5.<.EN(2ie)4-i
:BTR(Zl$,LEN(Zl$) + l,l)=HEX(Sr!
SPRINT Z1S?
:Z3*«HEX(00) 
fillPRINT HEX(OD)i
PHOTOaOO
iFQR Z=1 TO Z4+i 
ElBKEYIN STR(Z*,Z,1>. 213, 860 
{GOTO 212 
213ADD(Z3S,0i)
:IF Z3*<HEX(40) THEN 214 
IGOSUB '36(21.Za+Z+3,0)
:Z3*“HEX(00)
214IF STR<Z*,Z,l><>HEXtOB> THEN SIB 
:STR1Z$,Z,1)=HEX(E0> 
tIF Z-l THEN 812
:IFZZ=0 THEN BIG 
rSTR<Z*,2*l,l)«HEX<eO>
IPRINT HEX1082E0B);
:GOTO 217 
eiSBTR(Z*,1,1)“HEX(20 )
! PRINT HBXtOBBEOBjs
216PRINT STR(Z*,Z,1);
;IF STR12®,Z, 1)OHEX(OD) THEN 217
217n1ct1'z
.■IF POSf2S-i)B>=0 THEN 221 
: STR (Z* , POS (Z*=0D) ,  1) =hEX (BO )
:IF Z8 00  THEN 218 
:RETURN
218IF^TR t Z*, 1,1 X  >HEX (80) THEN 219
21.9IF NUM(Z* I <Z4 THEN 210 
:CONVERT Z$ TO Z 
:IF Z>Z8 TH&J 221 
;RETURN
220IF STR(Z*„2,l)(>HEXI0Fj THEN 212 
IlF Z4SO-1* THEN 812 
: GOSUB 'M (O )
SZ36=WEX(00)
!GOSUB '93(0)
281PRINT HEX(07 >
:KEVIN Z*. 221, 210
2S70EFFN'95(RI9)
;SELECT PRINT 005(64)
S PRINT HEX(030AOAOAOA»»>
: PRINT TAB(Sli“* • # * * * # # * * * » » # # « * * * *
iPRINT TAB(B)i*»";TAB(Bl):-«- 
B2b°RINT TAB(5)1“* SYSTEM LOADING
■ SPRINT TAB(Bn"*";TAB(30-W(LEN<Rl6)/a)>SRl*iTAB(51); 
SPRINT TAB(5):H«"?TABtSl)!-**
829PRINT TAB(5)J"* » * » * # • « * » * * « « * » « » »  
iRETURN 
1000SELECT PRINT 005(645
R H O T O B O O
1010REM N«MD OF OPTICS® AVAILABLE
S RESTORE 
:FOR I - i  TO N 
iFEAD R1*,R$
SPRINT TAB(S);I!* "SRI*
lOBOGOSUB '5 7 (1 5 .6 ,0 ."ENTER THE SELECTED NUMBER",5  
: RESTORE 2*2-1 
SREAD R1S.RS 
1030PRINT HEX(03);-VOU HAVE BELE.CTED * *  ":R1$
A040GQSUB '9 7 (2 ,1 ,1 .-1 8  THIS CORRECT (V /N )*,1 ,0 ) 
: IF  Z * -"Y "  "THEN 1050 
SIP ZSO 'N * THEN 1040 
SGOTQ 1000 
lOSOGOSUB '95(RIS>
.•LOAD DC TR$
PHOTOSOA oi / xo s~7~y
70 DATA -EDIT PROJECT NAME.FOCAL LENGTH ETC.- , "PHOT0200-, "EDIT PL 
ATE COORDINATES", "PHOTOBQl", "EDIT STRIP CONTROL", "PHOTOSOe". "EDIT
BLOCK CONTROL IAHER)“ , -PH0T0203-
71 DATA -EDIT OECK POINTS", “ PH0T02C4*, 'EDIT TIE/CNTRL PT STATUS 
(AliER) - , "PHOTOaOS" ■ "EDIT TIE/CNTRL PT STATUS (SCHUT t "PHQTOSOS-, 
"RETURN TO MAIN M EW  , "PHOTOBOt"
100SB.ECT DISK BIO 
190GOTO 1000 
199RETUfS<
eOEBEFFN'98(25,26,27»
• IF  25-0 THEf't 803
:PRINT HEXI010D)
TIF 25=0 THEN 203 
:IN1T(0A)21*
: PRINT STR(21*,1,ZS)
B03IF 27=0 THEN 804 
IFOR Z= l TO Z7 
i PRINT^TASIBai
SIF 27 -0  ThffiN 804
iIN IT (0 C )2 ie
! PRINT STR(2 1 *11 ,Z7)
804IF 26=0 THEN 199
SPRINT HEX(0D>
SIF Z6=0 THEN 199
SPRINT STR(21#■1,26) 
iRETURN
205DEFFN’ 30"SCRATCH T • SHEX(88 )S"PHOTOSOl‘ 8HEX<28>
: RETURN
806DEFFN'3i"SAVE DC T ("5 HEX(2 2 )S"PHOTOSOl"SHEX(22>}* >“ ;HEX( 2 2 ) ! "P 
HDTOe01-;HEX(22)
SRETURN
207DEFFN'0 "LIST 8 1000,9999*
S RETURN
809DEFFN'9 7 (2 1 ,2 2 ,2 3 ,2 2 *,2 4 ,Z8)
ElOGOSUB '9 8(21 ,22,23)
S21$=2B*
:6TR(Z1*,ZS,3 ) -HEX(2020GB)
SINJT(BE JBTR(Zl®,LEN(Z1C1+1,24)
:STR(Z1S,LB<(21*I+1,1I=HEXI5D)
SPRINT 21*5 
:23S«HEX(00I 
211PRINT HEX(OD);
;GOSUB '9 9 f0 .(  FN (7 l*)-7A -l+ ?P .n i
F - H Q - T O B O  X
:FDR 2=1 TCI Z * * l  
Slffl<EVIN STR1Z$,Z,1), 813, 280 
:GQTQ e ie  
213ADD(Z3®,01>
:IF  Z3$<HEX 140) THEN 814 
:GOSUe ' 9S (Z2,Z8*Z*3,0) 
iZ3S-HEX<00)
B14IF STR<Z*,Z,1 ><>HEX10B) THEN 816 
iSTR(2$,Z,l)=HEX(20)
; i f  z= i T f^N  e ie
; IF  Z=0 -MEN 815 
:9TRt2«,Z*1,1>=HEX(80)
: PRINT HEX(082E08>:
:GQTO 217 
215BTRIZ*,1 .1 >=HEX<201 
:PRINT HEX(OB2EOBI!
216PRINT B T R tZS .Z .l);
i l F  STR <Z$ ,Z , 1) OHEXIOD) THEN 817
E17NEXT Z
:IF  PDS(Z$=0D)-0 THEN 881 
:STRCZ$,PQS<Z$=Q?n,l>=HEX<20>
.-IF ZSOO THEN 819 
iRETURN
e iS IF  STR(Z$,1,1)<>HEX(80I Tt®< 819
e ia iF  W m Z *X Z 4  THEN 210 
:CCWVBRT Z * TO Z 
: IF  Z)Z9 THEN 521 
: RETURN
280IF gTR(Z*,Z,l)<>HEX(0F) THEN 818 
: IF  Z4*<>“ 1 ” TH&I BIB 
:GOSUB '94(01 
:za»-HEX<ooi 
:GOSUB '93(01 
:GOTO 1000 
881PRINT HEX(07)
SKEVIN Z$, 821, 210 
:GDTD 881
SSELECT PRINT 005(64)
: PRINT HEX(OSOAOAOAOAOA)
: PRIiiT TAB(B>; ■» * » • » * « « * * ♦ * » » # * » • ■ * » • «  
iPRINT TASIS);"*";TAB(S1);"*''
888PRINT TAB(S 1i"* SYSTEM LOADING
:PRINY TABIS) ’ “•"STABOO-INT (LEN(RIS) /8)) ;RleiTAB(51) t "** 
iPRINT Tto(S); “;TAB(511 $"*"
E89PRZNT TABtS)}-* ***•*••••*•**•***••*•
:RETURN 
1000SELECT PHItfT 005(64)
R H O T O B O 1 O l  /  1  O  / ~7~7
1010REM N=l« OF OPTIONS AVAILABLE
: READ R1S,R» 
lOaOPRim HEX(0 3 ); "YOU HAVE SELECTED «• "SRI* 
1040GDSUB '9 7 0 , 1 , 1 , "IS  THIS CORRECT (Y /N )" ,1 ,0 ) 
i lF  Z *= 'Y “ THEN 10S0 
: IF  Z*<>"N- THEN 1040 
(GOTO 1000 
lOSOGOSUB '9 5 ( R l* >
:LOAD DC TR$
/
R M O - r o a o s  o ±  / 1 0 / 7-7 1
10REM   "PHOTOB02" ------- VERSION- 1
15RH1 PHOTOGRAMMETRY SYSTEM OUTPUT RCWTINES
EOREM WRITTEN BY= H. ARBUCKLE DATE- 05/08/77
30DIM 2*64 ,R *8,2 1*64,25*60 ,23*1 ,24*1 ,25*30 ,26*3 ,27*3 ,28*9 ,20*10,R i*
70 DATA -PRINT N,F1" , "PHOTOSOO" , -PRINT PLATE COORDINATES", "PHOTOS 
01“ ."PRINT STRIP CONTROL", "PHOT030S", "PRINT BLOCK CONTROL (AMER)“ 
, "PHQTQ303"
71DATA "PRINT C34ECK POINTS", "PHOT0304" ."PRINT TIE/CNTRL PT STATUS 
(AMER)" , "PHOTOSOS", "PRINT TIE/CNTRL PT STATUS (SCHUT) ' , "PHDT0306
73 DATA "PRINT RESIDUALS AT CHECK POINTS". “ PHDT0307", "PRINT FINAL 
BLOCK COORDINATES-. "PHOTOSOS", "RETURN TO MAIN MENU", "PHOTOB04" 
100SELECT DISK 010 
ISOCOTO 1000 
199RETURN
BOEDEFFN'9 8 (25 ,2 6 ,2 71 
: IF  25=0 THEN 803
: PRINT HEX(OIOD)
: IF  25=0 THEN 203 
:IN IT (0A )21*
SPRINT STR (Z l*,1,25)
S03IF 27=0 THEN 204 
iFOR 2=1 TO 27 
: PRINT TAB(63)
: IF  27=0 THEN 204 
:IN IT (0C )21*
SPRINT S T R (Z l*.1,27)
804IF 26=0 THEN 199
: PRINT HEX(OD)
:IF  26=0 THEN 199 
SlN IT(09 >21*
:PRINT STR(21*,1,26> 
iRETURN
EOSDEFFN-30"SCRATCH T " :HEX( 2 2 : : "PHOTOSOS" : HEX(22)
! RETURN
206DEFFN'31"SAVE DC T 1 • ?HEX(22);'PHOTOBOe":HEX(SB);")";HEX(22)i-PHD 
T0802”JHEX(SS)
: RETURN
B07DEFFN'0 "LIST S 1000,3999"
:RETWN
209DEFFN'9 7 (2 1 ,2 2 ,Z3,2 2*.24 ,20 !
SIOGOSUB -99(21,22.23)
: z i * - 22$
!2S=LEN(Z1*)+1
iSTR(21*,ZS.3 >=HEX(B02058)
:INIT(2EISTR(Z1*,LEN(Z1*)*1,24)
:STR(Z1*.LEN(Z1S>+1,1>=HEX(5D)SPRINT 21*:
:Z3*=HEX(00)
F » H O T O S O a 03. ZlOZ-7-7
iGQSUB '98(0,LEN(Zl$)-24-1tZE,0 I
:FOR Z-l TO Z4+1 
212KEVIN STRIZ$ ,Z,1), 213, 220
:goto 212
213ADDIZ3*,01)
"IF Z3$<HEX<40) THEM 214 
"GOSUB '98 <Z1,5B*Z+3,0 )
214IF STR (ZS ,Z, 1! OHEX <08 ) THEN 216 
:STR(z$,z,i>-HExtao)
:IF z=l "mEN 812
llF Z-0 THEN BIS 
:STR(Z*,Z*1,1>=HEX(20 I 
!PRINT HEX<0S2E09);
B1SSTR(Z*,1,1>=HEX(201 
(PRINT HEX(082E0B);
(GOTO 217 
216PRINT STR(Z$,Z,1);
(IF STR (Z* ,Z ,1 > OHEXtOD > THEN 217
217NEXT Z
(IF POS(Z*=0D>»0 THEN 221 
(BTRIZt.POS(ZS=0D >,1)-HEX(SO)
(IF ZBOO THEN 218 
(RETURN
218IF STR (ZS ,1,1) OHEX <20) THEN 219
219IF NUM(Z*KZ4 THB-I 210 
(CONVERT Z* TO Z 
(IF Z>ZB THEN 281 
(RETURN
220IF STR(Z*,Z,1)<>HEX(0F) THEN 212 
(IF Z4S<>"1 * THEN 212 
!G0SUB^94j0)
821PRINT HEX(071
(KEVIN ZS, 221, 210 
(GOTO 221 
EETDEFFN'95(R1S)
(SELECT PRINT 005(64)
(PRINT HEX<030A0A0A0A0A>
(PRINT TAB < S >(“ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
(PRINT TAB IS ) { * * *  (TAB (S I) ( ll* "
K8PRINT TAB(SH"» SYSTEM LOADING
(PRINT TAB(5 1" " * " ;TAB(30-INT(LEN(RlS)/8)>;R1S(TAB(51 
(PRINT TAB (S) { " * '' (TAB <51)' "* "
2E9PRINT TA8(S1 i "*  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
[RETURN 
1000SELECT PRINT 005(64)
F = n o - r o e o s oi zxoz-7-7
(PRINT HEX(030A > ? TAB IS);"DIGITAL PHOTOGRAMMETRY OUTPUT ROUTINES"
IOIOREH N=m OF OPTIONS AVAILABLE
(RESTORE
(FOR 1=1 TO N
(READ R1S.RS
(PRINT T A B (5 )( l:“ “ ;R1S
10S0G0SUB '-9 7 (1 5 ,6 ,0 ,"ENTER THE SELECTED NUMBER" .2 ,10 )
(RESTORE 2«Z-1 
(READ R1S.R8 
1030PRINT HEX(03 )( “YOU HAVE SELECTED * *  *!R1*
1040GOSUB '9 7 (2 ,1 ,1 ."1 8  THIS CORRECT (Y /N )",1 ,0 )
( IF  Z*«"Y- THB1 1050 
( IF  ZSO-N” THEN 1040 
(SOTO 1000 
1050GOSUB -SS(RIS)
R H O T O B O S
10REM ------- -RHOT0803" ------  VERSION- 1
1BREM PHOTOGRtolMETRV SYSTEM PROCESSING ROUTINES
20REM WRITTEN BV= M. ARBUCKLE DATE- OB/OB/77
aODIM ?964,RS0,Z1$64,2S$6D,73$1„Z4$1,25*30,ZG$3,Z7$3,Za$8,ZOSlO,R1$
70 DATA “TRANSFER DATA TO WORK AREAS", "PHOTOOOl" , “ PLATE COORDINAT 
E REFINEMENT",-PHDT0405'
71 DATA "MODEL FORMATION", "PHOTOAOO" , "STRIP FORMATION " ,  "PHOT0401"
, "STRIP ADJUSTMENT", "PHQT040S", "BLOCK ADJUSTMENT (AMER) " , "PH0TO40 
4 " , -BLOCK ADJUSTMENT (SCHUT)" , "PHOT0403"
78 DATA -RETURN TO MAIN MENU", "PHOTO804"
1O0SELECT DISK BIO 
1BOGOTO 1000 
190RETURN
S02DEFFN'9 8 (ZS,26,27)
:IF  Z5=0 THEN 203
i PRINT HEX(010D >
SlF ZS-0 THB-I 203 
•1NTT(0AI21S 
: PRINT STR(Z1*,1,ZS)
203IF 27-0 THEN 204 
:FOR 2=1 TO 27 
:PRINT TAB(63)
: IF  27=0 THEN 804 
tlM IT tO O Z l*
: PRINT STR(21$,1,27)
204IF 26=0 THBJ 199
(PRINT HEXIOD)
(IF^ZS-O THEN 199
(PRINT STR(21$,1,26)
(RETURN
20BDEFFN'3 0 "SCRATCH T * (HEX(2 2 ) !"FHOTOB03";HEX(22)
(RETURN
206DEFFN'31"SAVE DC T ( "(HEX 122)("PHOTOB03";HEX(22)( " ) " (HEX(2 2 )( "P 
HOTO0O3" (HEX(22)
( RETURN
207DEFFN'0 "LIST B 1000,9999"
(RETURN
209DEFFN'9 7(21 ,22,23,28$,24.28)
810GD5UB '98(21,28,23)
:zi$=za$-
(STR(21 $,2 5,3)-HEX(202058)
(INIT(BE >9TR(21$,LEN(21$1*1,24 >
(STR(21$,LEN(Z1$)*1,1 1-HEX(SD)
(PRINT 21$;
)Z3$=HEX(0G)
211PRINT HEX(0DI(
(GOSUB '9 8 (0,LEN(Z1$:-24-1*22,0)
F > H O T O Q 0 3 O i  / i o  z-7-7
(FOR 2-1 TO 24+1 
BIBKEYIN STR<2$ ,2 ,1), 213,
(GOTO 812 
213ADD(23$,01)
( IF  2 3 *<HEX<40) THEN 21 
tGOSUB '98(21,22+2+3,01 
(Z3S=HEX(00)
214IF STR(2* ,2 ,1 )  OHEX (OB I 
(STR (2* ,2 ,1 )  ^ IEX (20 )
( IF  2=1 THEN 212
( IF  2=0 THEN 215 
(STR <2* ,2 *1 ,1 )=HEX(20)
(PRINT HEX(08BE08)5 
(GOTO 217
216PRINT STrI z* ,2 ,1 ) ;
( IF^STR(2* ,2 ,1 ) OHEX I OS) THEN 217
217NEXT 2
( IF  POS(2*=0D)=0 THEN 221 
(STR( 2 * ,PCS (2*=0D) , 1>-HEX(20)
( IF  ZBOO THEN 218 
(RETURN
218IF STR (2* ,1 ,1  > OHEX (20 ) THEN 219
a iB IF  HUM(2*)<24 THEN 210 
( CONVERT 2 *  TO 2 
( IF  Z>ZB THEN 221 
(RETURN
aaOIF STR(Z*,Z,1)OHEX(OF) TFOl 212 
( IF  2 4 *0 -1  ■’ THEN 212 
(GOSUB '94(0)
(23S-HEX(00)
(GOSUB '93(0)
221PRINT HEX(07)
ISg" &
ES7DEFFN'95(R1*S
(SELECT PRINT 005(64)
(PRINT HEX(03DA0A0A0A0A)
(PRINT TAB(S> 5“+ » * » ♦ « « » » » * «  + * * * « * « * * * , # «  
(PRINT TAB(5 ) ( “ * * (TAB(51 )J 
82BPRINT TAB(SI("+ SYSTEM LOADING * "
(PRINT TAB(5 ) j " (TAB(30-INT(LEN(Ri*>/H ) ) !R1*(TAB(5 1 )( “ »"
(PRINT T A B (5 )i"* ’ ;TAB(51>(-«"
289PRINT TAB(S);** * * * * » * • * * # * «  + * * * » * » * * * # # .
! FffiTURN 
1000SELECT PRINT 005(64)
(PRINT HEX(030A0A) ( TAB(5 ) i ’ DIGITAL PHOTOGRAMMETRY PROCESSING ROUT
F’MOTOa 03 O X /  3. 0 / - ? - ? 3
101OREM N=ND OF OPTIONS AVAILABLE
SRESTORE 
:FOR 1=1 TO N 
•.HEAD RI$,R$
SPRINT TAB<5)51!" -?R1*
iO S O S ^B  ^97 11 5,6 ,0 ,"ENTER THE SELECTED NUMBER'.S.S) 
SRESTORE a *Z - l
1030PR1HT HEX<03);-YOU HAVE SELECTED * *  “ iR l*  
iO»OG£BUB "9 7 :2 ,1 ,1 ,"IS  THIS CORRECT <Y/N)“ ,1 ,0 )
SIP Z$="V" THEN 1050 
SIP Z#<>“N" THEN 1040 
iCOTO 1000 
1050GOSUB '95(R1*>
I = H O T O S O . » O  X Z l O / V - y '
10REM   "PHOTOB04"  VERSION”  1
1SREH PHOTOGRAMMETRV SYSTEM MAIN MENU
SOREM UlRITTEM BY= M. ARBUCKLE BATE- OB/OB/77 
30D1M ZS64,R*S,Zl$*4,23*50,23*1,24*1,25*30,25*3,27*3,
70 DATA "INPUT ROUTINES’- , -FHOTOSOO1
UTPUT ROUTINES", "PHOTOBOB", "PROCESSING ROUTINES" , "PHOTO803" 
100SELECT DISK BIO 
130GOTO 1000 
199RETURN
20BDEFFN'96(25,25,27)
IIP  25=0 THEN 203
: PRINT HEX(OIOD)
ilN IT lO A IZ l*
(PRINT STR<21*,1,25)
203IF 27-0 THEN 804 
(FOR 2=1 TO 27 
(PRINT TAB(63)
( IF  27=0 THEN 204 
( IN IT  <0021*
(PRINT STR<21*, 1,27)
204IF 26=0 THEN 199
(PRJNT-HEXCOD) ^
( IN IT  <09)21*
(PRINT S rR (21*,X ,25)
(RETURN
205DEFFN '30 "SCRATCH T * (HEX < 22) ( "HOT0804 " (HEX < SB)
e06DEFFN'31 "SAVE DC T <'fHEXfSe) ,• "PHOTOS04 " ;HEX<22) ; "(HEX <22)) "P>D 
T0804H;NEX<BB)
(RETURN
207DEFFN'0 "LIST S 1000,9999"
(RETURN
209DEFFN'97<21,22,23,22*,24 ,20 >
B10G0SUB -98(21,22,23)
(Zl*=22*
(Z5-LEN(Z1*1+1
• STRIZ1*,LEN <21*1 + 1 ,1 ) -HEX(SB)
(PRINT 21*; 
:Z3*=HEX(00) 
211PRINT HEXIOD);
(GOSUB '^90 10 ,LEN <21*]
(FOR 2=1 TO 24+1 
BIBKEYIN STRIZS,2 ,1 ) ,  213, 820
213ADB(23* H
e i« p S'K lS i " S ! l l< > H K ,0 « l THEN
i p g r w r s r "
: IF Z2=0 THEN SIS
p & t i i a p r '  
. » a s T
!Pct™>0 ™en 818
B1Biz.8™ i z*,l'll<>HBX'201 ™ EN 
-
l a r . # " '
” 8™ ! I , ™ S ? s i " . n T » » , 30 -lN T IL S N S ? ™ s)l? S ™ f» B IS l | ; - .
  ....
: PRINT HEX 103CA0A) ; TAB (5 ) : "DIGITAL WOTDGRAMHETRV MAIN (• 
lOlOREM^N-IO o r  aPTIOf'B AVAILABLE
p h o t o  e o ^ - O l Z I O Z T T
:READ r i* , rs 
iPRINT TAB <5);I}" "iR lS
10S0GDSUB '9 7 (1 5 ,6 ,0 ,"ENTER THE SELECTED NUMBER". 
(RESTORE E«Z-1 
(READ R19.RS 
1030PRINT HEXt03>-,"VOU HAVE SELECTED * *  "5R1*
1040GOSU3 '9 7 (8 ,1 ,1 ,“ IS  THIS CORRECT (Y /N )",1 ,0 ) 
( IF  ZS="Y“ THEN 1050 
( IF  Z*<>"N“ THEN 1040
1050GDSUB '95(R1*1 
(LOAD DC TR$
F » M O T O O O O ox yxo/-?~7 x
10 REM "WfflTOOOO"  P f  . RAM TO IN ITIALIZE DATA FILES
SO REM WRITTEN OB/1977 M. ARbvCKLE 
SO DIM 2*64 .21*64,N i(1 0 ),D0*10,N9*E5 
190 GOTO 1000
SOSDEFFN '30 "SCRATCH R ' ;  HEX (£21 i 'IWOTaOOQ " iNEX (35 > 
306DEFFN'31°SAVE DC R ( " ;HEX(22 )i"PHDTOOOO^iHEXCBS)i" ) ” iHEX(SB); 
MOTOOOO" JHEX(22)
1000 PRINT HEX(030A0A)5 TAB < S) ! -SETTING UP FILE AREAS"
1001 DATA SAVE DC OPEN R 3 , "PHOTODOl"
SDATA SAVE DC 0 ,0 ,N1( ) ,N3*.DOS
1010 DATA SAVE DC END
:DATA SAVE DC OPEN R 1000,“ PHOTODOE" 
iDATA SAVE DC END
iDATA SAVE DC OPEN R 300, "FHOTOOOS"
(DATA SAVE DC END
(DATA SAVE DC OPS4 R 1 0 ,-PHOTOD04"
(DATA SAVE DC Ehffl
(DATA SAVE DC OPEN R 1 0 ,"PHOTODOS"
(DATA SAVE DC END 
1020 DATA SAVE DC OPEN R450, "PHOTODOS"
(DATA SAVE DC END
(DATA SAVE DC OPEN R1S, "PHOTOD07"
P H O T O O  O 1
10 REM "PHOTOOOl"  PROGRAM TO TRANSFER DATA TO WORK ARE
20 REM WRITTEN 09/1977 M. ARBUCKLE
50 DIM 2*64,21*64,M l(10 ),00*10,N9*25 ,X *130)E3,A1*(IS )S 4,A2* (30 >24 ,A 
3*(30 >24,A4#(12 >41,A5S(40 >4 
190 GOTO 1000
SOSDEFFN'3 0 "SCRATCH R " ;HEX(2 2 )i"PHOTOOOl" (HEX(22>
20SDEFFN'3 1 "SAVE DC R ( " (HEX(2 2 ) ;“ PHOTOOOl" (HEX(2 2 )( "> " (HEX(22>(“ PHD 
T0001" (HEX(22)
1000 PRINT HEX<030A0A>ITAB15>1"TR4M5FERRING DATA TO WORK AREAS"
1001 DATA LOAD DC OPEN R-PHOTODO."
(DATA LOAD DC N .F l ,N 10 ,N 9*.r
(DATA SAVE DA R (4001 ,L )N ,F t .Ui. > ,N9*,D0*
1010DATA LOAD DC OPEN R'PHOTODOS"
(L=5000 
1020 DATA LOAD DC X * ()
(IF  END THEN 1030 
(DATA SAVE DA R lL.LIXSO 
(GOTO 1020 
1030 DATA SAVE DA RtL.DEND
(DATA LOAD DC OPEN R"PHOTOD03"
1040 "DATA LOAD DC A1SO 
(IF  BE) THEN 1060 
(DATA SAVE DA R(L,L>A1S()
(GOTO 1040 
1050 DATA SAVE DA RIL.DBND
(DATA LOAD DC OPEN R"PH0T0D04"
(DATA LOAD DC A2BO
(DATA SAVE DA R(4711 ,L )A 2*(>
(DATA SAVE DC BID 
1060 DATA LOAD DC OPEN R"PHOTODOS"
(DATA LOAD DC A3*..)
(DATA SAVE DA R14781,L>A3*()
(DATA SAVE DC END 
1070 DATA LOAD DC OPEN R‘ PHOTOD06"
1080 DATA LOAD DC A4*()
( IF  B4D THEN 1090
(GOTO 1080 
1090 DATA SAVE DA RIL.LIEND
(DATA LOAD DC OPEN R"PHQT0B07*
HOo' dATA LOAD DC AS*{>
( IF  END THEN 1110 
(DATA SAVE DA R(L,L>AS*(>
(GOTO 1100 
1110 DATA SAVE DA R(L,L>END 
(LOAD DC R-PHOTOBOS"
F » H O T C 3 1  O  O O I  z i o / - 7 - 7
10 REM "raOTOlOO-  PROCRiW TO INPUT NO OF STRIPS, FOG
AL LENGTH, MODELS PER STRIP, PROJECT NAME 
20 REM WRITTEN 08/08/77 M. ARBUCKLE
50 DIM N1UO>,DO*10,Z3$1,21S64,ZS64,N9*2S,Z2*64 
190 LOAD DC R-INPUT- 19B, 230
T0100«:HEXirai
1000 PRINT HEX1030A0A)iTABtS)i"DATA INPUT"
SDATA LOAD DC OPEN R"PHOTODOl"
SDATA LOAD DC N ,F1 ,N1( ) ,N9$,D0S 
1010 GOSUB '9 7 (5 ,6 ,0 ,"1 . ENTER THE PROJECT NAMB",ES,0>
," 2 .  NUMBER OF STRIPS IN BLOCK',2,10)
SlF J=1 TH&I 1040 
1030 GOSUB '9 7 (7 ,6 ,0 , “3 . FOCAL LENGTH.......................... ",6,2001
SGOSUB '9 7 (1 5 ,6 ,1 , "ENTER THE NUMBER TO BE CHANGED (0=1)0 CHANGE" ,1
SlF Z=0 THEN 1050
SON ZGOTO 1010,1020,1030 
1050 PRINT HEX(030A > STAB( 5 ) ; "DATA INPUT -  ENTER NUMBER OF MODEL 
S PER STRIP"
SPRINT TAB(S)i"STRIP NO"
1060FOR 1=1 TO N
•.CONVERT I  TO 22 *,(*#>
1061CC6UB '9 7 (1*4 .9 ,0 ,22 $ ,2 ,9 9 )
SIF(Z<=0 TH0( 1061
1070'cOBUB1 '9 7 (IS ,6 ,1 ,"ENTER THE NUhffiER TO BE CHANGED (O-NO CHANGE",2 
%
IF  Z=0 THEN 1090 
CONVERT PI TO Z8S,(##>
GOSUB '9 7 (P I*4 ,9 ,0  ,ZE$,2 ,99)
IF  Z<=0 THEN 1080
( IF  T>aOI> THEN 2000
SDATA LOAD DC OPEN R'THOTODOl"
2000 PRINT HEX(030A0A > STAB(S > i"NO OF MODELS EXCEEDS 200 -  RE-ENTER DA
F ’H O T O l  O  O
GOTO 1050
R H O T O l O i O I  .'XO/-7-7
10 R B I  "PHOTOlOl"------
BO DIM Pil$l3O)23,PS$IB0>13,A3*tG0)13,A4*l60H3i A5$3,L0$(l 
SB,21*64,2*54,25*64,N1(1 0 ),CO*10,N3S2S 
BOS *##### -####.#### -*###.#### -####.#*##
**##.####
81% ##*##### ##**##
100SELECT #1810
190LOA9 DC R-INPUT" 198, 232
SOSDEFFN'3 0 "SCRATCH R ";HEX(2 2 ) :"PHOTOlOl";HEX(2gl
206DEFFN'31"6AVS DC R I " iHEX182>!"PHOTOlOl“ !HEX(221 i" ) " SHEX«S2) i*PH0 
TOlOl-'rHEXtBBl
1000 DATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1, ''PHOTODOl "
:DATA LOAD DC #1,N ,F1,N 1() ,N9*,D0*
SDATA LOAD DC OPEN R "R<ITOD0e"
S DSKIP END
1001 PRINT HEX(0301)I"SWITCH ON PRINTER"
SSELECT PRINT 215(132)
SPRINT HEXtOCOAOAl 
iJ9 -IN T ( ( 66-LSN <N9*))/2)
‘ 'PRINT HEX(0E,iTABIJ9,:H9$
■4)S"PLATE COORDINATES"
iPRINT TAB156)JDO*
1002 SELECT PRINT 005(64)
1010 J«0
SJi*="0001*
IJB#="OOOS"
1020 PRINT HEX(030AOA) STAB(S ) S"PLATE COORDINATE INPUT"
1030GDSUB -9 7 (5 ,6 ,1 ,"END OF BLOCK (V ZN )',1 ,0 )
SlF ZS—V" THEN 1430 
SIP ZSO-N * THEN 1030 
1040 1*3
1050 GCeUB '9 7 (6 ,6 ,1 ,"PLATE N O ,6,993993)
1060 PACK (#*#### )A2* (1 )FI®M P
!PACK(+#•##.*###J3TR(AB*( I ) ,4 ,1 0 )FROM 0,0 
1070 SOmB '9 7 (7 .6 ,1 ."P.C. « 3 ,6,999999)
###S#>AS*(8)FR0M PI
.0 JFROM 0,0
1081PRINT HEX(0 1 );TAB(S> S"SPACE FOR " ; 2 9 - I ; " POINTS"
(IF  1 0 3  THEN 1100 
1090PRINT HEX(030A0A) iTAB(S> ("MODEL COORDINATES INPUT- 
1100 GOSUB '9 7 (6 ,6 ,3 ,"PT NO.",6,9999391
   - "‘U " ,10,9999.9999)
R t - t O T O  X O  X O i  /XO/-7-7
1130 FAW (*# **##  )AB* <1 )FROM P
1140 PACK(♦###*.###*)BTR(A 8 $ II) ,4 ,1 0 1FR0M X I.V I 
1150 1-1*1
:IF  P=1 THEN 11C0 
i l F  P=5 THEN 1160 
: IF  I=B9 THEN 1151 
IGOTO 1001
1151PRINT HEXt01>;TABIS) ; "NO MORE SPACE -  END MODEL/BLOCK" 
SG0T0 1100 
1160 IF  J=a THEN 1170 
: IF  P=5 THB4 1170 
iMAT COPY A a*() TO A3*<)
IGOTO 1020 
1170 MAT COPY ABSO TO A4$()
SMAT COPY A 3*() TO A 2 *0  
tMAT COPY A4*{> TO A3S<)
1180 PRINT HEX(030A0A>;TAB(5> i"SEARCHING AND SORTING"
1200 UNPACK <###**# >A3$(1) TO P 
1210 UNPACK(######)AS*(2 1 TO PI 
1220 UNPACK (####*# >.43* <2 > TO PS 
1230 PACKI##*##»>A1S<1>FROM P 
: PACK (*##»#») A1S !2 ) FRCB1 PI
:PACK<♦*#**.####>STR(Al$(1),4,E01FROM 0,0,0,0 
1240 PACKx******)A1$(3 )FRDM P2
1250 PACK(♦####.*###)STR(A l t (2 ) .4 ,6 0 )FROM 0 ,0 ,0 ,0  
1260 PACK<+#44#.##44JSTR(Al®(3) ,4 ,i?0/FROM 1 ,0 ,0 ,0  
1270 INIT(OO)LOel)
:UNPACK<##*#•*ISTRIA2e(11,1,3) T0 P 
SIF P=1 THEN 1370 
SlF P-5 THEN 1370 
1200 MAT SEARCH A3*U ,"5TRtAE*tI>,1,3) TO L0»l) STEP 13
i i F  l o * ( i ) -hexioooo > then 1330 
1290 K1-2SS*VAL(STR(L0*(1),1,1))+VAL<STR(L0*(1),2 ) I 
1300 J-IK 1 -1 > /13 *l
1310 UNPACK{*####.##*#>STR<A2*(I>,4,10) TD X I,Y i 
1320 U4PACKI♦##»#.##**)STRIA3*<J 1 ,4 ,10 ) TO XE.YD 
1330 1=1+1
1340 PACKHNHt**#)A1$(K1FROM P
1350 PACK< +#*##.##4#)STR(A1*(KJ,4 ,2 0 )FROM X1,V1,X2,Y2
ZGOTO 1270 
1370 GCBUB 1510
1380 PACK I+##4#.###*)STR(A l* (K ),4 ,2 0  > FROM 0 ,0 ,0 ,0  
1390 PACK(####*#W*<KJFROM PS 
1400 DATA SAVE DC A1SO 
SDATA SAVE DC END 
IDBACKBPACE IB 
1410 GDSUB 1440 
1420 J - l
! IF  PB“ i  THEN 1040
F’MOTOa. O 1
: IF  P2» 5 THEN 1010 
1430 DATA SAVE DC END
itOAD DC R'PHOTOBOO*
1440 I- a
JSELECT PRINT 215(132)
!uNPACKl#*t*4#IA1*(1) TO P 
:PRINT TABOO);
SPRINTUSIN6 0 1 ,"MODEL NO",P
SPRINT TABOO); 
iPRINTUSING 0S
1450"UNPACX <»#####)A l$ ( I ) TO A
1460 UNPACK <+####.*###)8TR<A1S111 ,4 .SO) TO
1470PRINT TABOO);
SPRINTUSING eO.A.B.C.D.E 
1480 IF  A«1 THEN 1500 
^ S IF ^A -5  THEN 1500
1S00'SELECT^PRXNT 005(641 
: RETURN
1520 UNPACKi**##*#)A3$U) TO PS
R H O T O l O e
10 REM "PHOTOIOE"  INPUT STRIP COITRDL
%  , r s r  y ™
1008ELECT *1810 
190LOAD SC R“INPUT" 130, 632
205DEFFN'30-SCRATCH R ■{HEX(22 )?"PHOTOIOB"iHEX<E2>
206BEFFN'31 “SAVE DC R ( 1 iHEX(22 ); “ PHOTOIOB” 5HBX(22>! " ) “ iHEX<32> 5 "PHO 
T0102";HEX(22)
1000 DATA LOAD DC OPB4 T *1 , "PHOTOOOl" 
iLATA LOAD DC #1 ,N ,F1,N 1I) ,N9S.DOS 
iDATA LOAD DC OPEN R "PHOTODOS"
1010 PRINT HEX(0301)5"SWITCH ON PRINTER*
: SELECT PRINT 215(132)
SPRINT HEX(0C0A0A) 
iJ9= IN T I(66-LEN(N36))/8l 
iPRINT HEXlOE);TAB(J9)iN9S
SPMNT HEX (OE) (TAB 1271 i “STRIP CONTROL*
SPRINT TAB(SG)SDOS
1020"SELECT PRINT 005(64.)
1030 DATA LOAD DC A iSO  
SIP END THB4 1040
5GOTO 1030
8Jt*»"0001"
:je$=*ooo5"
1050 PRINT HEX(030A0A) !TAB 15 ) S‘ STRIP CONTROL INPUT"
SPRINT TAB(5 )S"INPUT CONTROL FOR STRIP NO "S J i+ l 
10GOSDSU9 '9 7 1 5 ,6 ,1 ,"END OF STRIP (V /N )",1 ,0 )
SIF Z$="Y" THEN 1220 
SIF ZSO"N" THEN 1060 
1070 I»1
iGOKAB '9 9 (6 ,6 ,1 )
1080PRINT HEX(011STAB(5>!
1090 GOSUB '9 7 (7 ,6 ,5 ,"PT MC
1100GOSUB '97(e,6,l,"Xl",U
1120 C O M  '9 7 (1 0 ,6 ,1 ,"Z 1 ", 11,999999.999) 
1130 GOSUB '9 7 (1 1 ,6 ,1 ,"MODEL NO",6,999999) 
1140 PACK(###*##)A1S(I)FTOM P
:PACK(#***##)STR!A1$(I),82,3>FR0M M
; E : l  S  iigg
Icora’iMo*'* U 7 °
HEX^01);TAB(S>!"NO MORE SPACE
‘""RlMtSlHf”’'
\ g a  a :
R H O T O l 0  3 0 1 / 1 0  /-7'7
10 R EM "PHQT0103" ---  INPUT BLOCK CONTROL (AK'iR ADJUSTMENT
12 RBI WRITTEN 09/1977 M. ARBUCKLE
IS SELECT PRINT 005(64)
20 DIM A l$ (30 J24,A5#3,J1SB.J29H,Z1®64,Z*64.22*64,N1(1 0 ).DOSiO >N9*2S 
BOX ##»### _######.»##*# -####*#.##### -#####*.#####
82% PT. NO. X I VI Z1
100SELECT #1810 
190LOAD DC R-INPUT" 199, 232
205DEFFN'3 0 "SCRATCH R •? HEX(2 8 ) !"PHOTOl03"i HEX <22)
206DEFFN'3 1 "SAVE DC R < "(HEX(22>S’ PH0T0103” (HEX(22 > !“ >"(HEX(221?*P 
H0T0103“ (HEX(22)
1000 DATA LOAD DC OPEN TU I, "PHOTODOl"
SDATA LOAD DC #1,N,F1,N1<>,N9$,D0*
SDATA LOAD DC OPEN R "M4OTOD04"
1010 PRINT HEX<0301)■"SWITCH ON PRINTER*
5SELECT PRINT 215(132)
:PRINT HEX(OCOAOA)
S J9=INT( ( 66-LEN(N9*) ) / 2 )
8PRINT HB<(0E)STAB(,19)SN9S
SPRINT HEX (OE) i TAB (23 ) i "BLOCK CONTROL (W1ER)"
SPRINT TAB(56)!D06
1020"SELECT PRINT 006(64)
1040 J ,11*0
SJ16="0001"
1050"p rint  hex(030AOA)(TAB(5 ) i"BLOCK CONTROL INPUT"
10B0PRINT HEX(01 )STAB(5 ) t"SPACE FOR "S30-IS" POINTS"
1090 GOSUB '9 7 (7 ,6 ,5 ,"PT NO.".6,999999)
liOOGOBUB '9 7 (8 ,6 ,1 ,"X I",11,999999.999)
1110GOSUB '9 7 (9 ,6 ,1 ," V i" ,11,999999.999)
lieOGOSUB '9 7 (1 0 ,6 ,1 ,"Z 1 " ,11,999999.999)
1140 PACK(####*#)A l* ! I>FROM P
1150 PACK(♦**###*.*####>STR(A l* <I ) ,4 ,2 1 )FROM X9,V9,Z9 
1160 1=1*1
SIP P=1 THEN 1180 
SIF P=5 TFEN 1180 
SIF 1=30 THEN 1170
1170PRINT HEX(0i)5TAB(S)SuN0 MORE SPACE -  END INPUT"
liBo'DATA SAVE DC Al$<>
1200 GOSUB '.230 
ISaOLOAD DC R'lPHOTOBOO"
iR W O T C D A 0 3  0 1 / 1 0 / 7 7  2
■ s a ic r 1? ^ !  E1SI13S)
! PRINT TABOO);
:PRINTUSING BE
1EA0 UNPACK <###6## >A1'! M TO A
1250 WPACK(+#*##*#.###y,)-)STR(AlS(I>,4,El) TO B,C,D 
ISSOPRINT TABOO);
SPRINTUSING BO.A.B.C.D 
1270 IF  A=1 THEN 1230
1280 I= I*1
iGOTO 1240 
1290 SELECT PRINT 005154)
5 RETURN
R H O T O l O S O I Z I O / T T
XO REM ---  -RHOTDIOB’   INPUT BLOCK TIE/CNTRL PT STATUS (AME
X2RREM WRITEN 00/1977 M, ARBUCM-E
IS  SELECT PRINT 003(64)20 DIM AlSU2>41,ASS3,Jt*2,JB*e,Zl*64,Z*64,Z2*64,Nl(10>,DO*10,N9S&5 
BOX *####* ##
BIX #*# *# ***  #»###*
82X PT. NO, STATUS
100SELECT *1810 
190LOAD DC R"IMPUT* 198, 232
20SDEFFN '30 "SCRATCH R H (HEX (22) S‘ PKiTOXOB-;HEX(2E I
206DEFFN'3X"SAVE DC R ( “ (HEX(22 ): “PHDTOIOS" ;HEX[S2>; “ > " JHEX(22> S’’PHO 
■raiOS-jHEX(2?»)
1000 DATA LOAD DC OPEN T*1 , "PHOTODOl"
(DATA LOAD DC #1 ,N,F1,N1( ) ,N9S,D0$
(DATA LOAD DC OPEN R "PHOTODOG"
1010 PRINT HEX10301)("SWITCH ON PRINTER"
(SELECT PRINT 215(1321 
iPRINT HEX(OCOAOA)
:J9=INT((G6-LEN(N9$))/2)
.•PRINT HEX (02) (TAB (J 9 ) ;N9*
: PRINT HEX (OE) (TAB(21) ( "TIE/CRJTRCR. POINT STATUS"
(PRINT TAB(55 )(DOS
1020"SELECT PRINT 005(64)
(DBACKSPACE 1 
(DATA LOAD DC A l* ()
• ( IF  END THEN 1031
1031*J1=0
(GOTO 1050 
1040UNPACK (###*##) A1S (1 1 TO J1
1050 PRINT HEX(030A0A) J TAB(5 ) { "TIE/CNTRL PT STATUS"
(PRINT TAB(S) { "LAST MODEL INPUT "(JX 
!IN IT (00 )A 1$ ()
106DCOSUB '9 7 (5 ,5 ,1 , "SO? OF INH/T (Y /N )*,1,0>
( IF  ZS--Y" THEN 1220 
( IF  ZSO 'N " THBJ 1050
(GOSUB '96 (6 ,( ) ,! )
■ POINTS"
;,1."STATUS",1,4)
P H O T O l O S
( IF  I -11 THEN 1170 
IGOTO 1080
1170PRIN' HEX(0 1 )!TAB(S) I “NO MORE SPACE -  
(GOTO 1090 
1100 DATA SAVE DC AISO 
(DATA SAVE DC END 
(DBACKSPACE IS 
(UNPACK(**# *# # >A1*(1) TO J1 
1200 GOSUB 1230 
1210GOTO 1050 
1220 DATA SAVE DC END
(LOAD DC R"PHOTOBOO'*
(UNPACK < »##*#*)A1S(1) TO J1 
(SELECT PRINT 215(132)
(PRINT TABOO)!
(PRINTUSING 0 1 ,"MODEL NO " ( J l
(PRINT TABOOK 
(PRINTUSING 08
1240 UNPACK(######)A1$ <I > TO A 
1250 UNPACK(*#)BTR(Ai$tIi,4 ,1 )  TO B 
1260PRINT TABOO);
(PRINTISING 80 ,A,B 
1870 IF  A - l THEN 1290 
( IF  A=S THEN 1290 
1260 1=2+1
(GOTO 1840 
1890 SELECT PRINT 005(64)
(RETURN
F = M O T O i  O-'J-
10 REM "PHDT0106” ------  INPUT CHECK POINTS
12 REM WRITTEN 09/1977 M. ARBUCKLE
15 SELECT PRINT 005(64)SO DIM Al*(30)e4,ASS3,J16e,Ja$2,/'$64,Z«64,ZE$64,NH10> ,D0S10,N9*8S 
BOX ##»#*# -*####*,####* -######.*###*
82% PT. NO. XI / I  Z1
100SELECT *1810 
IBQUOAD DC R’ INPUT- 198, 832
SOSDEFFN'3 0 ’ SCRATCH R “ JHEX (22 > ;'P H O T 010 4"X (22 )
SOSDEFFN'3 1 -SAVE DC R ( ” :HEX(22); "PHOTOIOA";i / 122 1 ? ")"SHEX(8 2 ) ;-PHO 
TO104" ;HEXtS!)
1009 DATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1, "PHOTODOl"
SDATA LOAD DC #1 ,N,F1 ,N11>,N9S.DOS 
SDATA LOAD DC OPEN R "PHOTODOS"
1010 PRINT HEX(0301)I-SWITCH ON PRINTER"
:SELECT PRINT 815(132)
SPRINT HEX(OCOAOA)
SJ9=INT((66-LEN(N9#>)/2>
SPRINT HEXfOE) STAB U 9 ) SNB«
tPRINT HEXIDE)STAB(2 7 ) !“ CHECK POINTS"
SPRINT TAB(56 )iDO#
1020 SELECT PRINT 005(64)
1040 J ,I1=0
SJ1*«"D001"
JJ2*=-000S'
1050 PRINT HEX(030A0A) JTAB(5 )S"CHECK POINTS INPUT"
10S0PR1NT HEX 101> STABIS) ! "SPACE FOR * ;3 0 - IJ -  POINTS"
1090 GOSUB '9 7 (7 ,6 ,5 ,-PT NO.",8,999999)
llOOGOSUB '9 7(8  ,6 .1 , "X I" ,11,959999.999)
lliOGOBUB '9 7 (9 ,6 ,I , - V I " ,11,999999.999)
1120*GOSUB '9 7 (1 0 ,6 ,1 ," Z l " , 11,999999.999)
1140‘ PACK(##*#*#)A l$ (I > FROM P
1150 PACK(+»###*#.##(*##IS T R (A l*(I) ,4 .21 )FROM X9.V9.Z9
SIF P=1 THEN 1180 
SIF P-5 TS-EN 1180 
SIF 1*29 THEN 1170 
S60T0 1080
1170PRINT HEX(01 )STAB(5 > S"NO MORE SPACE -  END INPUT"
SGOTO 1090 
1160 DATA SAVE DC AISO 
SDATA SAVE DC END 
1200 GOSUB 1230 
1E20LOAD DC R'PHOTOBOO"
P H O T O l  04- O X  Z X O Z - 7 - 7
iSELECT PRINT 615(132)
(PRINT TABOO);
8PRINTUSING SB
1240 UNPACK (#WH)##)A1S (I ) TO A
1250 UNPACK(+#»###».8####)STR(A l * ( I ) ,4 ,2 1 )
1260PRINT TABOO);
:PRINTUSING BO.A.B.C.D 
1270 IF  A=1 THEN 1290 
SIF A-S THEN 1290 
1230 I - I + l
•GOTO 1840 
1390 SaECT PRINT 00SC64I 
SRETUIW
F ’M O T O l .  O S 0  3. /  1.0 ✓'7-7
10 RBI "PHDTD106"  INPUT B-OCK TIE/CNTRL PT STATUS (6CH
12 REM WRITTEN 08/1977 M. ARBUCKLE
15 SELECT PRINT OOS’ oA)
20 DIM Al*(40)4,A5S3,Jl«a,J2$e,ZlSS*,Z»64,Z2*G4,NH10) .DOSIO.NBSES 
BOX ###### #*
81$ *#*##### #«
82% PT. NO. STATUS
100BELECT *1210 
190LDAD DC R” INPUT" 198, 232
SOSDEFFN'3 0 "SCRATCH R " {HEX(2 2 ) !"PHOTOIOG"iHEXl22)
S0GDECFN'31"SAVE DC R ( “ JHEX<22>;“ F4fl3TQ10S*;HEX(2 2 ) ;” I"!HEX<22>5"PHQ 
T0106";HEX(22)
1000 DATA LOAD DC OPEN T *1 , “PHOTODOl" 
iDATA LOAD DC * 1 ,N,F1,N1( ) ,N9*,D0* 
iDATA LOAD DC OPEN R "PHOTOD07"
1010 PRINT HEX(0301>•"SWITCH ON PRINTER* 
iSELECT PRINT 215(132}
SPRINT HEX(OCOAOA)
!J9=INT((GG-LEN(N9$)>/2) 
iPRINT HEX(0E);TAB(J9);N9$
SPRINT HEX(OE);TAB(B1} i - rlE/CONTROL POINT STATUS'
SPRINT TAB(56 )(DO*
1020’ SELECT PRINT 005(64)
1030 DATA LOAD DC AISO 
SIF END THEN 1040
SGOTO 1030 
1040 J,I1«0
rJ l*»*0001“
SJS*«*OOOS*
1050 PRINT HEX 1030AOA) STAB(5 )5 "TIE/CNTRL PT STATUS'
SPRINT TAB(5 )J"INPUT FOR STRIP NO "S J l+ l 
10G0GOSUB '9 7 (6 ,6 ,1 ,"END OF STRIP (V /N )",1 ,0 )
SIF Z»="Y" THEN 1220
lOTO1^!2*0"*” THEN 1060
llOOGOajB '9 7 (8 ,6 ,1 ," X I " ,1,3 )
1140 PACK(##**##)Ai*(I1FRDM P 
1150 PACK(*#)STR(A1$(I),4,1)FRC 
1160 I - I + l
SIF P - l THEN 1180
:3 5 . g S I ! R
SGOTO 10B0
p h o t o  a. o e  01/10/77 a
1170PRINT HEX(0i)iTABI5):"ND MORE SPACE -  END STRIP’  
iGOTO 1090 
ilBO BATA SAVE DC A l* t )
iDBACKSPACE IB
1BIOGOTO 1050
ISEO DATA SAVE DC END
1 2 3 0 DC R‘ PHDTD800"
isLeCT^PRINT 215(132)
SPRINT TABOO);
2PRINTUSING 9 1 ,"STRIP NO " i l l
'.PRINT TABOO) i 
: PRINTUSING 82
l e y a g K S M B a K i , ? : , ?  „ .
ISSOPRINT TABOO)!
iPRINTUSING 80,A,B 
1270 IF  A=1 THEN 1890 
SIF A=9 THEN 1290 
1280 1=1*1
SGOTO 1240 
1890 SELECT PRINT 005(64)
■.RETURN
F=HOTC3XO-7 0 1 / 1 0 / 7 7  1
10 REM  ------- "PHOT0107"-------  PROGRAM TO CLEAR FILES FOR S
SO REM WRITTEN OB/1977 M. ARBUCKLE 
SO DIM Z$64,21*64,N1(1 0 ),D0$10,N9$2S 
190 GOTO 1000
SOBDEFFN-30'SCRATCH R *;HEX<ee);“PHOT0107"!HEX O S) 
S06DEFFN'3 1 "SAVE DC R ( • .HEX(32)<"PHOTOIOT"JMEX(E2); " J H'HE 
HOT0107-;HEXI2E)
1000 PRINT HEX(030AOA) ; TA8(5 ) i"CLEARING OLD FILES"
1001 DATA LOAD DC OPEN R "PHOTODOl"
! DATA SAVE DC 0,0  ,N1O ,N9S.DOS
1010 DATA SAVE DC END
SDATA LOAD DC OPEN R "PHOTODOE"
SDATA SAVE DC END
SBATA LOAD DC OPEN R "PHOTOD03"
SDATA SAVE DC FND
SDATA LOAD DC OPEN R "PH0TOD04"
SDATA SAVE DC END
SDATA LOAD DC OPEN R "PHOTODOS"
SDATA SAVE DC END 
1020 DATA LOAD DC OPEN R'PHOTODOS"
SDATA LOAD DC OPEN R"PHOTODQ7*
SDATA SAVE DC END 
1030 LOAD DC R-PHOTOBOO"
P H O T O S O O
10 REM -------  "PHOTOEOO"    PROGRAM TO EDIT NO OF STRIPS, FOCA
B M W '  " " T C  3 5 ^
190 LOAD DC R-INPUT" 196, 830
805DEFFN'30-SCRATCH R “ ;HEX(SB); "PHOTOBOO" ;HEX<2S>
806DEFFN'31“SAVE DC R <"1HEX(2S11“ PHOTCEOO" IHEX(22>;*> “ iHFX(RE) t "PHC 
TOaOO*;HEX(8S)
1000 PRINT HEX(030A0A>!TAB(S) ! "DATA EDIT"
:DATA LOAD DC OPEN R-PWJTODOl"
1DATA LOAD DC N,F1,N1( ) ,N9S,D0*
1001 PRINT
tPRINT TAB(B15 R«;TAB(3 0 )!NSS
: PRINT TAB<S);R*sTAB(30)iN 
IREAQ R$
iPRINT TAB(S);R*iTAB(30)5Fl 
IGOTQ 1040 
1010GOSUB '9 7 (5 ,6 ,1 ,RS.BB.O)
1040RESTORE
iGOSUB '9 7 (1 5 ,6 ,1 ,"ENTER THE .IUMBER TO BE CHANGED (0-C
SIP Z=0 THEN 1050
SRESTORE Z 
(READ R*
SON ZGOTO 1010,1080,1030 
1050 PRINT HEX( 030A>;TAB(5 1! -DATA EDIT"
SPRINT TAB(S);"STRIP NO/MODELS PER STRIP"
1060FOR 1=1 TO N
! CONVERT I  TO ZB$,<#*>
SPRINT TAB(S);ZaSS“ " IN K !)
1070 GOSUB '9 7 (1 5 ,6 ,1 ,"ENTER THE NUMBER TO BE CHWGED (0=(
10 CONVERT PI TO ZSS.I 
SGOSUB '97(81+4,6 ,0 , 
SIP Z<=0 THEN 1000 
SNI(P1)=Z
P H O T O e O O O l  Z J . O / - 7 - 7
10907=0
iFOR 1=1 TO N 
:T=T+N1(I>
SIF 7>E00 THEN 2000
SDATA LOAD DC OPEN R'PHOTOBOl"
I DATA SAVE DC N .F l ,N11) ,N96 ,D09 
1100 LOAD DC R-PHOTOBOl*
2000 PRINT HEX i 030A0AIS TAB(5 ) ! “NO OF MODELS EXCEEDS 200 -  RE-ENTER 
iFOR 1=1 TO 250 
IGOTO 1050
F » H D T o a o  a. 0 1  z i o z - ? - ?
• 10 REM -------  "PHOTOSOi*   UPDATE PLATE COORDINATES
SOREH WRITTEN OB Z1977 M. ARBUCfO-E
50 DIM AS<30 >23,P 63 ,L0 e (l)2 ,B S l,B IS (30)83,22*64,Z*64-,Z1$64 
100SELECT #1B10 
190LOAD DC R-INPUT" 190, 232
205DEFFN'3 0 "SCRATCH R “ SHEX < 22)!"PHOTO201" ! HEX(22)
806DEFFN'3 1 "SAVE DC R ( " ; HEX(2 2 ) :"PHOTO201" { HEX(2 2 );"1 "SHEXI22) i 
HOT0201"SHEX <22 >
300DEFFN'200
: PRINT HEX<030A0A>!TAB15 ) i"MODEL ” ;P1$ ■ NOT IN BLOCK RE-ENTER 
! PRINT HEX(070707)
(RETURN
1OOOPRINT^HEX(030A0A) i TAB < 5 > ;"EDIT PLATE COORDINATES-
: PRINT TAB(5 )5 “ 1. CHANGE A MODEL NO"
:PRINT TAB(5 > ;"2 . DELETE A POINT" 
iPRINT TAB(5>■"3. INSERT A POINT" 
iPRINT TAB(5>;" 4 .  CHANGE A POINT*
(PRINT TAB( 5 ) ! "E, RETURN TO EDIT MENU"
1010GOSUB '9 7 (1 5 ,6 ,1 ,"ENTER THE SELECTED NUMBER",1,5)
SON ZGOTO 1260,1310.1440,1050,1500 
1050 DATA LOAD DC OPEN M l,  "PHOTODOS"
1070 PRINT HEX 1030AOA > STAB(5 > i"DATA EDIT"
1O0OGOSUB '9 7 ( 5 ,6 ,1 , "MODEL NO, (0 TO END>",6,999999i
SIF Z=0 THBI 1000 
1090 PACK(######IPSFROM PI 
1100 DATA LOAD DC #1,A*<>
•gotoNiiioTHEN 1101
1101GOSUB '200 
(GOTO 1000 
1110 IF  STR(AS(1 > ,1,3) OPS THEN 1100 
1129G0SUB '9 7 (6 ,6 ,1 ,"POINT NO",6,999999)
1130'PACK(##»###)PSFROM P2 
1140 IN IT (00 >L0S ()
1150 MAT SEARCH A*(> ,»P* TO LOSO STEP 23
1160PRINT HEX(030A0A) :TAB( 5 ) : "PT NO " iP 2 ;"  NOT IN THIS MODEL" 
SPRINT HEX 1070707)
SF°R^j>l TO 2500
1170 I “ 2S6*VAL(STR(LOS( 1 ) ,1 ,1 ) ) ♦VAL(STR(LOS(1 ) ,2 ) )
1191GDBUB '9 7 (0 ,6 ,1 ,"POINT NO",6,999999)
F - M O T O a O  1  0 1 / 1 0 / 7 7  a
USStiCBUB '9 7 (9 ,6 ,1 , " X I‘ ,10,9999.99991
1196G0SUB '97 H O,6 ,1 , "V I" ,10,9999.9999)
1197G05S1D '9 7 (1 1 ,6 ,1 ,"XB* , 10,9999.9999)
iGOSUB '9 7 (1 2 ,6 .1 ,"YE",10,9999.9999)
1200PAGK(♦#»#*.##*#)STR(AS(11,4 ,20 >FROM X I,Y l,X e,V 2 
1210 PACK < ##»###)A«(I )FRCM P2
1820G0SUB '9 7 (1 5 ,6 ,1 ,"ANY MORE CORRECTIONS TO THIS MODEL (Y/N >",1,0
1330 IF  Z$="N" THEN 1250 
12*0 PRINT HEX(030A0A0A)
1250 DBACKSPACE 01,1
(DATA SAVE DC # i,A S O  
(GOTO 1000 
1250 DATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1, "PHOTODOS*
ISeiPRINT HEX(030AOA) iTAB(S) j"DATA EDIT"
1270GQSUB '9 7 (5 ,6 ,1 ,"PRESENT MODEL NO. (0 TO END)*.6,999939>
SIF Z=0 THEN 1000 
: PACK(######>PSFROM PI 
1871G0SUB '9 7 (6 ,6 ,1 ,"MODEL'S POSITION IN  THE BLOCK ",3 .2 0 0 )
iOSKIP #1,(P9-1>
1280 DATA LOAD DC # l,A B O  
SIF END THEN 1281
1S9SG0SUB '200 
(GOTO 1000 
1290 IF  S T R (A *( l> ,l,a )O P * THEN 12B0 
1300GOSUB '9 7 (7 ,6 ,1 ,"NEW MODEL NO.",6,999999)
iPACK(**»»»e>AT.(l)FRl»l P 
SDBACKSPACE #1,1 
SDATA SAVE DC *1 ,A*(>
(GOTO 1000 
1310DATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1, "PHOTOD02”
1311PRINT HEXtOSOAOft)STASIS)5"DATA EDIT"
1380GOSUB '9 7 (5 ,6 ,1 ,"MODEL NO. (0 TO END)",6,999999)
S PACK(######)P*FROM PI 
1330 DATA LOAD DC #1,A$()
:GOTOS13#0THEN 1331 
1331G0SUB 'BOO 
(GOTO 1000 
1340 IF  S T R (A S ( l), l,3 IO P * THEN 1330 
13SOGOSUB '9 7 (7 ,6 ,I,"POINT NO",6,999999)
1 / 1 0 / 7 7  3
°$A6U,=P* TO L M  () STEP S3 
THEN 1361
1370_I=H|6»VfiysTH lL0*U 1,1,1 m VALlBTRILO ea > ,3 ) 1 
: IF  9TR (A$ I I I 1 ,1 ;3) -HEX IOOOOOOI THEN 1420
. - 'Eri;*""'
1440mT™La°S°DC OPEN » 1 , -PHOTOI102*
w s & ' % T R : i » g ' a ' m
: I f " I=0  THEN 1000
l 3 3 , W N , , P m »  m
:fl5 0 :MATTploPCH*AT !) , =P$ TO LOP 11 STEP 23
• £ to°?eoo" ,EX'™ ° ° ’ TH“  1451
1 5  j "  ^  —
1500 I.ESE1 VALTOTE(LOP 11 ) 1 II i 'VOL (STR HOT (I I ,P i i
1510 UN"ACK(+####.W*1STR1AE1I),4,S0) TO X l.V l.XB.VE
F » H O T O a O  X 0  1 / 1 0  y~7~7 **■
■jXlVYl = "5Y1,”>S = -;Xa,“Y2 = -;Y2
1550GOSUB1 '9 7 19 ,6 ,1 , "XI ",10,9399.9939 >
1551G0SUB '97 (10 ,6111 "V I ”  . ‘.0 ,3399.9999!
1SB2GDSUB '9 7 11 1 ,6 ,1 ,"XB",10,9999.9999)
: GOSUB '9 7 (1 2 ,6 .1 ,"Y 2 ",10,9999.9999)
1SS9PACK(##*#*#)B1$(I2)FR0M P
:PACK(+»###.####)STR(B1$(.^).4,20)FROM Xl.Yl.XB.VS
1560 FOR I l - I  70 29
157o‘MACKSPACE #1,1
:DATA SAVE DC #1,B 1*()
1590 LOAD DC R"PHOTOSOI"
i00SEL£cr$*ilir,P$3’L0$U)S'Bel,B16<15>2'1’
1000PRINT k
: 3 K % i : i i T 8 = : : ^ :
iO lO G D S U ^-S T^js ls .i: “ENTER14THE IeLEGTFE^UMBER-, ; ,4) 
I i f ' L o THEN 1000
USSG^i^ 49716,6,1,“POINT NO",6,9999991 
1130‘PACK(##**##IPeFPnn PR
T. u . „ .
,£ tE.«;.,«X,.»..1 THEN 1160
llEt>^ PRTHTHHEX°070707!lTAB‘S ’;"PT ™  ";Pa:" NOT IN THIS
:a%
l i 70_IHlG6“ W,L.^,TR(L0 1 ll  1,1 ,1 , )+O AL(STR IE0«'ll,E l]
PHCJ-roeOB*
1190 PRINT -x - ";X,"Y = -SY.-Z = = ":M
:GOSUB -97(9,6,1,"POINT NO",6,999999>
119SGOSUB ' 97 i 10 ,6 ,1, "X , 10,999999.999 >
1196GDSUB '97(11,6,1,"Y",10,999999.9991
1197GOSUB '97112,6,1,"Z",10,9999J9.999)
1200PACK (*##### )A* (I >FR0M P
! PACK(+***###.###ISTRtA*(I ) ,4 ,1 8 IFRDM X,V,Z 
1201G08UB '97 (13 ,6 ,1 ,  "MODEL NO" ,6,9999991
: PACK(*#####) STR(A * (I ),2 2 ,3 )FROM M 
1220GOSUB '9 7 (1 5 ,6 ,1 ,‘ ANY MORE CORRECTIONS TO THIS STRIP (Y /N l" 
1230 IF  ZS-’ N ' THm 1250 
1240 PRINT HEX(030A0A0A)
SGOTO 1000 
131ODATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1, ’ PHOT0D03"
1311PRINT HEX(030AOA > ? TAB(B) i"DATA EDIT" 
1320G0SUB -9 7 (5 ,6 ,1 ,"STRIP NO. (0 TO END)",2,99)
5IF  Z=0 THEN 1000 
1330 FOR 1=1 TO PI
SDATA LOAD DC #1,AS(>
SIF BID THEN 1331
'GOTO 1350
SGOSUB -200
1350G0SUB '97(7,6,1,"POINT NO”,6,9999991
13S1PACK (**e**41PSFR01-S P2 
1360 INIT(00)L0$()
:MAT SEARCH AS I), =P» TO LOSO STEP 24 
ilF LOS (1) OHEX (0000 ) THEN 1370 
1361PRINT HEX(030A0A);TAB(5)5"PT NO "SPBi" NOT IN THIS STRIP*
SGOTO 1350
1370 I^ 5 6 « W U .IS T R (L 0 9 ( l> ,l,lll*V A L (6 ’-R(L0S(lt ,31 : I= ( I - 1 ) /2 4 + l
1390 PRINT "X ■ "SX,"V = ";V ,"Z  = "5Z.*M = "»M 
1391G0BUB -9 7 (1 5 ,6 ,1 ,-IS  THIS THE CORRECT POINT (
■IF ls O ^ N "TTHEN11391
R H O T o a o e
SGOTO 13B0 
1400GOSUB '98115,1,1)
;PACK<######>ASU>FROM 0 
1IMIT(00>B1S <)
1410 *F0R 11=1 TO 15
i lF  STR(A®(1 1 ),1 ,3 )«HEX<000000> THEN 14S0
5 S l* lia > = A * ( ll)
1420 NEXT I I
1430 DBACKSPACE #1,1
-.GOTO 1000 
1440DATA LOAD DC OPEN T # i, “PHOTOD03"
1441PRINT HEX(030A0AI STAB( 5 ) ! "EDIT DATA"
1450 GOSUB '9 7 (5 ,6 ,1 ,"STRIP NO. (0 TO END)".2.S9)
I lF  Z=0 THEN 1000 
14S0F0R 1=1 TO PI
i DATA LOAD DC #1,A*(> 
ilF^END THEN 1461
!GreUBI 'BOO
1480‘ GOSUB '9 7 (6 ,6 ,1 ,"AFTER PT. NO. " ,6,999995)
I PACK (*##### > P*FRC81 PH 
1490 INIT(0O)LO$()
:MAT SEARa; A®(),=PS TO LOSO STEP 24 
SIF L0*(l>OHEX<0000> THEN 1500 
1491PRINT HEX( 030A0A) ; TAB(5 ) i"PT NO " iP E i"  1ST IN 1 
SPRINT HEX(070707)
(FOR 1=1 TO 2500
1500 "l=255*VAL(STR(L0S (1} , 1 ,1 ) )+VAL (STR(L0S(1) ,2 ))  
! I = ( I - l) / 2 4 + l  
1510 UNPACK(+####♦#.*##)STR(AS(I ),4 ,1 8 ) TO X.V.Z 
:UNPACK(*#####>STR(A*(11 ,82 ,3 ) TO M 
1520 PRINT "X = - ;X ,"Y  = ":Y ,"Z  = *5Z,"M = *?M 
1530 INIT(OO)BISI)
1540 FOR 11=1 TO I  
:B 1 * | I1 |“ AS(I1>
15SOGOSUB '9 7 (9 ,6 ,1 ,"POINT NO",6,999999)
: GOSUB '9 7 (1 0 ,6 ,1 ,"X  = ’ ,10,999999.999)
R H O T o a o a 0  1 / 1 0  /~7~?
1S51G0SU8 '9 7 (1 1 ,6 ,1 ,"V = *,10,999999.999)
1552G06UB '9 7 (1 2 ,6 ,1 ,"Z -  *,10,999999.999)
1559PACK <###*#*)B1S(12 >FR0M P
! PACK(♦*##*##.###)STR!B H (12) ,4,18)2213* 
:GOSUB '9 7 1 1 3 ,6 ,1 ,'MODEL t d “ ,6,9999931
: PAO< (#*#### iSTR (B l*(1 2 ) ,R2,3 IFROM M
1560"f0R 11=1 TO 14 
iB ie(12>uA »(Il>
1570"dBACkI pACE #1,1
SDATA SAVE DC # i ,B l * ( )
SGOTO 1000 
1560 LOAD DC R'PHDTOSOl*
R H O T O e O S
10 REM ------  ’ PHDTOSOS-   UPDATE BLOCK CONTROL (AMER)
20REM VHITTEN 09/1977 M. ARBUCKLE
SO DIM AS(30>a4,P$3,LOSIl)B,B$l,B1S(30)24,Z2«64,Z«G4,Z1$G4 
100SELECT #1810 
190LOAD DC R-INPUT* 198, 232
SOBDEFFN'3 0"SCRATCH R" ; HEX(2E)?■PHDTO203" !HEX(221 
SOBDEFFN'3 1"SAVE DC R ( " ;HEX(22);“ PHOT0203";HEX(22) ! “ )":HEX(E 
HOT0203“ !HEX(22>
1000PRINT HEX(030AOA);TAB(SI!"EDIT BLOCK CONTROL"
8PRINT TA9(S: 
iPRINT TAB(S)
SPRINT TAB(5
. DELETE A POINT"
15"a . INSERT A POINT­
'S. CHANGE A POINT"
'4 . RETURN TO EDIT MENU"
1010COSUB '9 7 ( IS ,5 ,1 , “ ENTER THE SELECTED NUMBER",1,4)
SON ZGOTO 1310,1440,1050,1580 
1050 DATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1, "PHDTOD04"
SDATA LOAD DC *1 ,A*( !
1070 PRINT HEX (030AOA) STAB (51S "DATA EDIT"
HB9GOSUB '9 7 (6 ,5 ,1 , "POINT NO* .6.998999)
1130' PACK (*#*#»#) PSFROM PS 
1140 INIT(00>L0S()
1150 MAT SEARCH A*(),=PS TO LOSO STEP 24 
SIF LOS(1)=HEX(0000) THEN 1160 
.'GOTO 1170
1160PRINT HEX(030A0A)STAB(5 )5 "PT NO " ;P 2 :" NOT IN BLOCK" SPRINT HEX(070707)
•FOR 1=1 TO 2500
S^TO 1129
1170 1=255*V«- (STR(LOS(1 > ,1 ,1 ))+VAL(STR(LOS(1 ) ,2 ) )
SI = ( I - l ) /2 4 T l  
1180 IWPACK(*######.####*)6TR(AS(I ) .4  .21) TO X.Y,Z 
1190 PRINT TAB(5)i"X  = "?X,"Y ■ ";Y ,"Z  = ";Z  
SGOSUB '9 7 (9 ,6 ,1 ,"POINT NO",6,999999>
1195C0SUB '9 7 (1 0 ,6 ,1 ,"X",10,999939.999)
1196GOSUB '9 7 (1 1 ,5 ,1 . " Y " ,10,999999.999)
1197G0SUB '9 7 (1 2 ,6 ,1 , ”Z " ,10,999999.999)
1200PACK(#*#*##)AS1I)FR0M P
J PACK(+#4##S# .#####)STR(AS(I) ,4 ,2 1 >FRCM X.Y.Z 
1210 PACK )AS I I ) FRm P2
1250 DBACKSPACE #1,1
SDATA SAVE DC #1,A$()
SGOTO 1000 
1310DATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1, "PH0T0DQ4"
SDATA LOAD DC #1 ,A *()
131IPRINT HEX(030A0A) STAJ(SIS"DATA EDIT*
1350GDBUB '9 7 (7 ,6 ,1 ,"POINT NO",6,999999)
.)*VAL(8TR(L0*<1),S>)
^:mCK(*#W*#)A$IUFRKi 0
• ? m  fooo “  "  " " "
1SOO * Z=ese*VAL (STR < LO* < 1 >, 1,1 > I+VAL (6TR (LO* (1) ,K n  
1510*UNPACKU»*#»«*.##R##)STRIA*(II,4.SII TO X.V.Z
! 5
P M e r r o e o s O X  / X O / -7-7
1SSOGOSUB '9 7 (9 ,6 ,1 ,"POINT NO",6,999999)
:GOSUB '9 7 (1 0 ,6 ,1,"X  -  ",10,999999.999)
1BS1GOSUB '9 7 (1 1 ,6 ,1,«Y -  ",10,999999.999)
1B52GOSUB '9 7 (1 5 ,6 ,1 ,"Z  = ",10,999999.999) 
1559PRCK(**»*»#)B1SVIE>FRDM P
: PACK(+####*#.*####ISTRCBl:(15 ) .4 ,21 )FROM
1560*FOR I l - I  TO 59 
S|l*aa^=A*(Ii)
1570 DMCKSPA($ #1,1
(DATA SAVE DC #1,B 1*()
1560 LOAD DC R"FHOTOB01"
R M O T o e O ^ -
10 REM -------  "PHOT0504n   UPDATE CHECK POINTS
SOREH WRITTEN 09/1977 M. ARBUCKLE
SO DIM A$(30>£:4,pea,L01<l >8,9*1 ,B1$(30 )24,Za$64,ZS64,Z1$6<I- 
100SELECT #1B10 
190LOAD DC R-INPUT" 198, 238
20SDEFFN '30 "SCRATCH R" ?HEX<22>! "PHOT1H04 ‘  ;HEX(22 >
EOBDEFPN'31"SAVE DC R ( " iHEX(22>;*PhnTO204"SHEX(2 2 > ;"> ";HEXIE
hotobo4 " ;h ex (S=>
1000PRINT HEX(030A0A) ITAB(S > ?"EDIT CHECK POINTS"
: PRINT TAB(S)■"1 • DELETE A POINT"
: PRINT TABISIV’S. INSERT A POINT"
: PRINT TAB(5>;" 3 .  CHANGE A POINT" 
iPRINT TAB( 5 ) ;"4 .  RETURN TO EDIT MENU"
1010CGSUB '9 7 (1 5 .6 ,1 ,"ENTER THE SELECTED NUMBER",1,41 
SON ZGOTO 1310,1440,1050,1580 
1050 DATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1, "PHOTODOS"
SDATA LOAD DC *1 ,A $ ()
1070 PRINT HEX (030A0A > STAB(SIS"DATA EDIT"
1129G0BUB '9 7 (6 ,S .l,'P O IN T  NO",6,999999>
1130‘PACK <***»#*)PSFROM Pg 
1140 IN IT (00)L0S(>
1150 MAT SEARCH AS(> ,-PS TO LOSO STEP 24 
SIF LOS(1 )=HEX10000> THEN 11G0
1160 PRINT HEX 1030AOA) STABtSX "PT NO " ;P 2 !” NOT IN  BLOCK"
: PRINT HEX(070707)
SFOR 1=1 TO 2500
1170 I=2S6*VAL(STR(LOS( 1 ) ,1 ,1 ) l+VAL(STR(LOS( 1 ) ,2 ) I 
: I = ( I - t> /2 4 * l  
1180 UNPACK(♦*#####.#####)BTR(AS(I >,4,81> TO X.Y.Z 
1190 PRINT "X = ";X ,"Y  = * ;Y ,"Z  » " ;z
SGOSUB '9 7 1 9 ,6 ,1 ,“ POINT NO",6,999999)
1195GOSUB '9 7 (1 0 ,6 ,1 , "X " ,10,999999.9991
1196COBUB '9 7 (1 1 ,6 ,1 , "Y " ,10.999999.999)
lE io"PACK(##w##*AsutFRm RpaS a  1,4,S1 ' FR0M x ' v ,z  
1250 DBACKSPACE *1 ,1
SDATA SAVE DC t l.A S O  
SGOTO 1000 
1310DATA LOAD DC OPEN T*l,"PHOTODOS"
SDATA LOAD DC #1 ,AS()
1311PRINT HEX(030AOA >;TAB( 5 ) : "DATA EDIT"
1350GOSUB "9 7 (7 ,6 .1 ,"POINT NO",6,999999)
.
! 3  ^  ^  
is: f «
™ ""
i s y s z - ™ " -
»..'^ rrzL
141°:J^RSTR(flSIIl)"l,3)^EX(000000) THEN 1480
i g a z . m ,
i S 3 5 A « « . .
g g g m g
lErniTmmZr'
150o'l^BfiWAUSTR(L0Sll),1,1 >1WAU(STRIL0S(11,81)
t z
!ZL!i
P M O T O S O - H - ox zxoz-7-7
1550GOBUB*'9 7 (9 ,6 ,1 ,"POINT NO",6,999999J
!GOSUB -97 (1 0 ,6 ,1,"X  = -,10,999999.999)
1SS1GOSUB '9 7 (1 1 ,6 ,1,"Y  = ” ,10,999999.999)
15SEGOSUB '9 7 (1E ,6 ,1 ,"Z  = -.10,999999.999) 
1559PACK(#####*)B1S(IB >FRQM P
iPACK(+#*#*#*.####*)STR(B IS(1 2 ),4 ,2 1 )FROM X,Y,
ISSo’ fOR 11=1 TO 89
S12=12+1
1570"DBACKSPACE #1,1
SDATA SAVE DC #1 ,B1$(> 
ZGOTO 1000 
1580 LOAD DC R"PHOTQB01"
P H O T o e o s
10 REM -------  "PHDTDE05"   UPDATE TIE/CNTRL PT STATUS IAMERI
HOREM WRITTEN OS/1977 M. ARBUCKLE
50 DIM A $aa)41 .P *3 ,L0 $ (l)8 ,B v l.S l$ iia )41 ,za 66 4 ,Z $ G 4.Z lS 64  
100SELECT #1B10 
1SOLOAD DC R"INPUT* 198, 232
20SDEFFN'3 0 "SCRATCH R";HEX<22>' "PHDT020S“ iHEX(22)
206DEpFH'31"SAVE DC R ( ";H E X(22);■PHQTO205 * ;HEX 12 2 ) ;° I ” IHEX(2S) ! "P 
HDT0205“ !HEX(22 3 
300DEFFN'200
tPRINT HEXlOSOAOAi;TAB(S)! "MODEL "S P li"  NOT IN  K.DCK RE-ENTER" 
iPRINT HEX<0707071 .
IFOR 1=1 TO 2500
5RETURN
1000PRINT HEX < 030A0A) I TAB( 5 ) ! "EDIT TIE/CNTRL FT STATUS"
: PRINT TAB 
: PRINT TAB 
SPRINT TAB 
SPRINT TAB 
1010GOSUB '97 ! 
SON ZGOTO
. DELETE A POINT"
. INSERT A POINT*
(•,"3. CHANGE A POINT’
k. RETURN TO EDIT MENU"
. , "ENTER THE SELECTED NUMBER",1,41 
),1440,1050,1580 
1050 DATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1, "PHOTODOS"
1070 PRINT HEXtOBOAOAl-.TPBtSr,"DATA EDIT’  
lOBOCOSUB '9 7 (5 ,6 ,1 ,"MODS. MO. (0 TO END)",6,999999>
SIF Z-0 THEN 1000 
1100DATA LOAD DC 61 ,A9()
SIF END THEN 1101 
IUNPACK <#####*)A$ <1) TO P2 
SIF PIOPE THEN 1100 
SGOTO 1129 
1101GDSI® 'BOO 
SGOTO 1000
1129G0SUB '9 7 (6 ,5 ,1 ,"POINT NO*,6,999999)
ll-aO"PACK<*#*#*#IPSFRtol PS 
1140 IN IT <00 )L0«(>
1150 MAT SEARCH AS< I , -PS TO LOSO STEP 41 
SIF LOS!11-HEX(0000) THEN 1160 
SGOTO 1170
1160PRINT HEX(V30A0A > tTAB <5 > ;"PT NO "!P2S" NOT IN THIS MODEL" SPRINT HEX(070707) 
iFOR^1=1 TO 2500
StoTO 1129
1170 I=2S6»VALISTR(LOS(1 ),1 ,1 > )*V«_<STR(L0S(1 ),2 1 1 
: l = ( I - l ) / 4 i + l
FHOTOaoS 01/10 S~7~7
1195G0BUB -9 7 (1 0 ,6 ,1 ,"STATUS".1 ,4)
1200PACKC####**>ASCI)FROM P
SPACK(*# ISTR(A $ (I) ,4 ,1  )Fmpi *
1EB060SUB '9 7 (1 5 ,6 ,1 ,"ANY MORE U-4RECTIBNS TO THIS MODF. (VZN1 
1230 IF  Z*=*N1 THEN 1250 
1240 PRINT HEX1030A0A0A!:GOTO 1129 
1250 DBACKSPACE #1,1
SDATA SAVE DC #1 ,A *()
1310MTADLOAD°DC OPEN T # l. "PHOTODOS"
1311PRINT HEX(030A0A) ;TAB(5 )S"DATA EDIT"
1320GOSUB -9 7 (5 ,6 ,1 ,"MODEL NO. (0 TO END)",6,999999)
SIF Z=0 THEN 1000 
1330DATA LOAD DC #1,A«()
SIF END THBI 1331 
(UNPACK(######)A$(1) TO P2 
SIF P10P2 THEN 1330
1331G0SUB '200 
SGOTO 1000
1350GOSU8 '9 7 (7 ,6 ,1 , 'POINT NO” ,6,999999)
1351 PACK I IPtFROM P2
1360 INIT(00)LO«()
(MAT SEARCH A *(),» P * TO L 0 *() STEP 41 
SIF LOS (1) OHEX (0000 ) THEN 1370 
1361PRINT HEX(030A0A);TAB(5 )5 "PT NO ";P S ;" NOT IN  THIS MODEL" 
SPRINT HEX(070707)
SFOR 1=1 TO 2500
1370" l “ 25G*VAL(STR(LOS(1 1 ,1 ,1 )>+VAL(STR(L0*( 1 ) ,2 ) )  
S I=(I-1)/41+1 
1390 UNPACK!##ISTR(AS(I),4 ,11  TO X 
1390 PRINT TAB(S);"STATUS = ";X
1391G0SUB '9 7 (1 5 ,6 ,1 ,"IS  THIS THE CORRECT POINT (Y/N >*,1 ,0) 
SIF Z*="Y" THEN 1400 
SIF ZSO-N" TTffiN 1391
1400G05UB -99(15,1 ,1 )
5 PACK(######IA *(I>FR0M 0 
SINIT(00)B1S()
SIF STR (A* ( I I ) ,1 ,2  >=HEX(00Q000) THBI 1420 
S12=18+1
:IF 1-0 THEN 1000
" " . e r y r i a w  
l a r g i g r a " : ^  ™  "
148o' gOEUB1 '9 7 (6 ,6 ,1 , "AFTER PT. NO. ",6,939999 
'.PACK l***M*)P*FROM PE
Kgr,
'l-EBGWALiaTRILOSll 1,1 ,1 )  )+VAL(E 
’ UNPACKU*'STR1AP1I),A, 1) TO X
I S S i l i
SGraUB -97110,6 ,1 ,'
I3S % "  
i s y g
Io' ldad BC0RUPH0TI9801"
RHOTOSOG Oi ZIO Z-7~7
10 REM -------  "PHOTOEOS"   UPDATE TIE/CNTRL PT STATUS (SCHUT)
SO REM WRITTEN 00/1977 M. AmjCKLESO DIM A*(40)4,P#3,L0S(l)a,B*l,BlS<A0»4,Z2»6A,Z*6fl-,21SS4- 
100SELECT 41B10 
190LDAD DC R-INPUT- 198, 832
SOSDEFFN •30-SCRATCH R- ; HEX (22) i " R1CIT0S06" iHEX (22)
aOG'uEFFN'31 "SAVE DC R ( ";HEX(E2>; “PHDTD206"; HEX (221; ’ ! -;H EX(ee j;
HD-rasoe";HExt22t 
300DEFFN'200
: PRINT HEX(O30A0A >(TAB(S > i"STRIP "JP iS" NOT IN  H-QCK RE-ENTER 
; PRINT HeX(070707i 
:FDR 1=1 TO 2500
irerufw
1000PRINT HEX(030A0AI ;TAB(5 ) i"EDIT TIE/CNTRL PT STATUS"
iPRINT TA B (B !:-1 . DELETE A POINT- 
: PRINT TAB(S); " 2 .  INSERT A POINT"
: PRINT TA B (S i;"3 . CHANGE A POINT*
: PRINT TAB(S) ; " 4 .  RETURN TO EDIT MENU"
1010G0BUB '9 7 (1 3 ,6 ,1 ,"ENTER THE SELECTED NUMBER",1,4)
:0N ZGOTO 1310,1440,1050,1580 
1050 DATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1, "PH0TOD07"
1070 PRINT HEX( C30A0AI $ TAB(SI!"DATA EDIT"
1080GOSUB '9 7 (5 ,6 ,1 ,"STRIP NO. (0 TO END)°,2,99I
: IF  Z=0 THEN 1000 
HOOFOS 1=1 TO PI
:DATA LOAD DC #1 ,A$()
SIF END THm 1101
SGOTO 1129
U 0 1 8NeXT I
: GOSUB '200
1129GOSUB '9 7 (6 ,6 ,1 ,"POINT NO",6,999999)
1130 PACK I#4###*)PSFROM PS 
1140 IN IT (00)LOS(I
1150 MAT SEARCH AS I ) ,  =PS TO LOSO STEP 4 
SIF LOS(1 )=HEX(0000) THEN 1160
1160PRINT HEX(030AOA)STAB( 5 ) ; "PT NO " :P 2 :" NOT IN THIS STRIP" 
SPRINT HEX(070707)
SFOR 1=1 TO 2500
IK S F .
SGOTO 1129
1170 I=B56*VAL(BTR(LOS( 1 ) ,1 ,1 ) )+VAL(STR(L0S(1 ) ,2 ))
1190"UNPACK(##*8TR(A S (I) ,4 ,1 )  TQ X 
1190 PRINT TAB(S);"STATUS = ":X
R H O T O S O G
:GOSUB '9 7 0 .6 ,1 ,  “POINT NO" .6,999999)
U9SG0SUB '97(4 0 ,6 ,1 , "STATUS", 1,3)
1B00PACK (*# *» **) AS (I ) FROM P
8PACK(##)STR(A S (I) ,4 ,1 IFROM X 
laEOGOSUB -9 7 (1 5 ,6 ,1 ,"ANY MORE CORRECTIONS TO TH3 
1230 IF  ZS="N" THEN 12S0 
1240 PRINT HEX(03OAOAOA>
SGOTO 1129 
1250 DBACKSPACE #1,1
ZDATA SAVE DC #1 ,A$()
1310DATA LOAD DC OPEN T *1 , "PH0T0D07"
1311PRINT HEX(030A0A) ; TAB(5 1 ;"DATA EDIT" 
1320COSUB '9 7 (5 ,6 ,1 ,"STRIP NO. (0 TO END)',8 ,99)
SIF Z=0 THEN 1000 
1330 FOR 1=1 TO PI
SDATA LOAD DC #1 ,A *() 
i lF  END THEN 1331
SGOTO 1350 
1331I=P1
, 'POINT NO-,6,999999)
i35iPACK(######>PM=RQM PS 
1360 IN IT(00ILO SI)
iMAT SEARCH AS() ,=P6 TO LOSO STEP 4 
SIF LOS (1) OHEX (0000) THEN 1370 
1361PRINT HEX(030A0A) ;TAB15 ) S"PT NO “ SPSS' 
SPRINT HEX(070707I 
SFOR 1=1 TO 2500
1370 I=2S6*VAL(STR(LOS( 1 ) , ! , ! ) >+VAL(STR(LC 
; i= ( I - l ) / 4 + l  
1380 UNPACK(## >STR(AS 11),4 ,1 )  TO X 
1390 PRINT TAB(S);"STATUS = "SX
F = H O T O a O G  0  1/1-0 /~7~7 3
:Bie(is)=A$m)
1420 HEXT I I
143C Bv .CKBPACE *1 ,1
iDATA SAVE DC # 1 ,8 1 *0
1440DATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1, "PHOTOD07"
1441PRINT HEX(030AOA>;TAB<B> ;-EDIT DATA"
1450 GOSUB '9 7 (5 ,6 ,1 ,"STRIP NO. (0 TO END)",E ,99)
I lF  Z-0 THEN 1000 
1460FOR 1=1 TO PI
: DATA LOAD DC * 1 ,A * (>
:ZF END THEN 1461
:COTO 14B0 
14611-PI
: PACK(*****#)F*FROM PS 
1490 IN IT (00)LO *()
IMAT SEARCH A * { ) ,-P *  TO LOSO STEP 4 
SIF LO*(1 >OHEX(0000> THEN 1500 
1491PRINT HEX!030AOA>;TASIE) ! "PT NO "SPSS* NOT IN  THIS STRIP" 
SPRINT HEX(070707)
SFOR 1=1 TO 8500
1500 I=256*VAL{STR(LOS( 1 ) , I ,1 ) )+VAL(STR(LOS(1>,2)> 
S I= ( I-1 ) /4 *1  
1510 UNPACK(4#)STR(AS(I) ,4 ,1 )  TO X
S B lO a i.-A S .I l,
1550GOSUB '9 7 (9 ,6 ,1 ."POINT NO",6,995
5GOSUB '9 7 (1 0 ,6 ,1 ,"STATUS",1 ,3)
1559PACK(###**#)B1*(12)FROM P
SPACKI##)BTR(B1S(IE),4 ,1 IFRDM X
1560*FOR I l - I  TO 39 
SBl*aa>=A*(Il)
1570"DBACKBPACE 61,1
SDATA SAVE DC # 1 ,8 1 *0
RHOTOSOG
:CQTO 1000 
1590 LOAD DC R"PHOT090r
RHOTOSOO
10 REM "PHDT0300"------  OUTPUT NO OF STRIPS, FOCAL LENGTH,
MODELS PER STRIP, PROJECT NAME 
20 REM WRITTEN OB/OS/77 M. ARBUCKLE
SO DIM Nl(10>,D0$10,Z3*l,Zl$64,Ze64,NB$aS,ZB$64
NO OF MODELS
100SELECT #1810 
190G0T0 1000
EOSDEFFN'SO"SCRATCH R " ;HEX(2 2 );"PHOTOSOO*SHEX(22)
206DEFF>l-3i"SAVE DC R I “  ;HEX(22)! "PHOTO300 " iHEX<22 IS” ) 5HEX(2 2 ); "PHO 
T0300*5HEXI22)
1000PRINT HEX(030A0A) ; "PRINTING THE PROJECT NAME, NO OF STRIPS ETC” 
1010PRINT HEX!01 > ;''SWITCH ON THE PRINTER"
: SELECT PRINT 215(132)
(PRINT HEX(OCOAOA)
(SELECT PRINT 005(64)
(PRINT HEX(01 )(TAB(64)
(SELECT PRINT 215(132)
1020DATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1, “ PHOTODOl“
(DATA LOAD DC #1 ,N,F1,N1( ) ,N9$,D0*
( J9-IN T (66-LEN(N5* >)/2  
1030PRINT HEX(0E);TAB(J9)(N9«
(PRINT TAB(5 9 )(DO*
(PRINTUSING 80 ,N
(PRINTUSING 81 ,FI
(PRINTUSING 82 
(PRINTUSING 83
1040FOR 1=1 TO N
(PRINTUSING 84 ,1 ,N 1 ( I)
1050SELECT PRINT 005(64)
(LOAD DC R-PHOTOB02”
Iff) OF STRI 
FOCAL LENGTH 
MODELS PER
RMOTOSO $, O X  Z10/-7*7
*= OGl-CX- I VV3FO-r#
20 DIM AlS(30)23,A2$(60)13,A3S<60>I3,A»Si60. 
$2,Z1$64,Z$64,Z2$64,N1(10>.DOtlO,N9«S5
80X *##### -####.#### -####.#«*»
10 REM ---  "PHDTD301"
12 REM WRITTEN 08/1977
15 SELECT PRINT 005(641
OUTPUT OF PLATE COORDINATES 
M. ARBUCKLE
3Sf60>13,A4*(60>131A5*3,L0*(l!3,Jl*2,JE
####.####BIX ########### «#####
100SELECT #1B10,#2B10 
190COTO 1000
20SDEFFN'3 0 ‘ SCRATCH R • ;HEX(22 )i-PH0TO301" iHEX(22)
E06DEFFN'3 1 "SAVE DC R <";HEX(22SI"PHDT0301• ;HEX<2B>i *)"1  HEX(2 2 ) !*P 
HDT0301" iHEX(22)
1000 DATA LOAD DC OPEN T *1 , ‘ PHDTODOl"
(DATA LOAD DC #1,N,F1,N1( ) ,N9S,D0$
:DATA LOAD DC OPEN 7 * 2 ,"PHOTODOE*
1001 l-RINT HEX(0301)' "SWITCH ON PRINTER"
(SELECT PRINT 215(132)
(PRINT HEX(OCOAOA)
(J9=INT(66-LEN(N9S>)/2 
(PRINT HEX(0E)5TAB(J9)(N9$
{ PRINT HEX(OE) (TAB(24 )i"PLATE COORDINATES"
(PRINT TABCSSXDO*
1002 SELECT PRINT 005(64)
1010 J=0
1020 PRINT HEX(030A0A) (TAB<S) ( "PLATE COORDINATE OUTPUT"
(SELECT PRINT 215(132)
(DATA LOAD DC #B,A1*()
(IF^END -OtEN 1500
( UNPACK <#*#***)A l*1 1) TO P 
(PRINT TAB(50)(
(PRINTUSING 8 1 ,"MODEL NO",P
(PRINT TABOO);
(PRINTUSING 82
1450 UNPACK(###### >A 1*II) TO A
1460 UNPACK(♦*•# *.# ## # )STR(A l$ 11 ),4,801 TO B.C.D.E 
1470PRIfTT TABOO);
( PRINTUSING B0,A,B,C,D,E 
1400 IF  A - l THEN 1440 
(IF  A-S THEN 1440 
1490 1=1*1
(GOTO 1450 
1500 SELECT PRINT 005(64)
(LOAD DC R-PHOTOB02"
PHOTO30S
10 H E M  •'FHDTOaoa* -
IS REM WRITTEN 09/1977 
IS  SELECT PRINT 005(64)
so dim MeusiBA.ASsa.JieEijeyt - i? s4 ,Z9 64 ,zss6 » ,N itiO ).ros io .N sse s
BOS ###### -*#*##» .*## -# r  -#*####.### ######
81% ######## ##*###
32% PT. NO. XI V i Z1 MODEL N
100SELECT *1810 
1SOGOTO 1000
20BDEFFN'3 0 -SCRATCH R • 5 HEX(2 2 ) ;"PHOT0302" ; HEX(SS >
206DEFFN'31*SAVE DC R ("{HEX(2 2 ) ;"PHOTOSOH"(HEX(2 2 ) t " } "(HEX( 2 2 ) ; "PHQ 
TO302‘, 5HEXl22)
1000 DATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1, "PHOTOOOl*
(DATA LOAD DC * 1 ,N,F1,N1(1 ,N9$,D0$
•.DATA LOAD DC OPEN R "PHOTODOS*
1010 PRINT HEX(C301)5 'SWITCH ON PRINTER"
(SELECT PRi: B IS (138)
SPRINT HEX(OCOAOA)
(J9=INT((G6-LENIN9*))/2)
SPRINT HEX(0E);TAB(jg);N9*
S PRINT HEX(OE) ; TAB(2 7 ) :"STRIP CONTROL*
SPRINT TAB(5 6 )(DO*
iOUSELECT PRINT 005(64)
SPRINT HEXtt)3DA0A> (TAB'S) i "PRINTING STRIP CONTROL"
(SELECT PRINT 215(138)
1020DATA LOAD DC A l* ( )
I ^ S I ^ E N D  THEN 1090
(PRINT TAB(SO);
(PRINTUSING 81 .■^TKna N0H(I1
SPRINT TABOO);
SPRINTUSING 98
1040 UHPACK(*m##)AlE Z) TO A
1050 UNPACK(+****#*.##5 rS T R (A l* ( I),4 .1 9 ) TO B.C.D 
SUNPACXl#e*##*)BTH:AlS(II,22,3 ) TO M 
1060PRINT TABOO):
S PRINTUSING B0.A,B,C,D.M 
1070 IF  A * l. THEN 1020
10908ELECT PRINT (35(64)
(LOAD DC R-PHOT0802"
R M O T O S O S  O  JL /  3 .0  Z *7 *7  3.
10 REM -------  "PHDTQ30S"   OUTPUT TIE/CNTRL PT STATUS (AMES)
12 RB-t WRITTEN 08/1977 M. ARBUCKLE
IS  SELECT PRINT 005164)
20 DIM A l*  U 2> 41 ,A 5*3 ,J l*a , JESS ,Z1S64,Z*64,22*64,N IC IO I,00*10,NMSS 
aOK «#*#*# "0
61* *##*####* »##«#«
82* PT. NO. STATUS
100SELECT *1B10 
190GOTO 1000
B0SBEFFN'3 0"SCRATCH R -1HEX(2 2 ) ;"PMOT0305- ; HEX(22)
SOGDEFFN'31"SAVE DC R ( " ’ HEX(2 2 )f■PHOTaSOS",HEX(2 8 )!" ) *5 HEX( 2 2 ) , "PHQ 
TQ305* iHEX(22)
1000 DATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1, "PBOTODOl“ 
iDATA LOAD DC *1 ,N ,F1,N 1( ) .N9*.DO*
•.DATA LOAD DC OPEN R "PHOTODOS"
1010 PRINT HEX (0301) i "SWITCH ON PRATER*
:SELECT PRINT 215(1321 
iPRINT HEX(OCOAOA) 
i J9-IN T( ( 66-LB1 (N 9 *) l/2 )
: PRINT HEX(OS >!TAB(J9 > JN8*
•PRINT HEX<0E)(TAB(21 )i"TIE/CONTROL POINT STATUS"
■•PRINT TAB (56) {DO*
IOUSELECT PRINT 005(64)
:PRINT HEX(030A0A) { TAB( 5 ) { "PRINTING TIE/CNTRL PT STATUS" 
iSELECT PRINT 215(132)
1020DATA LOAD DC A1SO 
I^ J IF ^ E N D  THEN 1090
;UNPACK(*## *#*)A1*(1) TO I I
;reiNT tab iso);
•.PRINTUSING 81, "MODEL NO " i l l
i PRINT TAB (SOM 
8PRINTUSING 82
1070 IF  A=1 THEN 1020
1040*^NPACK(3n)##?#IA1 * ( I ) TO A 
1080!050 l*IP A C K (#*)B T R (A l*(I),4 ,l)  TO B
1070 IF  A=1 THEN 1020 
8IF A»S THEN 1020
RHCtTCItaOS OX /JLO/-7-7
i s  SH^CT PRINT 005(64)
SO DIM A l*  (30 )B4,45*3, J1»S,JB$8,Z1$64,Z*64,2 ^ 6 4  ,N1 <20 > ,D0*.l 0 ,N9*B5 
00* #####* -###»#*.»#* -###*##.*## -## #»*# .# **
BIX ***#»*«* **##*#
sax pt. .,a. xi vi zi
100BELECT #1810 
190GOTQ 1000
gOSDEFFN'3 0 "SCRATm ft "[HEX(25) I ‘ PHDTD303*(HEX(HE)
a06DEFPN'31*SAVE DC R ( ";HEX(Sa>5 *PHDTD303“(HEXOfiI) " ) *?HEX<2S) < “PHD 
TD303";HEX(eai 
1000 DATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1,"PH0TOD01*
JDATA LOAD DC #1 ,N,F1,N1U,N9*,D0*
SDATA LOAD DC OPEN R "PHOTOD04"
1010 PRINT HEX(03 01 );"SWITCH ON PRINTER- 
! SELECT PRINT 815(238)
SPRINT HEX(OCOAOA)
:JS»ZNT{< 66-LEN(N9*))/S)
SPRINT HEX(0E)STAB(J9):N3S
SPRINT HEX(OE)STAS(33 )i ‘ BLOCK CONTROL (AMER)"
SPRINT TAB(S6 > SDO*
IOUSELECT PRINT 005(64)
SPRINT HEX(030A0A) STAB(5 )1 "PRINTING BLOCK CONTROL- 
SSELECT PRINT 215(132)
1030 DATA LOAD DC A l*<)
1030$IFIEND THEN 1090 
SPRINT TABOO)!
SPRINTUSING 83
1040 UNPACK(######)A1*(2) TO A
1050 UNPACK(♦#####*.##*##)8TP(A1S(I),4 ,3 1 )  TO B.C.D 
1C60PRINT TAB 130)S
SPRINTUSING BO,A,B.C.D 
1070 IF  A - i  THEN 1020
1090BELECT PRINT 005(64)
SU3AD DC R"PHOTOBOE-
RMOTOSSO-fl-
10 REM -------  "PH0TO304"   OUTPUT CHECK POINTS
12 REM WRITTEN 09/1977 M. ARBUCKLE
IS SELECT PRINT 005164)
20 DIM A l t  130124,AS$3,J1*S ,J2S2,Z1*64,Z#64,Z56fi4,H l(1 0 ) .D0610,N9$2S 
BOX #*#### -***# # # .*# *# *  -#1Nt###.#*##» -##*###.#»###
BIX #4##*### ####»#
8SX PT. NO. X I V I Z l
100BELECT #1910 
190GOTO 1000
205DEFFN '30 "SCRATCH R " :HEX (22) : "Mt)T0304":HEX (22)
B06DEFFN'31"SAVE DC R ( * ;HEX(ffi)i'PH0TD304"iHEX(2E) S" ) " ;HEX(22)5"PHO 
T0304";HEX!2E)
1000 DATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1, "PHOTODOl" 
iDATA LOAD DC * 1 ,N,F1,N1( ) ,N9S,D0* 
iDATA LOAD DC OPEN R “PHOTODOS"
1010 PRINT HEX(03 01 );"SWIT04 ON POINTER" 
iSELECT PRINT 215(132)
SPRINT HEX(OCOAOA) 
i  J9-IN T ( ( 66-LENIN9$) >/2) 
iPRINT HEXIOE >(TAB(J9)5N9*
SPRINT HEX(OE) ; TAB(27 )S“ CHECK POINTS-
SPRINT TAB(56 );D04
IOUSELECT PRINT 005(64)
SPRINT HEX(030A0A)STAB(S>;"PRINTING CHECK POINTS"
! SELECT PRINT 2 1 5 (1 ^ )
1020 DATA LOAD DC A l*(>
IIF  END THEN 1090 
1030 1=1
SPRINT TABOO);
SPRINTUSING BE
1040'UNPACK(######)A1*(I> TO A
1050 UNPACK(+######.#*###)STR(A1S(I),4.21>  TO B.C.D 
1Q60PRINT TABO l) ;
SPRINTUSIN. 90,A,B.C.D 
1070 IF  A“ i  /HEN 1020 
SIF A“ S THEN 1080 
1000 1=1*1
1090SELECT PRINT 005(64)
(LOAD DC R’ PHQTDBOB’’
FMOTCJSOe
10 REM ---- "PHDTD30S”   OUTPUT TIE/CNTRL PT STATUS (SCHUT)
IS  REM WRITTEN 08/1977 M. ARBUCKLE
15 SELECT PRINT 005164)
80 DIM A l$(40)4,A5*3,JlSa,JgS2,Z l*64,Z$64,ZS$64 ,N H  10> ,B0$10,N3»E5 
00% ## 
six ##
8S% PT. NO. STATUS
100SELECT *1810 
190GOTO 1000
aoSQEFFN'3 0 "SCRATCH R ’ ;HEX(SB)! "PHOTO30S“ JHEXfSS)
SOGDEFFN'31 "SAVE DC R £";HE>C(SB) 5 “ FHOTOSOG'iHEX(S2) 5 “ ) "SHEXISS3 T “PHO 
TO306";reX(EE)
1000 DATA LOAD DC OPEN T *1, “ PHOTODOl" 
iDATA LOAD DC #1 ,N ,F1,N 1t) ,N9S,D0*
SDATA LOAD DC OPEN R "PHOTODOT"
1010 PRINT HEX (0301)! “ SWIT&t ON PRINTER" 
iSELECT PRINT 215(132)
SPRINT HEX(OCOAOAI 
S J9-IN T( ( 66-LEN(N9S))/S)
SPRINT HEX(0E>;TABU9)SN9S
SPRINT HEX(OE) iTAB(S l) i "TIE/CmTROL POINT STATUS"
SPRINT TAB(56)JD0*
1011KLECT PRINT 005(64)
SPRINT HEX(030A0A) STAB 15 )5 "PRINTING TIE/CNTRL PT STATUS"
5SELECT PRINT 215(132)
1020DATA LOAD DC A l * ( >
SIF END THEN 1030 
1030 1=1
SPRINT TAB(SO) S
SPRINTUSING 6 1 ,-STRIP NO " i l l
SPRINT TAB(SO):
S PRINTUSING 82
1040"UNPACK(# *# * * * )A 1 * (II TO A
1080 1=1*1
SGDTO 1040 
1090SELECT PRINT 005(64)
2LOAD DC R-PHOTOSOS"
»=»M0TCD30-7 0 1 / 1 0  /-T7
10REM -------  “ PHOT0307"   RESIDUALS AT CHECK POINTS
20REM WRITTEN 07/76 M. ARBUCKLESO DIM A4S t30 >24,C l* (30134 ,B e(10 ),L0S U )E ,S I (10 >,CHS (30 124,1*64,21* 
64 ,22*64,23*64,24*64.H I(1 0 ),N9$2S.D0S10 
80* PT. NO. X V 2 X
81* MODEL COORINATES TERRAIN COORD
INATE9 RESIDUALS
82* #*#### -######.**# - *» * *# * .*# #  -## *»# *.# ** -##«##*.*## -##### 
*.### -####*#.### -».*#* -#.### -#.##*
93* SIGMA X/V = -#.### SIGMA 2 -  -#..###
100 SELECT #1B10
180 LOAD DC R"INPUTn 198, 232
1000 PRINT HEX(030A0A) STAB(S) i"RESIDUALS AT CHECK POINTS"
:PRINT TAB<51 i "1 . AMER ADJUSTMENT"
SPRINT TAB(51 >"2. SCHUT ADJUSTMENT"
1001 GOSUB '9 7 (8 ,6 ,1 ,"ENTER THE REQUIRED NO*.1 .2)
SIF 2=0 THEN 1001
tON ZGOTO 1002,1003 
100ffl_»9000 
:M=12000 
:GOTD 1004 
1003L=17000 
:M=1BOOO
1004 DATA LOAD DA R(L,L>C1*(1 
SIF END THEN 1005 
SDATA SAVE DA R(M,H>Cl*(>
1005 DATA SAVE DA R<M,M>END
SPRINT HEX(030AOA> STAB<S> ;"RESIDUALS AT CHECK POINTS’
SDATA LOAD DC OPEN T*1 , "PHOTODOl■
SDATA LOAD DC #1 ,N,F1 ,N1( I,N9*,D0*
1010 SELECT PRINT 215(132)
SJ2=INT(66-LEN(N9S1)/S 
SPRINT HEX(OCOE) STAB(J2 ) SN9S
SPRINT HEX(OE1STAB(2 0 )S"RESIDUALS AT CHECK POINTS"
SPRINT TAB(59 )SDO*
1030 PRINTUSING 81 
SPRINT HEX(OA)
5PRINTUSING 00 
SPRINT HEX(OA)
1060 DATA LOAD DA RI4721,L)A4*()
SIF END THEN 1340 
1070 M=12000
SIF S = N ltl THEN 1090
F>HCDT030~7 03. /  3- O /~7~7 S
N3=NE+S1(S+l)
GOTO 1100 
N3=S1IS)
DATA LOAD DA R(M,M)C1*()
IF  END THEN 1310
UNPACKI*##«t*)C l*(I) TO A
IF  A=1 THEN 1100 
IF  A=S THEN 1000
INITIOOILOSI)
MAT SEARCH A46( ) , =STRIC1*II) ,1 ,3 )  TO LOSt) STEP 24 
L0$tl)=HEX(0000) THEN 1300
-SSeWALISTRILOSIl) ,1 ,1 ) >+VAL6STR(L0$(l> ,2 ))
1140 UNPACK(**# # # *# .*» # **)STRIA4$IK2),4 ,21 ) TO X l .Y l.Z l  
X6.YS ,ZS=0 
1150 N4“ S2IS>+4000 
FOR J=1 TO N3 
1160 DATA LOAD DA R(N4,NS)C2*U 
1170 IN IT I0 0 )L 0 *()
SHAT SEARCH C 2 * I ) .=STR(CIS 11),1 ,3>  TO LOS I)  STEP 24 
1160 IF  LO*(1)=HEX(OOOOI THEN 1840
1190 K1=256*VAL(STR(L0SI1),1 ,1 ) )+VAL(STR(LO$(l) ,2 ))  
i) f f i= lK l- l) /8 4 + i 
1200 U N P A C K 1 .# *#*6 )STR<CBStK2> ,4,21) TO XS,VB,Z2 
1210 PACK <*###*#)C2S1KS)FROM 0 
1220 DATA SAVE DA R(N4,NS)C2*I)
1230 X6=X6+X2
SZ6=Z6*Z2
1240'N4=N5
;V4=V4+Vlt2 
:V5=V5+V2ta 
:V6=V6+V312
1270"PACK(#*##4#)Cl*(I1FROM 0
1280 PRINTUSING 82 ,A ,X ,Y ,Z ,X1,V I,Z 1 ,VI,V2 ,V3
1290 PRINTUSING S2,A,X,Y,Z 
1300 1-1*1
1310’ V7-S0RI(V4+V5) /(2 *1 7 -2 ))  
iV8=SG R lV6/(I7 'l> )
F-HDTD30~7
1320 PRINT HEX(OAOAOA) 
PRINTUSING 83 ,V7 
1340 LOAD DC R"PH0T0SQ2
R M O T O S O a Ol /iO  /~7~7
JOfiEM "PHOTG30B" ------  FINAL COORDINATE LIST
SOREN WRITTEN 07/76 M. ARBUCKLE
SO DIM A4S130 >24,C l*  <30 )E4,82 (1 0 ),UOSCDE .81110 ),C 2* (30 )34,2*64,21* 
64,ze*G4,Z3S64,Z**64,NiUO),N9S2B,D0$10
80% PT. NO. X
82% MODEL
NO ###**#
83% *# *# **  -# * * * *# .
##* -##*###.*## ######.###
100 SELECT #1010 
190 LOAD DC R"INPUT" 199, 232 
1000 PRINT HEX<030A0A>;TAB<S> ;’ FINAL BLOCK COORDINATE LIST"
iPRINT T A B (S )!" i. W«R ADJUSTMENT"
: PRINT TAB(SI; " 2 .  SCHUT ADJUSTMENT'
1010 GOSUB '9 7 (8 ,6 ,1 ,"ENTER THE REQUIRED NO".1,2)
: IF  Z-0 THEN 1010 
iON ZGOTO 1020,1030 
1020L=a000 
iM==12000 
(GOTO 10*0 
1030L=17000 
:M»12000 
1040 DATA LOAD DA R (L ,L)C 1*(I 
( IF  END T ^N  1050 
•.DATA SAVE DA RiM,M>ClSU
1050 DATA SAVE DA RtM,M)END
(PRINT HEX<030A0A) ; TAB(5 1 ;"FINAL COORDINATE LIST- 
1060 SELECT PRINT 215(132)
1070 DATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1, "PHOTODOl"
(DATA LOAD DC #1 ,N ,F1,N 1I>,N9*,D0*
(J3=INT(66-LEN(N9* >)/2 
(PRINT HEX(OCOE> STAB(JS>(N9S
1080 PRINT HEX{OE)(TAB(22);HEX(0E) ; "FINAL COORDINATE L IS T '
(PRINT TAB(59)5DO*
1090 M»18000
1100 DATA LOAD DA R<M,M!C1*<)
(IF END THEN 1150
(UNPACK(#*####)C1*(1) TO A
(PRINTUSiNG 02,A
( PRINTUSING 80
1110 UNPACK(######>C IS (I I TO A 
(IF  A=1 THEN 1100 
(IF  A»5 THEN 1100 
1120 UNPACK(♦######.#####)STR{C1#(1 ),4 ,2 1 ) TO X2,V2,Z2
RHOT0308
1130 PRINTUSING S3,A,XS,Y2,Z2 
(GOTO 1140 
1140 1=1+1
(GOTO 1110 
1150 LOAD DC R"PH0TOB02u
SS
i£
g
!4 ES«TBHe<” =i°'197= "• ““ “
40^111 X (5 .1 M If3 ,3 ) ,S (3 ,a :,S H 3 ,3 l,B E  
,R i-3 ,3 ) .C-3 ,3 ) .3 (3 ,3 K L i !
" , K S 5
110 r B i ,
% % 3 S " "
I K T K a ,
z ; % a r  
" ° , s w % a
- " a
" " . a a a .  
i a a a #
190 A u H l^ l+ V l-V E
K
s  :ia::ia%z&,i
g g  ^ . . 1 , ^ , 1
a s s s s s :
320 D l= l .+ .25*1X11,1)t2 + X (E ii) t2+X( 3 , 1 ) )
z  x i : :  
z z z g a
3 :  IK'S.,T,..
z
z  :a
Z K ' W : . ,
KS M-xKF!****'*,**ler”IX*1I’',,e<" ”  X1,V1
z r K i %  
z m K R .
Z H I I i l T  
Z  33:11% 
Z K w
Z  Zf')'"
780 FOR M -l TO 3
FM-tcrro-tt-oo
830 19=19+1 
840 MAT X3=A4*V
050 MAT X-X-X3 
960 GOSUB 1400
870 IF  AB 3(EX*0.000i THEN 890 
880 GOTO 3E0 
890 GOSUB 1030
900 DATA SAVE DA R(N4,NB>X$t>
910_N2=N3
9S0 GOTO 110
930 DATA SAVE DA R(N4,NS)END
941J-INT(< 66-LEN(N 9 *I)/E l
5PRINT HEX(0C0E);TAB(J>;N9*
! PRINT HEX (0E I; TAB 1ES) ; -MODEL FOI91ATION"
"PRINT TAB<59,;II0$
SDATA LOAD DA R(N4,N5IX$(I 
SIF END THEN 1010 
943 UNPACK( # * * * • * IX *U I TO P 
949 PRINT
SPRINTUSING 1301,P
15 5  R
971 PRINTUSING 1300,F 
980 T=T+Y712
NTUSING 1310,B4
•ECT PRINT 006(84) 
^SLO AD  DC R"PH0T0B03"
3 PACK(+*.#•###«#ISTR(XS13),4 ,80>  FROM 1,X<4,1),X (5 1 
3 UNPACK(+#*#6.####ISTR(X*(I > ,4 ,E0> TO X l.Y l.XE.YE
P M O T O A O O O  X S1 0 /-7-7
SOI T-T*Y7t8
PACK(♦#.#####*# >STR(XSII),
290 S9=SQR(T/<I-9)>
291 RETURN
300% ##*#**
070 UNPACKt#####»)X * ( I !  TO P 
080 IF  P“ 1 THEN 1290 
SIF P=B THEN 1290 
090 R 3U ,l> »X e/F l 
100 R3(2,1)=Y2/F1
^3,1)-R 2(1,1)»X(5.1))/<X1«R 2(5 
Z ))/R 2<3 .1 )+X (» ,lBO VS=R2(E,1)*(Z-X(S 
.S*(Y4*V5)
,2 0 IFROM X4,V6,Z,Y7
-*.#### 
MODEL NO
#.### MM AT PHOTO SCALE 
FOR 1=4 TO Ml 
UNPACK<+*#*#.####)GTRIX*(I I 
R3I1 ,1 )=X2/F1
446 R 3 (s ! l)= l 
450 MAT R2»R*R3 
460 XI-X I/PI 
:Y I-V1/F1 
470 Z“ !R2<3,1S-R2(i,1)*X(S,1>) /
490 V5-R2I2.1>*(Z-
f  PARALLAX STD ERR =
) TO X1,Y1,X2,YZ
!X1*R8(3,1)-R2(1,1
E“ (54-95 >/S4 
630 95-94 
SRETURN
io DJMAxie™o™a^XE*°a6'ji3^xi(ioi ,vitio) ,zi (toi .xadoi .Yaiio) 
7=’K S t H«B°0°''°'>,1T" IS’1 'STm' Fam‘T1‘" "
" , S K ' 3 ^ ' ,
U O :W P A C K (^#!m ##*# )S T fi?A $ ti:,4 ,20) TO X,Y,Z
" . g R  3 1  (8
s  %  S i c i l i a n :
Kl=aSG*VAL^RTfi,L0$(1),1 ,1 )1 *VALISTR(LOS( 1 ) ,S) )
It?1-1 
,%%:i:: 
as i : i  
a s : : :
3i;iai;ia 
,%%l3iGia
:m i ) = Z H l) - H 3
. S I 5 % S M & R ? % 5 r ' '
* x t , i ' T" T£' " L1 
m i ,
a m a a i i i M
3 . 5  T.I,
680 A f K,1>“ Z l (I )+28(I )
a s s s e n s ,  
%  x s a c z ^ i i s a w z K i i i '
M  ;^:i^:3ii::i3i;:(:3a:iii
g % i a T C
R
g  R&l!3:%l
l lO  T l-T I^ R a i l ! l ] * X l( Z )
g  a%3 3:t i a i ; i  
g # M i .
g a : a
. K S i g g i g i t i  %  a  
' g r r c i w  ™  "
unpack! *»##!##**### jU T R e xe s fii.- i.iB ) TD X3,V3,Z3
R W O T O ^ O 1
:Z3=Z3-HB 
1060 R1(1,1)=X3*L1 
1070 R1(8 ,1 I=Y3»U1 
1080 R l(3 , l) -Z 3 « L i 
1090 MAT R2=R«R1 
HOC X3=R2 (1,1 >+Hl 
:Y3=RS(S,1)+HS 
$Z3-Ra(3,l)*H3 
IINIT(OO) LOSO 
1110 MAT SEARCH X1S< ) ,=BTR(X2$<1) , 1 ,3> TO LOSO STEP 23 
SIF LOS(1 )“HEX(0000) THEN 1220 
1180 K l-2S6*VAL(STR(LOS(l),l,l)>W AL(BTR(LOS(l 1,2)1 
1130 I1=(K1-1)/23*1
1140 UNPACK(+###.# #####*)S TR (X I*III),4 ■ IS ) TO XE.YE.ZH 
1150 V1=X3-X2 
iV3=Z3-ZE
1160 PRINTUSING 1320,P1,X3,Y3,Z3,X2,Y2,Z2,V1, V2,V3 
1170 X3=(X3*X2)*0.5 
:Y3=(Y3*V2)*0.5 
;Z3=(Z3*Z2)*0.S 
1180 V4=V4+Vlt2 
5V5=V5*V2t2 
SV6»V6+V3t2
1190 'PACK( ■MMW,*##4#9#)BTR ( X lS I I l ) ,4 ,18  )FR0M X3,Y3,Z3 
1200 PACK(♦###.####»*»)STR(X2S(I>,4,18 IFRCM X3,Y3,Z3 
1210 GOTO 1240
1220 PRINTUSING 1320,P1,X3,Y3,Z3
1220 PACK(*4##,#•♦•*##1STR(X2*(I) ,4 ,1 8 IFROM X3,V3,Z3 
1240 1-1*1^
1250 G4=S0R ( (V4WSW6) /  (3«12-3) ) *F 
1260 DATA SAVE DA R(L,M)X1S()
SDATA^SAVE DA RIM ,1-0 )X2$ I )
1270 IF  P l-5  THEN 1290 
1280 GOTO 170
1300 GOTO 180
^
1330* SIGMA X/Y/Z » #.### hfil AT ROTO SCALE
1340 SELECT PRINT 005(64)
P H Q T O ^ t - o a
10 REM *  -------"PHOTO402"  ABSOLUTE ORIENTATION OF A STRIP
& STRIP ADJUSTMENT
11REM % WRITTEN 0E/I97S M. ARBUCKLE
15 SELECT PRINT 005(64)
i PRINT HEX <030AOA1 $ TAB(5 )5 "STRIP ADJUSTMENT"
16 SELECT PRINT 215(132),*1810 
iDATA LOAD DC OPEN T # i, “ PHOTODOl’
SO DIM R (3j3),U0(S,1>,C2S(30)24
40 DIM A (7 ,1 4 ),F (2 0 ,1 ) ,V (3 ,1 ) ,U (3 ,1>,A S 18,2B ),X9(7 ,1),R 4(3 ,3 ) ,NO( 
1 4 ) ,N2(1 4 ),L0$(1)E
50 DIM R3(3,a> .X S O .l)  ,N1 (101,Cl (14?,C8114) ,C3(14) ,S1 (14 I .52(14) ,82 
(14 1,8 (1 0),X1S(30 >23,X9(7 ,1 )
51 DIM 8 3 (1 4 ,6 ) ,8 6 (6 ,1 ) ,FB(14,1 ) ,XB <6,1?,C1*(1S)B4,X 10 ,11 ,A3(86 ,B 
>,A2(B,B) ,A 6(8,1 ) ,A 4(9 ,8 ),N 1(1 0 ),D0$10,N9$E5
IIDATA^LDAD DC #1 ,N ,F1 ,N I(> ,N9*>DO*
11 J ^ N T l < 66-LEN (N9S >) /2 )
: PRINT HEX(OCOE);TAB(J>5N9*
: PRINT HEX(OE) ; TAB(2 5 ):“STRIP ADJUSTMENT"
: PRINT TAB(5 5 );D0$
68 L«7000 
:L3=4008
:IP =I3=N*1 THEN 2151
64 I7=N1<I3>
SHAT A-ZER 
SMAT F=ZER 
SMAT A3-ZER
iDATA LOAD DA R<L3,L3IC1$<>
I-OR IB=1 TO 4
SUNPACK(#****#> C l* (12) TO A
6 7 'UNPACK(♦*#**# *.*# #1STR( C l* (IE ) ,4 ,1 B) TO C l( IB ) ,CE(19) ,C 3(IB)
6B WPACK (***### I STR (C l* < 12 ? ,2 2 ,3  ? TO M
69iDATA5LOAD DA R(S1,S8)X1*I)
70 UNPACK(# *# *# *)X1*(1) TO B
71 IF  B=M THB4 73
:MAT SEARCH XJ$< ),-STH !£U$ (IB >. 1,3) TO 
:IF LOSC1)=HEX(0000) THEN 79
a a a i
iiiSii!
. ' & 3 3 !
ISO Li-BQR(LnaiE*G3,8>/IG4te*G5la*G6t81
a s B K a a r  
a
a  :i:3:3i:3i 
g
3 1 % % % ! ' "
3  R . % , , % ?
470 R^lTl)=Re*(R(a,B)*R(3,3J-RtE,a)*Rl3,aJ)
3  :it::i3:i::::33^i3i: ji33:;n
g o  U0|3ai^Wl-Ll*(R{3,l)4XI+R[3,a)*V14Ri3I3H‘21l
" " " : !%  a y
!MAT REDIM FH4.1) ,417,14) ,45114,71 ,fl3(7,7) ,44(7,7) ,46(7,11
K a a i
610 ASU^lM^liVIE,!)
650 65(Ja)«Ll»VU,l)
3
0 1/10 /-7~7
G90 A5(K,EI“L1*V11,1)
730 FUal^UOll.l }tLl*Vll,ll-U7tU4
B s s s r
R  SliSlzSli:;: 
R  3 5 :i;y" "  
B
B  a a a i f  " 
B K c g B T . ,
w o ' b B & l . ....
, B 2 Z 3 i ; : i :  
i B  B  ^
a : % a :
C B S
1050 'uou a  mio ii,i)+u-t
: B
luMrio»Clt##***)Cl*(ll TO A
: 3 , ' 3 : r
iaoVuNPACKli#M:!###»#»*)BTR(Xl$II6l1vt,iB1 T0 x,Y,Z
™,Z,'S,'3
n,x.
a s a % i
I g S x iL
ia^7'F0RCf=lB TD IB
. s a w
'SSIil 
S K M I S L
g m i l ^ S H S w l ^ ' . x B g . ' r a
a a a i a .  
a i a ^ i a L ^ . . ,
S C # : % 3 # ,
W K i T a T ' "
F M O T O - a o a  0 1 / 1 0 / 7 7
.410 FIH3:
*80 B 3 II
440 B3<Ii3)»V5 
450 B3SI,4>-X5»Y5 
460 B3(I,5)«X5*X5 
470 B3(I,6>=X5«X5»XS
481 NEXT X 
490 MAT A5=TRN(A3)
!f»T  A2=A5*A3 
MAT A4-INVIA8)
MAT A6=AS»F
1500 MAT REDIM A5(6.ia>,A2(G.6>,A4!6,6)
1510 MAT AS-TRN(B3)
■.MAT AB=A5«B3 
:MAT BG-A5»FS 
•.MAT A4’ INV (AS 1 
iMAT Xe-A4«B6 
1790 PRINT TAB(SI) I"PLANIMETRIC AND HEIGHT CONTROL“
1810 PRINT TAB(6>; "PT NO. ” ;TAB(1S)?“X” ;TA8(33Jf’ Y"!TAB(4 7 ) ;"Z“ ;TAB 
e i ) ; ” X";TAB(74>;*Y"5TABtB8);"2;"iTAB(97>;“VX":TAB(106);'’VY*;TAB
1880^PRINT
1B40!Vi*S3(Hi
IBSo'ui-Ctdll
I860 GOSUB S16E
1900 V8=(VE-Vl)ta+V8 
1910 V6»(Z2-Ull)*e+V6 
1980 NEXT II
1930 V3*SGR(IVS+VHI/(3*IB-BI)
1940 VS-SBR(VS/(8*16-611 
1950 VE»SQR(VS/<a*ia-8)>
1960 VG-SSR <V6/(18-6))
1970 V7«SQR(V6»S*Vata*V5tS>
1990PRINT
:PRINTUSING B840,V5,VS,V6 
2000 PRINTUSING B260.V3,V7
2020 PRINT TAB(20);"ADJUSTED COORDINATES"
R H O T C W O S Q 1. / 3-0 /-?-?
BOBO B=S<I3>
8060 n=e
:0ATA LOAD DA R(S,S)X1»()
8061 UNPACK( # # # # # # ( 1 )  TO A 
SPRINT HEX(OAOA)
S PACK(###*##)C8S(1 IFROI A 
8063 PRINT TA B (5 );HSECTI0N NO. "SA.
SPRINT HEX(OAOA)
S06S UNPACK(#####*1X2$(I I I  TO A 
SIF A - l  THEN 8148
BOBO UNPACK I+##*.#######IBTR1X1$(11 ),4 ,1 8 ) TO X I ,Y I ,21 
8110 GOSUB 8160 
8180 GOSUB E8B0
8130 PRINTUSING BB70,A,X8.Y8,22
8131 PACK (**##*#  1 CBS (11 >FRtlM A 
S PACK(♦#####*.*#*##)BTR < CBS(11>,4 ,81)FROM X2,Y8.Z8
1:PAO<(*#*###)CSS<111FROM A 
:PACK(t**#»##.**##*)STR(CS$Ul),4,21)FR0M 0 ,0 ,J9 
8GOTO 3146
I  PACK <***### > CRB(H )FROM A 
SPACK(+#*####.##*#*)BTR<C8*<I I > ,4 ,81 )FROM 0 ,0 ,0
5 DATA SAVE DA RIB4,B4)C8SU 
SIF B>»L THEN 8150 
•.GOTO SOSO 
3 PRINT HEX(OC)
SGOTO 63 
t DATA SAVE DA R(4051,L)NB<)
5DATA SAVE DA R(S4,S4)Bfl)
SLOAD DC R'-PHOTOBOS"
8170 » < s ! l ) ^ l
i t l o  mat3u 1r»x3
8800 XS=L1»U11,1)*U0(1,1)
8810 Y5-4-l»U(e,l)+U0(S,l>
=  asizgixa:'''"
E840S#STD ERR IN X=-#.#4t# STD ERR IN  Y—#,#41# STD ERR IN  2—#.#
z a  ° % S K s r - " "
BSSO^XS^XB-Xd ,1 1-X43 ,1 )*XS+X<4 ,1 >*Y5-X(5,1 )* (X5»X5-Y5*V5)+X!6 ,1 )*2*X 
• (3*X5*X5*Y5-Y5*Y5*V5
R H O T D A o a  0 1 / 1 0 / 7 7  B
2300 Y2»Y 5-X(B ,i> -X (4.1 )*X5-X I3.1 )«YS -X I6,l)*tX 5*X S-YS*Y5)-X (5,l)*a*X
2310 Y2-YS-X < 0 ,1 1 *  (X5*X5*XS-3*XS*V5*Y5) -X 17,1 >» (3»XS*XS*Y5--Y5*Y5*YS 1
2320 22-ZS -X ed,l)-X812,l}»X 5-XaO ,l)»V5-X B<4,l>»XS»YS-X8IS ,l)*X 5*X  
5~XB(6,1]*X5«XB»X5
2321 Xa-X2«1000*G1 
sva-Ya*iooo*G2
8330 RETURN
PHOTO-'S-OS
5 REM  "PHOTD403"  BLOCK ADJUSTMBfT BV BCHUT'S METHOD
MODULE 1
6 RBI WRITTEN 04/1976 M. ARBUCKt.E
11 CCW X1IB0),X2(B 0),01,02
12PRINT HEX(030A0A) ITAB < S) ; uBLOCK ADJUBTMEHT-
8IF QlOO THEN IS 
:PRINT TAB(S)!
: INPUT -ENTER THE NO OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED*,02 
SIF 02<=0 THEN 13
SIF Q2>10 THEN 13
13PRINTSPRINT TAB(S); "MIN -  1 ; MAX ■ 10"
SFOR 1-1 TO ESO
1AEELECT PRINT 005(64)
SPRINT HEX(030A0A) (TAB 15)S"BLOCK ADJUSTMENT- 
1SPRINT
SPRINT TAB(S)S-ITERATim NO "JQ l+ l 
20 DIM C ie i40)24,A l$(40)4,C *(30)24,N l<10>,L0$(1>2 
30 DATA LOAD DA R!40S1,L>N1()
:LS=407S
SDATA LOAD DA R1L,L)A1*()
SIF END THEN 170
SUNPACK(#*###* )A1*11) TO P 
SIF P=1 THEN 150
60:m iT (0 0 )L 0 * U ) (L1 ,U  ,C* ‘
SO MAT SEARCH C$11,=STR(A1S(I) ,1 ,3 )  TO LQ«<) STEP 24 
90 IF  LO$tl)»HEX(0000) THEN GO 
100 K1=256«VAL(STRlLOSSl) , 1 , 1 ) l+VAL(STR(LO*( 1 ) ,2 ) )
:|< a= < K l-l) /2 4*l 
10 UNPACK(♦######.#*###)STR(C$IKB) ,4 ,8 1 ) TO X.Y.Z 
— PACK < »#**##)C l* 11 )FtoM P
40 GOTOI+#50#* # ' * * * * * ’ BTR<Cle 11 * ' '>,ei"IFRaM X,V,Z
P H O T O N - 1 3
10 REM - - - -  "PH0T0413" —— BLOCK ADJUSTMENT BV SCHUT'S METHOD 
MODULE E
11REM FORMATION OF THE NORMAL EQUATIONS 
IB REM WRITTEN 04/1976 M. ARBUCKLE
BO SELECT PRINT 0051641
30PRINT HEX<030A0A) iTAB< 5 ):"FORMATION OF THE NORMAL EQUATIONS"
: SELECT PRI »T 005(641 
40 DIM AS (SO i .it ,A6(aS,10),Z*3,Sa(10>
50 DIM Al$(4O)4,Cl$(4O)24,Ca*(401S4,C4*(15)B4,FS(S0i l l ,F 6 ( B S , l l  ,L0&
60 DATA LOAD DA R(4051 ,L9)SE()
70 DATA LOAD DA R(4001 ,L9>N,F1 
00 L=40M
:L4"13000 
:L5=13E00 
90 L i-4076 
100 1=1+1
:IF  I-N + l THEN 350 
(DATA LOAD DA R(L0 ,L0 IC4* (1 
(MAT AS-2ER 
(MAT A6=ZER
110 16,11 . IB ,13,14,17=1
120 DATA LOAD DA R(LI,LB)C1$C1 
(DATA LOAD DA R(L,M)A1$()
(DATA LOAD DA R(L8,L1)Z*
(IF  END THEN 140 
(DATALOAD DA R(LB,L1)C8S! I
lao'coTO iso 
140 Z*="END"
ISO WPACK (#*#### M S  (I I ) TO PI 
(IF  P l- I  THEN 340 
160 UNPACK(#6ISTR(AlS(Ii>,4 ,1 ) TO PB
( IF  Z$="END" THEN 170
170" iF  PB=1 THEN 150 
100 IN IT (00)L0S(1>
190 MAT SEARCH C l* (1 ,=BTR (A1*(Il-X1,1,31 TO L0 «(I STEP 24 
BOO Kl-aS6*VAL(BTR(LOS(1 1 ,1 ,1 ) l+VAL(STR(LOS(11,8)1 
( I 2 = ( K l- l ) /2 4 ;1
lU NPACK(+##4##e.*iW #)BTRtC l*(IB),4,Si) TO XI ,Y1.21 210 ON PS GOTO BBO, 280, 200 
220 IN IT (00 )L0S(11
230 MAT SEARCH CES( ) , =STR(A1S(II-1 ) ,1 ,3 )  TO L0S() STEP 24 
(IF  LO$(1>=HEX(0000) THEN ISO 
240 Kl-256+VAL(STR(L06{ 1 ) ,1 ,1 ) )+VAL (BTRfLOS(11,211 
(I3= (K 1-11/24+1
(WPACKI+###4#*.#*#*#)STR(C2S(I3) ,4 ,21 ) TO XB.YE.ZB
p M d - r a - o - i S
850 UI-O.S
850 GOSUB 370 
270 GOTO ISO 
BBO IN IT  <00}L0S(1)
BBO MAT SEARCH C «  I ) ,  =
300 K1=SS6«VAUSTRIL0S 
:l4 = < K l- iV 2 4 + l 
il^PACK < +######.### )BTR (C 4 $(I4 ),4 , 
310 W=1
38 0 'gOSU3 830
330 GOTO ISO
340 DATA SAVE DA R<L4,L4)Hi,AS( ) ,FS<1 
(DATA SAVE DA R<LS,LS)Hi,A6<>,FS<) 
(GOTO 100 
350 DATA SAVE DA R(L4,L4)END 
(DATA SAVE DA RILS.LS1END 
360LOAD DC R"PHOT0423"
370 H2-a»Hl
400 A5(H3 
410 ABIH3
a a a
a K K
460 ASIH3
Sea
610 ASIH3
jjsjjjjj:
z a a
600 AS(H2
640 AS(H2 
650 AStHB 
660 F|<H3
3-3»X l*y l»2  
|)=V l+3-3»X H 8*V l
alSaa"
i s ) = 3*xa*vata-xs*3 
16)=3»Xa»2*VH-V2t3
i )= a * x im
n -3 *X it8 *Y l-V l 13 
.+3-3?Xl*Y l*2
=-2*XB*Y2
“ Y2»2-X2ta
=YB»3-3*X212*Y2
=3*XS*Y2tS-Xat3
a a i a a a "
a s s s a a :  
%  a s i K r a g :
%
aOo"FORTJ4=I TD 10 
oeo’ S T O m 1” ™ 1" 1 ' 1 ’ " ”
- a s s
a a a i i s .  
E  
E  a i 3 : : I E S 3 S E 3  
E % 3 3 I 3 ,
E  % 3
=  a a : ; i s K % « .  
E K a ^ i a s r ' - ^ " '  
. E  5 % : i i y
; E % g a : : i a r  
t E  aMtii-k':
i & a a i a i & s i a i
107o'F5W 3fl:=PS(H 3.1)*kll
1090 RETURN
P H d T O - ^ a S O X  ZXO/-7-7
to REM "M<0T0423"------  BLOCK ADJUSTtSHT BV SCHUT'S METHOD
MODULE 3
K 51
ti"
30 DATA LOAD DA R(LI,L1)H1,AB<),F5()
40 MAT REDIM AS(H2,1S),F5(HS,1),A6(16,HB) 
SO MAT AG-TRH(AS>
:MAT F6=AS«FS 
60 MAT A7-A6«AS 
70 MAT AS»A7
SDATA SAVE DA R(L3,L3>A7i>,F6<>
SIF THEN 170
90 MAT REDIM AS (HS-MS > .FStHS, 1 > ,A6<16 ,HB>
100 MAT A7=ZER
IIo ’mAT A6-TRN(AS>
SMAT F6=A6*F5 
ISO MAT A7-A6*AS 
130 TOR 1=9 TO 16 
SFOR J=9 TO 16 
140 Kl-I-9 '
ISO A7mjKS)=A7(Kl ,K21+A6<I,J)
:F6_mi,l ’-FGCKl ,1 >*FB(I,1S 
IGO DATA^SAVE DA R (L3,L3 SA7t) ,F6U 
SMAT^FB-FS
llOiMAT^REDIM^ABISSaOl ,FS(B5,l>,ft6(i0,S5),A7(10,10!,F6(10,l
200 MAT A7-ZER
210 MAT A6=TRN(AS)
SMAT F6«AG*FS 
SMAT A7=A6*A5
:IF  END THEN 300 
630 MAT HEJJXM AS (HI .10) ,FS(H1,1 ) ,A6 HO ,H l) 
640 MAT A7=ZER 
SMAT F6-ZER 
650 MAT A6-TRN(A5>
SMAT FS=A6«F5 
SMAT A7-AG«A5 
560 FOR 1*6 TO 10 
SFOR J=G TO 10
BBO‘ATTkl^Ka)=A71K1,K2)*49(I.J }
:F6(K1.1)*F6(K1.1)+FB(J,1)
690'DATA SAVE DA RIU4,L4)A7( I ,F 6 ()
SMAT AB«A7 
SMAT FB*F6 
SGOTO 520
SDATA SAVE DA R(L4,L4)END 
310 LOAD DC R"PH0T0433"
M
M
:
 
a#
 
:
5
s
,
,
,
1I-U-15000’16l’FtB0>’VI8t” 'F5<IG'1>,A5a6’1G1 
15 Bft BW OOi.LlH.Pl
A (M3,16) .FIN3I ,X i (N3> ,)^(N 3) ,V(N3
30‘ DATAALOAB DA R(L,L>A5(),F5<>
iFm°J=2 TD 13 
So 'a (MFK1^=AS(I,J)
:FT )0=F5(I,1 )
'=Si:. '
’ raR1! - !  TO M3 
■NEXTJ4=A‘I’J)/AI1’11
"sssa 33 %
I F ^ - I - K O  THEN 230 
■NEXT • j 1 =fi 1,C1 ’ J ’ ' A11 'M 3-I+11 *f l 11 'M 3-ITT)
S , R '  """
S %%%, %,
F3HO~rO-^f 3 3
290 MB=M1
300 FOR 1=2 TO IE 
310 S=S+A < J,I)*Y(J)
320 V(K)=^S/A(K,1)
330 FOR K=N3 TO 1 STEP -1 
335 S=Y(K)
340 IF IN9-K)=0 THEN 400 
350 IF iMl-K+1)<=0 THEN 3F0 
iGOTO 365 
360 IF M2=Z3*1 THEN 365
370 FOR1!=2 TO M2 
390 B=B-A < K,I)*X2(K*I-1)
400 )S<K)=SZA(K,1) 
ilF K-N3 "mEN 401 
!M2=M2+1 
401NEXT K
710 L=14B00
730 MAT REDIM A <N3,10) ,F (N3) ,);2 (N3) ,F5 (10 ,1), V (N31 ,A5 (10 ,10 I 
;MAT A-ZER
7305GnTDF'=Z|o
740 LOAD DC R"PH0T0443"
R H O - r O ^ ^ S
n R EM •'PHDT0443----  BLOCK ADJUSTMENT BY SCHUT'S METHOD
MODULE B
S REM TRANSFORMATION OF THE BLOCK 
B SELECT PRINT 215(133),41010 
SDATA LOAD DC OPEN T*1, "PH0T0D01"
II DIM A$(30)e4,B$<30)E4.X3(B),X4(5),Cl*(40124,Al$l40H,C4$(lS)B4 
,CE*(40184,2e3,L0»(l)E,X5(B> ,XG<S) ,N1U0> ,N9SEB,D0$10 
18 El,E2,E3,E4iEB,E6,I2iI3,I41Ull«0 
SDATA LOAD DC #1,N,Fi,N1(1,N9*,D0*
13J8=INT(SG-LEN(N9S1)/E
SPRINT HEX(OCOEI STAB(JE1SN9S
SPRINT HEX IOE)STAB(251S"BLOCK ADJUSTMENT"
SPRINT TAB(SO)S"RESIDUALS AT TIE AND CONTROL POINTS*
SPRINT TAB(59 > SDO*
14PRINT TAB(58)S"ITERATION N 0";3l+L
SPRINTUSING 315
14S*IF I1=N THEN 300
N2=I1*S+1 
N3«Nl+7 
N4=N2+4
FOR I«N2 TO N4
143 IF  I l - N  THEN 149
!N3«Ni+7
SN4«N2+4
R H O T O ^ ^ - t S 0  3 / I O Z ' 7 ' 7
XGlK.-XEd,
DATA^LUAD DA R (L ,L )A i$ < >
IF  ia^N+1 THEN 300 
DATA LOAD DA R tL l ,L8)C1«() 
DATA LOAD DA R(LO,LO)C4SU
170 UNPACK(###**#)A1*(J > TO P 
SIF P=1 THEN 142 
180 UNPACK<##)B TR <A1*(J),4 ,l) TO M 
SIF Z S - 'B O " THEN 1B1 
SGOTO 200 
IB ! IF  M=1 THEN 230 
200 IF  M-3 THEN 207
SGOTO 209
209 INITIOOILOSO
210 MAT SEARCX C l* (1 ,=STR(Al*<J )-1 .3>  TO LOSIJ STEP 24
220 IF  LO*(l)=HEX(OOOOl THEN 230
221 K1“256*VAL (STR (LO* (1) ,1 .1 1J+VAHSTR (LOS (1) ,8 )) 
SK 2«(K l-t)/B 4+ i
222 UNPACKl;^#####.#####)STR(Cl*(Ka),4,21) TO X1.V1.21
223*ON M GOTO 224, 224, 840
224 IN IT (00)L0*(>
225 MAT SEARCH CS*( > , ” STR(A1S(J) ,1 ,3 )  TO LOSO STEP 24
226 IF  L0*(1)«=HEX(0000> THEN 230
227 K1 =856»VAL (STR (LO* (1 ) , 1 ,1 ))  +VAL(STR (L O S d i.g l)  
S K 2 - iK l- l) /2 4 * l
220 UNPACK(♦****## .#####>8TR(C2*(KE),4 ,2 1 ) TO X i ,Y l,Z l
229 GOSUB B70
SE1»E1*(XS-X)»2«UI
SE2=E2+(y2-V)t2»W
8E3=E3+!Z2-Z)tE*UJ
313=13+1
SPRINTUSING 313,P,X3,Y2.ZB.X.V,Z,XB-X,Va-Y,ZE-2
SGOTO 170 
240 INIT(00>LO*(I
250 MAT SEARCH C4* () ,=BTR(A1*(J) ,1 ,3 }  TO LOSO STEP 24 
260 K1=256«VAL(STR(L0*(1I,1 ,1 ) )+VAL(STR(LO*(lJ,2 ))
P H O T O N - 4-3
BBO E i-E l*(X 2 -X )ta * iil 
:Ea=Ee-KYB-v)t8*tu 
:E3=E3+<ZB-Z)t2*U 
I 13-13*1
281 PRINTUSING 3 H  ,P ,X2, VE ,Z2,X , V ,Z ,X2-X,Ya-V ,Z2-Z 
290 J«J*1
:G0T0 170
300 81=SQR(IE1+EB)/(B»I3-H»B))
:SB-SQR(E3/(I3-N*5!)
8B4-SQR(SIt2*S2 «2 >
310 PRINT HEX(OAOA)
8 PRINTUSING 311,61,82 
311* SIGMA 0 PLAN = -# # * .* *#  SIGMA 0 HEIGHT = -# **.# # #
318 PRINT
JPRINT TAB(7 > !" ( *  CONTROL POINT)"
318* -#####*.##» -# # # *** .*# *  -##*##».#*# -######.##
# -##*##*.»#* -######.### -##.*## -##.### -#».#*#
314$* #*###* -####*#.##* -*(*####.### -###*##.*## -ft###*#.###
-######.*## -######.### -##.### -##.### -*#.###
315* PT. NO XI V I Z1 X2
431 L-8000 
8M-16000
430 IP  I l - N  467
:n1=ni+7
SFOR I-H I TO N3 
SFOR I-N 2 TO N4
440SDATA LOAD DA R (L ,L )A *()
SUNPACK(######)A#(1> TO P 
5 PACK <•##*##)B*11 )FROM P
450'UNPACK(######IaI I j I ) TO P 
SIF P=1 THEN 464 
SIF P=5 THEN 464
460 UNPACK(♦##*###.###*#)BTR(A$(J1),4 ,2 1 )  TO X l .Y l.Z l
461 GOSUB 770
462 PACK <#####* )B# (J1 )FRCB1 P
463 PACK(♦##*###.#»#»#)STRIB*(J1I,*,81)FROM X.Y.Z
F>MC3T04-4-:3
: GOTTI 450
464 . ' ^  .^#*##)B*(J1)FK IM  P
SDATA SAVE DA R(M,M)B$()
466 IF  P=1 THEN 440 
5IF  P»5 THEN 430
467 DATA SAVE DA RCM.MIEND 
SSELECT PRINT 005(64) 
SQ1=Q1*1
466(1-16000
SL-SOOO
SIF 01OQE THEN 470 
SL-17000
SDATA SAVE DA R(L,L)- 
SGOTO 470 
471 DATA SAVE DA R(L,L)1 
SIF 0 1 0 0 2  THEN 490 
SCOM CLEAR
SLOAD DC R"PHOTO803“ 
490MAT REDIM X l(8 0 ).> 2 (l 
SLOAD DC R-PHOTD403"
770 C1=X3(1)*X1*X3(3)-Y1«X£;
i3 '3 *X t*V lta  >*X3(71 + IY I13-3*X142*Y1)*X3(0) 
700 C2=X3(2>+Vl»X3(3)+Xt*X3(4
*H*V1-Y1«
4)+2«Xt*Yl»X3<S) + (X l«  
t3 -3#X l*V lt2 )4X 3(B !
791 Z 3Z14C3’ *X1*X413 > * V1*X4
792 RETURN
970 C1=X5(1)*X1«XS(3)-V1*X5 
-3»X1 *Y112 > »XS (7) + 1 Y i t3 -:
BBO Ca=XS(2)+Yl*X5(3>+Xi*X5
3 ) ♦XI*Y1»X4(4 )*X1tS*X *(5)
(H2*Yl-Ylt3)*X5(7) + (Xl>3-3»Xl*Vlt2)*XS(B) 
BB1 V-Y1+C2
890 C3-X6(1)*X1*X6I8)+V1*X6(S 
992 RETURN3
4 )+ (X lta -V lt2 )*X 3 (5 )-2 » X l» Y i*X 3 (6 H
■23*XS(5)-2»X1»Y1*XS(6
) *2»X1*Y1»X5(S) * ( X l t i
I+X1*Y1«X6(4 > +X1tB*X6<S )
P H O T O ^ - O ^ q -
108B-ECT PRINT 005(641
20 REM ---  ’VHQTO404"   BLOCK ADJUSTMENT BV AMER'S ITERATIVE
METHOD
30 REM WRITTEN 06/1376 M. ARBUCKLE
40 REM ** WRITTEN JUNE 1976 *«
41COM 00,01
SO DIM A®(12)41,CS(30124,X8<10),VS(10 >,Z8(10>,X9(10),V9(10),Z9(10 
),M3(5),N31101,C2®(30)24,L0*(1>2,A1(20,41,A2(4,80),A3(4,4),F1(20 , 
1),F£(4 ,1),R3(3,3),2*1 
60 DIM Xl4,l),Al»(ia)41,M0(S>,AO(10,3),R1(3,10),RB(3,3>,F0(10,1>, 
R4(3,l>,R5(a,l),X6(10),Y6(10),Zfi(10>,X7(10),V7(10),Z7(10),Nl(10), 
N9$E5,D0»10
62PRINT HEX(030A0A>;TAB(5)!"BLOCK ADJUSTMENT"
70 DATA LOAD DA R(4711,LICE*()
(DATA LOAD DA R(4001 ,LIN,F,N1()
SIF 00=1 THEN 90 
71PRINT
SPRINT TAB(5);
SINPUT “DO YOU WISH TO RESTART (Y/N)",Z*
SIF Z*=“Y" THEN 00
SIF Z*=«N“ THEN 80
SPRINT HEX(0C > STAB(64)
SPRINT HEX(OCOC)
BOPRINT
SPRINT TAB(5)S
5INPUT "ENTER THE NO OF ITERATIONS",01 
SIF 01-1NT(01/I0)*10=0 THEN 90
SPRINT TAB(S)5"MUST BE A MULTIPLE OF 10"
SFOR 1=1 TO 7500
SGOTO SB
100IF°Ze""N" THEN 430
SIF 00=01/10*1 THEN 110 
SIF 00=1 THEN IfcK 
SGOTO 430 
1IOCOM CLEAR
SLOAD DC R"FHDTOSOS" 
120L=BO00 
SM=9000 
130 DATA LOAD DA R(L,L)C*() 
SIF END THEN ISO 
140 DATA SAVE DA R(M,M)C$() 
SGOTO 130 
150 DATA^SAVE DA R(M,M)END
5J-9000 
1705DATA LOAD DA RII.PIASU
a a - s j r . r
F’H o - r a ^ o ^ i - O l / I 0 / 7 7
330 L1^3(S1>
IFOR 13=1 TO 
340 INITIOOJLOSt)
SDATA LOAD DA R(L1,L2>A1*()
350 MAT SEARCH A1SU<4B,451>,=STR<A*<18>,1,3) TO LO*O STEP 41 
SIF LO*<l)=HEXtOOOO) THEN 370 
360 K1=856*VAL<STR(L0SU) ,1 i l l  HVAL<STR<LOS<U ,a>>
IM9<I7*=L1
370:L1^8)=:LS
3eo'pAto<#*#*)STR<A*<IE),8 7 ,1 0IFROM M3<)
390 PACK<##>STR(AS<IE > ,3 7 ,S)FRCM MOU 
400 PACK <** >STR <A* < 18 ), 5,1 )FM3M 17
SGOTO 380 
410 DATA SAVE DA R tI,P )A *(>
SGOTO 310 
480 DATA SAVE DA Rll.PSASO
SGOTO 870 
430IF 0 1 0 0  THEN 431
431' iF  Z9=10 THEN 930 
SPRINT Z3 
SPRINT HEX(OC)
SL8=10500 
450 18=8
SDATA LOAD DA R<I,I)AS()
SIF_END THEN 640
460"UNPACKI*#####)A*IIB1 TO A*
SIF A4=l THEN 630 
: IF  A4=S THEN 630
SON XI GOTO 
500 19=18+1^
szl'iiUz 
SGOTO 580 
510 M3=M3+1
*(1 8 ).6 .8 1 )  TO X.Y.Z
•DATALOAD DA R(H9fI3) ,L3IA1$0
IBK'L
« .  ^,. « ,
- . K % I 3
i s ^ r
570'INIT {OO^LO® C)
BBo"WPACKli#»M##.####a)BTRICa*II6I.A,81) TO X.Y.Z
- . a a i :  
i s a i ^
60o:iNIT<001LO*n
6Io"oNPACKi7#«##*e.a###*IBTR(C8$!IGf,lB.71 TO Z
- . R a i s
630'd a ta  SAVE DA R(U i .L3 >X6I t . Y6U .26 <) ,X71) ,  V7 () ,Z71 > ,7 
BU.XBU.YBn.ZB.MB.NR
""
66o "dATA°LOAD DA RIL7 ,H)X6< I ,Y6( ),Z6() ,X7<) ,Y7() ,Z7(} .X
I d W M f i f ' " '
670 DATA LOAD DA Rtl.PIAAO 
6B0'xBINa)-X6lI4l
iisaiaiai
740"FaRSI4 = ! TD IB
- . K r E a r " - " '  
I B K B S  
I K  5 3
I K ^ I
. i . ' 3 3 5 % r
!5i,f .;».z„Jn . Si-zBIJ1,
" ° ± K 3 W "
- ' K R B W  
IK B 3 5 R .
ISKKit'
flSo'LWPflCKf«#Tsffi(ftS(IS}.4,l) TO XI
3J0 m ™  BAVE n  B 
: %  -
:aa;3.,i.,
l aaiais; 
ig a  a :  t a
. ' 3 K S T % 3 M . ,  
I S N ' i S ,
" " , 5 2 3 1 2 1
IR53I2I
107o"b1“ B1 /I8
S % 3
IUBo'fOI^Ib"  TO IB
"",531213
1231213
" " . 5 3 : 2 : 5 3 5 3
" " 3 3 3
" - 3 : 5 3 :
;8S 5 S 5  
15:53;
" 3 : 5 3 % "
% 5 3 3 "
S R B R B .
5 3 5 : 2 '
F= H O  T O  **-0^ 1- 0 2. /10/-7-7
1160 I4=E
" " . y K ' w a r '  ™ '
SIP p=S THEN 1210 
1180 UNPACK<+*#####.#####ISTRtC#(14),4.Hi) TO 
1190 X=HiexS*H8»YS*H3 
S Y=-+I2*XS+H1 *YS*H4 
SZ-Z5*S1+Z0+C*X+D»Y 
1200 PACK (+#»###*.»*»## I BTR (CS (14) ,4,21 >FRCB1 )
SGOTO 1170 
1210 DATA SAVE DA R(I2,I3>C$I >
SGOTO 940 
1220LQAD DC R*P«JT0414M
RHO-rO^-A-eL 01 /1 o  y-7-7 1
10REM ------  "PH0T0414"
15REM WRITTEN 06/76 
16DIM N1(10 ) ,N9S2BiDO*10
17DIM AS(10 >41,X6(10 >,V6(10 >,Z6(1 0 )tX7(1 0 ),V7(101,Z7(101,X0(1(
10) ,Z0(1O1,X9(1 0 )1V9(10?,Z9(10)
S0SELECT #1810
SDATA LOAD DC OPEN T#1, "PHOTODOlM 
SDATA LOAD DC #1 ,N ,F1 ,i-.l ()  ,N9S,D0$
: JB-INT(66-LEN(N9S) ) /8 
21PRINT HEX(030A0A) STAB(S)S"RESIDUALS AT TIE/CHECK POINTS"
S08ELECT PRINT 215(132)
60PRINT HEX(OCOE) ; TAB(J2 ) :N9S
SPRINT HEX(OE) STAB(16)5"RESIDUALS AT TIE AND CHECK POINTS"
i i s r
SPRINT TAB(59)5"ITERATION NO *500*10 
70 PRINT
";TABI103);
60 PRINT
90*PRINT TAB(6 15“PT NO.";TAB(1915"X *5TAB(331; *V” STAB(471! 'Z * 5TAB(61 
)}"X*STAB(74>5*Y"STAB(66)5*ZH5TAB(97);"VX"STAB(10G)5"W;TAB(115)
130 DATA LOAD DA R (I,I)A S ()
I lF  END THEN 400 
SM4=M4+1
140 DATA LOAD DA R(G1,G1)X6() ,Y6(),Z6(>,X 7() ,Y7( ) ,Z7() 
I,X9(),V9(),Z9(),18
160 UNPACK(######IAS(13 > TO A4 
513=13+1
180 PRINT TAB(5915-SECTION NO "$A4 
190 PRINT
210*UNPACK(##)STR(AS(1 3 ),4 ,2 )  TO XI,Z1 
220 UNPACK(#*####)AS(13) TO A4
230 IF  A4=>5 THEN 130 
SIF A 4 *l THEN 130
?=YB(M3 >-Y9(M3)
R H O T O - ^  1 4 o j. z x o  /-?-?
?V3«Z8(H3)-Z9(M3)
" ° . g g 3  R
870 V4=V4*Vlt8
ivs-vs*vate
:V6-VG*V3tS
SBO GOTO 340 
290 UJ4-W4W14S 
:U5=UIS+V2t2 
:U6-WStV3fB 
!je»ja+i 
:J3«J3+l 
300 GOTO 340
310 va-ZG(Mai-z7tMa>
320 U6-UG*\rat8 
330 GOTO 360
340 PRINTUSING 370 ,A4,X9tM3),Y9(M3),Z9(M3),XB(M3),VB(M31,Z8(MS),VI,
;M3=M3*1 
350 GOTO 210
360 PRINTUSING 380,A4,X71M2),Y7CM2),27(MS>,Z6(M2),V3 
:M2=M2*1
370% #*»*»* -»**###.### -##*#*#.### -»»####.### -##*##*.##
* -####»#.#*# -##*###.**# -#.#*# -#.*## -*.»*»
390% -#*#*##.### -######.*## -######.#«#
-#####*.*## -#.**#
330 GOTO 210
400 Sl«SORi(V4*VS)Z(2*Jl-8))
410 Sa=SQR(tW4+WS)/(2»Jg-4*M4))
420 S3=SGRIV6Z(J1-1>)
430 S4=S0R((U6+IiJ6)Z(J3-3*M4))
(SELECT PRINT 215(132)
8PRINTUSING 450,82,34,B1,S3 
460 LOAD DC R"PHQTO404"
APPENDIX B
OUTPUT FROM THE ST. FAITH'S TEST ABEA
M O D E I -  F O R M A T  1 O N
KCra. NO 6061
0.0000000 
1.0000000 
0.0003291 
0.0541558 
O.0730867 
0.9807056 
1.13S8843 
O.8336740 
0.2614617 
0.9712572 
0.6438904 
0.0530430
0.6287462
1.0360469 
0.7922759 
0.6564148 
0.0726668 
0.0091213
MODEL NO 6063
-0.0404582 
0.2676895 
0.0512616 
0.0416434 
-0.5138289 
0.3163839 
1.1662504 
1.0234632 
0.7898577 
0.6333015 
0.8463453 
0.4317653 
0.9436510 
0.8447012 
1.1652593
0.6466171
1.0427544
0.4798737
0.0000000 
-0.0304915 
0.9861612 
-0.0609784 
-1.0683199 
0.9594191 
-0.1824813 
-1.0316533 
0.7086956 
0.9602013 
0.5258603 
0.0208593 
0.09S4141 
-0.2314714 
-0.1717736 
-0.2241131 
-0.5373858 
-0.9252795 
-1.1087280 
-1.0724039 
-0.9763046
0.0000000 
-0.0179730 
1.0270954 
-0.1837084
I .0284559
0.1123857 
-0.2288384 
-0.5616800 
-0.9759183 
1.0746633 
-0.0408035 
-1.2642728 
0. 2507443 
-0.2315655 
-0.4980655 
-1.2231448 
-0.9467008 
-1.1781238 
-0.0304577 
-0.2313466 
0.5977877 
0.2671657 
-0.8404724
0.0000000 
0.0113328 
1.6163603 
1.6508440 
1.6826477 
1.6610459 
1.7084469
1.6434807 
1.7076374 
1.6611854 
1.6790464 
1.7072597 
1.7074122 
1.7080431 
1.7102391 
1.6829820
IK AT PHOTO SCALE
0.0000000 
0.0102224 
1.75B0485 
1.8010099 
1.7928494
1.7591005
1.7591005 
1.8020533 
t . 7995905 
1.7974366 
1.7951844
1.7710687
1.7919863 
1.7890810 
1.7696761 
1.7873543 
1.7300633 
1.7738817 
i .7714102
1.8016885
1.7883731
1.7725535
) ESR = 0.009 MM AT PHOTO SCALE
Q.0000000
1.0000000 
-0.088'R30 
0.157a360 
0.03187B? 
-0.SCI4810 
-0.0462238 
-0.1380868 
0.15629S0 
0.2118431 
0.221311S 
0.96402:9 
0.9304005 
1.08196BS
0.4461860 
0.6830948 
O.9650920
0.9354864
0,471398$
0.S27S803
0.3S08093
0.7949904
0.8314030
1.0764296
0.0000000 
-0.0078219 
1.0428104 
-0.0117655 
-1.1714170 
0.2615233 
-0.87125P4 
-1.0913021 
-0.0019557 
-0.1917134 
-0.4533256 
0.9503279 
-0.0563923 
-0.84551167 
0.9128204 
O.5993351 
0.6017891 
0.6026781 
0.38B5929 
0.3030164 
-0.03B0307 
0.006563?.
-0.5969433
-0.8571515
0.0000000 
0.0099340 
1.6923343 
;.6675094
£J6863290 
1.6804559 
1.6757644 
1.6676071 
1.6682471 
I.6671336 
1.653-9171 
1.6658340 
1.6738744 
1.6905252 
1.6675485
1.6763438 
1.6635782 
1.6676093 
1.6722421 
1.6710S6'i 
1.6731466 
1.6737541
D ERR = 0,008 MM AT PHOTO SCALE
0.0000000 
1.0000000 
-0.01041415 
-0.0558450 
0.0795569 
-0.0234861 
-O.0461766 
-0.0577324 
-0.1739976 
0.0740865
0.97B1576
0.4028435
0.7754164
0.4128638
1.0039813
0.3446028
0.7691563
0.7224903
0.0000000
-0.0417131
0.9238411
-0.0431837
-0.8040414
0.5900577
0.0174068 
-1.0283807 
-0.8149413 
0.7904903 
0.0664861 
-1.087BB96 
-0.5842985 
0.4202979 
-0.99SB393 
-0.8783088 
-0.0651039
0.2334404 
-0.6983501
0.0000000 
0.0035811 
1.5779422 
1.5324793 
1.6006240 
1.5393708 
1.6020118 
1.5943351 
1.6016823 
1.6006290 
1.5799014
3130038
3753007
20946%
0203804
9967526
MODEL NO 6065
-0.1746866 
-0.4116622 
-1.1850674
1.59650'*
1.[359594
D ERR = 0.010 I
1.5315575 
1 AT PHOTO SCAI.E
0.0000000
1.0000000
0.0352390
-0.0418286
0.1S77324
-0.2900735
0.0415614
-0.2863327
-0.2851554
-0.0133125
-0.0070525
-0.1265196
1.0962686
1.2045643
0.6929077
0.8903071
0.4641460
0*5032484
MODEL NO 6066
0.0000000 
I.OOOOOOO 
0.0950592
0. OOOOOOO 
-•0.0115603 
0.9230210 
0.10331'!
0.4891401 
-0.9572044 
0.2787849 
-0.7710649 
0.474S186 
-0.1667193 
-0.4399199 
0.9904231 
-0.1783293 
-C.9316951 
-0.4238046 
-1.2224551 
-0.7218964
0.2007669 
-0.2760341 
-0.1239502 
0.6985808 
0.7383676
/  PARALLAX STO ERR =
0.0000000
-0.1123730
0.0613359
0.0684992
-0.0910137
0.0465984
0.7441948
0.8719999
0.9949908
0.5099564
0.8043459
0.9328907 
-0.1SSS175 
-0.8609071 
-1.1307003 
-0.6637374 
0.1953331 
-0.1062412 
0.6937399 
0.8789038 
-0.1631639 
-1.0289641 
-0.9479645
0.7315435
-0.8279075
0.0000000
0.0129142
1.7829773
1.7779567
1.7795400
1.7847397
1.7768389
1.7775966
1.7653453
1.7793025
1.7731200
1.7847485
1.7660316
1.7694407
1.7705133
1 AT PHOTO SCALE
O. OOOOOOO 
0.0033242
1.6448905
1.6620568
1.6508442
1.6603728
1.6353008
1.6379989
1.6304413
1.6204103
1.6496820
1.6421321
1.6383397
1.6348115
1.6258338
1.6606747
0.8871095 
0.6807607 
0.322142a 
0.4285173 
1.0333385 
1.0074343
-0.1133504
0.4316920
-0.2464404
MODEL NO 6070
f PARALLAX STD ERR - 0.018 I-
0.0000000 
1.0000000 
0.0812688 
0.0695165 
-0.0564888 
0.8895855 
1.0291586 
1.1469854 
0.7015160 
1.0303234 
0.1614667 
0.1433037
ol9750848 
1.1300324 
-0.2895037 
-0.5797947 
0.1019319 
0.1143643 
0.1790304 
0.7671453 
0.0133706 
0.0808357
0.OOOOOOO 
1.0000000 
-0.0686462 
0.0505433 
0.1044140 
-0.2441619 
0.0573550 
0.1166553 
0.0007805 
0.1285731 
-0.5041676
0.0000000
0.0415691
1.0847649
0.0440423
-0.B23S439
0.0699438 
-0.8995840 
1.0410360 
0.0615691 
-0.0029517 
-0.8092392 
-0.6080517
E R O S
-0.7649347 
0.0828605 
0.3490584 
-0.1201780 
0.9674324 
0.3856889 
1.1825087 
1.0809378
0.0000000 
0.0221375 
1.0185121 
0.0471677 
-0.8463855 
. 0.9492547 
0.0394683 
-0,5790313 
0-7500228 
0.3211363 
0.3455412 
0.8088531 
-0.0478117 
-0.7235593 
0.8950445 
0.3845188 
-0.4505365 
0.2040237 
0.8708830
1.6449344
1.6354106
1.6446575 
1.620219: 
1.6400562
1 AT PHOTO SCALE
1.64B9489
1.6615113
1.6519945
1.6547618
1.6656008
1.6544832
1.6314126
1.6439524
1.6307193
1.6412363
1.6493275
1.6247832
0.0000000
-0.0038588
1.8061713
1.8134318 
1.8Z0S688 
1.7932654 
1.7902151 
1.8255565 
1.7932281 
1.8230699 
1.8194580 
1.7980313 
1.8073197 
1.8041125 
1.8018010 
1.7959370 
1.8115851 
1.8108592 
1.8082361 
1.8161203 
1.7991860 
1.8066539
1M AT PHOTO SCALE
0.OOOOOOO 
0.0040520 
1.6593385 
1.6487598 
1.6580206
216
0.7S1S253 
Q.9574400 
0.3963877
MODEL NO 6072
0.0562038
1,1032614
-0.6026369
1.6310838
1.6335304
1.6550567
Y PARALLAX STD ERR = 0.005 MM AT PHOTO SCALE
0.0000000 
1.0000000 
0.0025185 
0.0564191 
-0.018442S 
-0.1664726 
-0.1334014 
0.0613251 
-0.0678113 
1.0696101
0. S94SC0S 
0.7023584 
0.9179814 
1.0294803 
1.0S3S677 
0.7170662 
0.8006552 
1.0309076 
1.0371475 
0.3549610 
0.6934323
0.0000000
-0.0022119
1.7037854
1.6899509
1.6860123
1.6888343 
1.7204578 
1.6957304
0.0000000 
0.0183421 
0.7781646 
-0.1114375 
-0.8318336 
0.8633199 
-0.5349901 
0.1507648 
1.0823057 
1.0778140 
0.0826966 
-0,8567911 
0.2852038 
0.3912927 
-0.9127531 
1.066370.9 
-0.2177676 
0.8457378 
-0.6110787 
-0.1554552 
0.7967310 
-0.8240298
f  PARALt-AX STO ERR - 0.008 MM AT PHOTO SCALE
1.6752352
1.6751573 
1.6712447 
1.6950097 
1.6733244 
1.6937402 
1.6676333 
1.6640455 
1.6987558
MODEL NO 6073
0.0000000 
1.0000000 
O.0456740 
0.0590804 
-0.0974299 
-0.3296081 
-O.1053868 
0.047S877 
0.0368370 
-0.3018952 
0.03125S8 
0.0376834 
-0.3135532 
1.1823592 
0.8949331 
1.03343S5 
0.3510855 
1.0766464 
0.9101203
0,3209541
0.7603624
0.4173976
0.0000000
0.0306653
1.1522144
0.0915889
-0.9131150
0.2988396
0.4169781
1.1400055 
-0.2367706 
-0.648443: 
-0.1627941 
-0.8828386 
0.8459224 
-0.1315949 
-0.9672934
l!0784849 
-0.1646431 
0.5570042 
0.0811317 
1.2769669 
0.9413915
0.0000000
0.0009333
1.7958310
1.7380070
1.7823161 
1.7350049 
1.7955003 
1.7876603 
1.7871742
l!8059547 
1.7718360 
1.7931904 
1.7764415 
1.7785255 
1.7759413 
1.7883945 
1.7729339
1.7844526 
1.7852953
y PARALLAX STD ERR « 1 AT PHOTO SCALE
0.0000000
1.0000000 
0.1755663 
-0.0879993 
0.0321441 
O.OBI7204 
-0.0745436 
0.2059503 
-0.0878393 
0.0754013 
0.831720S 
0.9446323 
1.0313153 
0.6794450 
0.3316137 
0.S172S94 
0.9943B24 
1.0806308 
0.6513388 
1.0050415 
0.9632244
0.0000000 
0.0468447 
0.7607074 
-0.1166063 
-0.8693673 
0.9706701 
-0.146S61F 
0.5006177 
0.6615912 
-0.8603321 
0.9588387 
-0.0S56271 
-0.0005542 
0.1641625 
-0.6246081 
0.9301531 
1.1375204 
-0.8480839 
0.6955543 
-0.0827965 
0.6914093
Y PARALLAX STD ERR = 0.011
0.0000000
1.S7895B3 
1.6148292
1.5796203 
1.6IJ3670 
1.5842065 
I.5847660 
1.6037316 
1.5835149 
1.5876070 
1.5787076 
1.5970071
1.5819305
1.5775639
1:833:
1.5760524 
1M AT PHOTO SCALE
0.0000000
1.0000000 
-0.1801077 
-0.0601302 
0.0044355 
-0.1729377 
0.0307773 
0.0696426 
0.0068953 
-0.0177521 
0.8598041
0.9S07949
1.0138336
0.3570174
0.6593713
1.0813645
0.9384S03
0.5338141
0.0000000 
0.0021943 
1.0090844 
-0.1335858 
-0.9714400 
1.0441850
-1.0267064 
-0.1657734 
0.7046846 
0.7439595 
-0.1064324 
-0.8985210 
-1.0123000 
-0.8398703 
-1.0359375
o !b 189285
0.8311990
0.0000000
-0.0081418
1.7865956 
1.76643 37 
1.7942349 
1.7909611
117831838 
1.7619184
3.7536987
3.7643269
1.7555659
1.7663085
PARALLAX STD ERR = 0.010 MM AT PHOTO SCALE
S T R I P *  F-ClRHA-r X O M
JUNCTION OF MODELS 6061 - 6062
*1.135892, 
*0.8335239 
*0.9713809 
*0.9713809
*1.0477356
*1.0360163
40.7921215
*1.8728557
*2.0995217
*1.9549773
*1.7470831
*1.5958530
♦1.7343062
*1.7873259
*2.0983713
*2.150391*
*1.6149998
♦1.9853971
+1.4464593
*2.1553021
*1.54614%
-0.0202576 
-0.0450806 
+0.9590807 
0.1822333 
-1.0318267 
*0.9604495 
♦0.9604495 
-,0.0956181 
-0.2239960 
-0. 5373681 
-0.9254256 
*0.9966060 
-0.0560337 
-1,5070364 
+0.5516660 
-0.2315895 
-0.4840855
-0.9075700 
-1.1544498 
-0.0462803 
-0.3359160 
*0.5496850 
*0.2350329 
-0.8035773 
-0.5011282 
*0.3172708
*0.0114249
*0.0205158
*1.6501128
♦ liHllOlO
♦1.707531-3 
*1,7076582 
-rl.7078828 
*1.7087259 
*1.7013738 
♦1.6787964 
♦1.6854482 
♦1.6967745 
•H.6973970 
*1.6807818 
*1.7026033 
*1.6935281 
♦1.6893339
►1.0000000 -0.0204915
♦0.9807056 
♦1.1358843 
♦0.8336740 
♦0.9712572
♦1I2542772 
♦1.0477313 
♦1.0360469 
♦0.7922759
-1.7036628
•1.6930948
-1.6860437
•1.6790609
•1.6994S4S
♦0.9594191 
-0.1854813 
-1.0316533 
♦0.9602013 
♦0.9603254 
♦0.0954141 
-0.2241131 
-0.5373858 
-0.9252795
♦0.0113320
♦1.6610459
*1.7034469
+1.7065953
♦1.6609654
♦1.6610332
♦1.7076374
♦1.7072597
♦1.7080431
i-03 ♦.921E-04
243E-03
204E-03
B1CMA X///Z f PHOTO SCALE
JUNCTION OF MODELS 6062 - 6063
+1.9415813
+2.9357973
+1.3728433
♦2.0992183
♦1.9549964
*1.7470387
♦1.7873421 
♦2.0983510 
♦2.1503949 
*2.1553305 
♦2.9174854 
♦2.867162B 
♦3.0046103 
+1.9633839 
*2.3967049 
►2.6323043 
IS. 9027755
-0.0451222 
-0.0696781 
♦0.9967005 
-0.0560774 
-1.2070455 
♦0.2217294 
-0.9072510 
-1.1245210 
-0.0463056 
-0.2359204 
-0.SOI1840 
♦0.0869874 
-0.U34413 
-0.9010241 
+0.8658765 
♦0.S472073 
*0.5451657 
+0.5414780 
+0.3372450
+0.0205307 
+0.0236274 
+1.7014587 
+1.6787311 
*1.6854135 
♦ 1 .’6971745 
♦1.6935261 
+1.6893838 
+1.6788091 
+1.6797892 
♦1.6792184 
♦1.6620059 
+1.6765390
-0.0450806 +0.020S15” -.339E-Q5 -.416E-Q6
♦1.8728557
*2.0992217
+1.9549773
♦1.7470831
*2.0983713 
*2.1503914 
+2.1553021
U. 6998503
•1.6747383 
•1.6732329 
-1.6861053
D. 9966060 
3.0560337 
U 2070364 
%2216660 
>.3072700 
1.1244498 
). 0462809
♦1.636774F 
♦i.0335231 
H.6893339 
•H.6790488 
♦1.679802] 
♦1.6790609
+.945E-04
-.437E-04
-.'315E-0F.
'22-04 -.7125 -04 ►.499C 04 
-.23^-03
P ^ C I R M A T  IC1IM
JUNCTION OF MODELS 6061 - 6
*1 .0DOODAH 
♦1.9415833 
+0.9808428 
<-1.1358921 
♦0.8335239 
10.9713809 
+0.9713809 
+1.2545782 
♦1.0477356 
+1.0360163 
+0.7921215 
+1.S7SS557 
♦2.0992217 
+1.9549773 
+1.7470831 
+1.5958230 
+1.7943062
-0.0202276
*2.8823625
*S.0983713 
+2.1503914 
+ 1.6149998 
♦1.9353971 
♦1.4464593 
♦2,1553021 
+1.5461496
+0.9590807 
-0.1822333 
-1.0318267 
+0.9604v35 
+0.9604495 
+0.0956181 
-0.2233960 
-0.5373681 
-0.9254256 
*0.9956060 
-0.05603^7 
-1.2070364 
♦0.2216660 
-0.2312895 
-0.4840852
-0.9072700 
-1.1244498 
-0.0462809 
-0.2359160 
+0.5496850
-0.8035773 
-0.5011282 
♦0. 3172708
+1.7072575
+1.6611010 
+1.7075319 
+1.7076582 
♦1.7078828 
♦1.7087259 
*1.7033738 
+1.6787964 
♦1.6354482 
+1.6967745 
+1.6973970 
+1.6807818 
+3.7026033 
+1.6935281 
+1.6893339 
+1.6790488 
+ 1.6798021
+1.0000000
+v 1807056 
+1.1358343 
+0.8336740 
+0.3712572 
+0.9713190 
+1.2542772 
+1.0477313 
+1.0360469 
+0.7922759
1.6610459
1.0316533 
3.9602013 
D. 9603254 
D.0954141
♦1.7065338 
U. 6609654 
+1.6610332 
+1.7076374 
<1.7072597
+l!7080431
WOE-tt
+.124E-03
+.504E-03
-.14K-03
►1.6930948 
U. 6860437 
►1.6790609 
-1.6994545
+.658E-03
t.£78E-04
+.G82E-03
SIGMA X/Y/Z >1 AT PHOTO SCALE
JUNCTION OF MODELS 6062 - 6
+1.9415819 
+e. 9357973 
+1.872B433 
+2.0992183 
+1.9549964 
+1.7470387
+1.7873421 
♦2.09S3S10 
♦ S. 1503949 
♦5.1553305 
+2.9174B54 
♦S.8671628 
+3.0046103 
+1.9633839 
+2. 3967049 
+3.6323043 
+3.9027 755 
♦2.3892299
-0.0451222 
-0.0696783 
+0.9967005 
-0.0560774 
-1.2070455 
+0.2217294 
-0.3072510 
-1.1245210 
-0.0463056 
-0.2359204
+0.8869874 
-0.1134413 
-0.9010241 
+0.8658765 
+0.5472073 
♦0.5451657 
‘0. 541',7B0 
+0.3372450 
+0.2435673 
-0.0874776 
-0.0507913
+0.0205307 
♦0.0296274 
+1.7014587 
+1.6787311 
+1.6854135 
+ 1.S971745 
+1.6935261 
♦1.6893838 
+1.6788091 
+ 1.6797892 
41.6792184 
♦1.6620059 
fl.6765390
♦1.8728557 
♦a. 0992217 
*•1.9549773 
#1. 7470832
+1.7B73259 
+2.0983713 
*2.1503914 
♦2.1553021
-0.0450806 +0.0205153 -.339E-05 -.416E-04 k.l49E-04
♦0.9966060 +1.7013738 -.123C-04 +.94 SC-04 +.849E-04
-0.0560337 +1.6787364 -.337E-05 -.43T=i 04 -.6S2E-04
-1.2070364 +1.6354482 +.191E-04 -.9lSE-0=i -.346£-0<i
+0.2216660 +3.696774,5 -.443F-04 +. G.34E-04 +.400E-03
-0.9072700 +1.6935281 ♦. 17RE-04 +.189F-04 -.30K-OS
-1.1244493 +1.6893339 *.162E-04 -.712E-04 ».4'«C-04
-0.0462P09 +1.67'304S8 -.202E-04 -.247F-04 -.239E-03
-0.2359160 *1.6798051 ‘.350E-0S -.4-,3E-0S -. 1235-04
-0.5011282 +1.6790609 *.2345-04 -.553E-04 +.1S7E-M
+1.6998509
+1.6772888
+1.6747383
+ l! 68510=59 
*1.68625)8 
+1.6746246 
+1.6781780
*a.7 i3«J3i 
+2.741S423 
♦a.9939139
-0.6AB4777 ~ >1.GBS5S50 " 
-1.1333413 *1.6839973
-0.9121035 *1.6859361
SIGMA X/Y/Z T PHOTO SCALE
JUNCTION OF MODELS 6063 - 6064
*2.9357585
*2.9027748 
*2.8/82507 
♦2.8653918 
*3. 7* J 5564 
*3.9989231 
*4.0%9290 
*3.9372623 
*4.0558405 
*3.3390200 
*3.7286671
*3.9607604 
*3.5813443 
*3.7215881 
*3.6701334 
*3.5508975 
31466) 6 
*3.1406728 
*3.9330237 
*3.9556841 
*3.8323437 
*3.7841103
-0.0696343 
-0.1161387 
*0.8868513 
-0.1133990 
-O.9009741 
*0.5415937 
*0.2439784 
-0.0507036 
-1.1332076 
-0.9i£fc319 
*0.7452293 
-0.0034144 
-1.1976956 
-0.6747306
-1.1005132 
-0.9809099 
-0.1374180 
*0.1700059 
-0.7937933 
*0.5506058 
*0.1568552
0.0296166
0.0400713
1.6615390
*2.9357973 -0.069673! *0.029=274 -.8 5E-04 107E-04
1.6709899
1.6810314 
1.6848317 
1.6794260
‘0.3361036 
-0.2523751 
-0.4977329 
-1.2976888
*S.9174SS4 
♦2.8671638 
*3.0046103 
*3.9027755 
*2.8782579 
*2.8654104 
*2.7415429 
*5.99B9339
1.6828654
ll6817695 
1.6827585 
1.6770006 
I .6748451 
1.6780854
X9010P41
1.66300SS 
1.6765330 
1.€360333 
1.67329P3 
1.6862513 
1.S7817PO 
1.6353973 
1.6359.%!
‘.423E-04
SIGMA X/Y/Z = 0.016
JUNCTION 0
1 AT PHOTO SCALE
MODELS 6064 - 6065
*3.9701324
*4.8874415
♦4.0490072
*3.9372597
*3.3607439
*3.7216094
♦3.6701698
♦4,7116189
♦4.6354619
*4.8659634
♦4.9016681
♦4.5447407
-0.1160247 
-0.1765462 
*0.7452548 
-0.0033010 
-1.1979484 
*0.3633343 
-0.3808883 
♦0.1700195 
-0.7936674 
<0.3360406 
-0.2529041 
-0.4976785 
*0.7538845 
-0.3241504 
-0.9381652 
-0.5366531 
-1.2743323
-1.26737:6
♦0.0400219 
*0.0522754 
*1.6707682 
*1.6734149 
*1.6815905 
*1.6790750 
*1.6514042 
*1.6754776 
*1.6835714 
♦1.6763597 
♦1.6747365 
♦1.6778370 
*1.6542586 
♦1.6775033 
*1.6981325 
♦ 1.6739735 
*1.6317413 
>1.6905371 
•>1.6338864
*3.9701256 -0.1161387
*4.0490290 
*3.9372693 
*4.0553405 
*3.7286671 
♦ 3.9607604 
♦3.7215831 
♦3.67013%4 
*3.9850337 
♦3,9550341 
*3. FI333437
>.0034144 
-1.197695.6 
*0.3635943 
-0.9809039 
10.1700059 
-0.7937933 
*0.33C1036 
-0.3523791 
-0.4977323
♦ 1.670-3^ 
♦1.6737031
♦ 1.6310314
♦1.6770000
♦ 1.674P4r.|
♦ 1.67W54
280E-04
-. 04
♦ls43r-04
-0.3768766 —*1.6690991----
-0.S6B8496 ♦1.6688936
<0.5158384 ♦1.6727857
♦0.5172006 *1.6545525
SIGMA X/Y/Z <1 AT PHOTO SCALE
JUNCTION OF MODELS
*5.0263804
*5.0675468
♦4.7114922
*5.9408708
*5.5975558
*5.6699932
*5.7960525
*5.4210609
*5.7120313
*4.71754
►5.7412723
♦5.5706327
*5.1770513
*5.3144079
*5.9466718
*5.8647164
-O.1763557 
-0.2436766 
*0.7537373
*0.0S5160S 
*0.0635363 
*1.6538569 
*1.6/72435
-1.2747069 
-0.8155512 
*0.0394057 
-0.5658060 
*0.5170751 
*0.6430750 
-0.3646547 
-1.2245770
*0.5109163 
*0.5118627 
-0.9661916 
-0.3244523 
♦0.2048133 
-0.4205512 
*0.0938918 
*0.6453494 
-0.SE21544
•1.6367333
•1.6615507
•1.6686525
•1.6539695
•1.6489159
1.6364094
0672573
8659634
9016681
9145950
*1.6854819
*1.6606780
*1.6540027
*1.6973530
*1.6823619
•1.6333009
•1.6742544
•1.6487457
-0.1765462
*0.7533845 
-0.3241504 
-0.39S1C-.52 
-1.2743323 
-0.8253954 
*0.0394066 
-0.2658496 
*0.5172006
K19CR-03 -. 114E-03
».284E-04
--234E-03 
-1801E-06
SIGMA X/Y/Z = 0.026 MM AT PHOTO SCALE
JUNCTION OF MODELS 6070 - 6071
*0.9399SB0 
*2.0871531 
*0.8396158 
*1.0291442
*0.7012190
*1.0303122
*1.1503644
♦ll1300077 
*0.7670392 
*2.07*3550 
12.1441413 
*2.0725518 
*1.9015551 
*1.6795749 
*1.9493572 
*2.1463270 
*1,4784497 
*1.8175581
*0.0416390
*l!1E276S7 
*0.0700664 
-O.8932701 
*1.0411571 
*0.0617176 
-0.6080161 
*0.8335343 
*0.3718037 
+0.3858691 
*0.9357862 
*0.0043544 
-0.7500360
-0.0018481 
*0.0021499 
*1.8199518
-0. 4403437 
*0.2793536 
*0.9825567 
*0.1070593 
*1.2537034 
-0.6232335
*1.0000000
<0.3805852 
*1.02915?'- 
*1.1469854 
*0.7012160 
*1.0303234 
*1.1503774 
*0.9750R4Z3 
*1.1300324 
*0.7671453
►1.7761527 
M.7856097 
U. 7897930 
H.7863047 
►1.7689517 
►1,8049848 
►1.7738866 
►1,7916538- 
►1.7906595
♦0.0415691 -0.001353? -.139E-04
H.j230->’'v
-0.3f3Sfl10
*1.0410360
-0.6080^17
*0.8335421
*0.3RWT189
7902151
8255563
7932231
8073197
8041125
*.14PE 03 
*.3556-04 221
SIGMA X/Y/7 = 0.010 MM AT PHOTO SCW-E
JUNCTION OF i-tonrLS
♦2.05715-31 
*3.13J8860 
*2.0793319 
+S. 1441433 
♦2.0725527 
+1.901S903 
*1.9493880 
♦2.1468148 
♦3.0028023 
♦3.1336551 
♦3.1957093
♦2.8166579 
♦3.0414075 
♦3.1704069 
♦3.1877493 
+2.8368019 
♦2.9142708 
♦ 3.1536015
+0.1027644 
♦0.1313653
+0.0048434 
'0.75004*5 
♦1.0232368 
-0.4402442 
♦0.2793522 
♦1.2536614 
♦1.2594114
-ol 7676330 
♦0.42606% 
♦0.5390R21
♦1.3473698 
-0.1004304 
♦1.0139085 
-0.5093558 
-0,03SB41S 
♦0.9585126 
-0.7351995
♦0.0031370
♦0.0013783
♦1.7774084
♦1.7755362
♦ll7852115
♦ 1! 7686‘. . 
♦1.791457, 
♦1.7676155 
♦1.7509448 
♦1.7667243
♦1[7533185
♦ L.7633B7a 
♦1.7569744
♦li7675638 
♦1.7563367 
♦1.7476333 
♦1.7725607 
♦1.7750371
♦3.0871581 +0.1027759
♦2.07932V 
♦2.14414K! 
♦2.072531R
♦1.9493575 
♦S.1468270 
B.0038010
+0.9357862 
♦0.0048544 
-0.1500360 
+ 1.023=5150 
-0.4403437 
► 0.373329?. 
+J.P537034
•1.7774504
•l! 7856037 
-1. 78C-3047 
•1.7689517 
•1.7316338
-.114E-04 123E-04
-.230E-04 -.419E-04
-.109E-04 ‘.721E-04
'.514E-04 174E-04
-.218E-0n -.398E-03
994lr*04 -.403E-03
3321-04 -.260E-03
--419E-04 -.165E-03
SIGMA X/Y/Z
JIMCTIQN OF MODELS 6072 - 6073
♦3.1339803
•v3.0t’B63B0
•>.2.8166330
+3.0413934
♦ S. 1703863 
♦3.1077535 
♦2.2367677 
♦3.1585855
+e'3167S'30 
♦A. ;<3311i3 
♦A.3133530 
♦4.I>38210
+4.2033503 
+4.0203^75 
♦A.3401136 
► 3.4528029
♦ 3.9002341 
+3.5589470 
♦4.0206015
767to60
♦0.0014440 
♦0.0003462 
♦1.7677649 
•I1.7E11001 
♦1.7E53537
8543536
5474700
1004854
5092937
7350183
0130138
7930350
0456755
3.1936531
3-. 0236682 
2.8166579 
3.0414075 
3.1704069 
3. 1277493 
5.8363019 
3.1586015
=!8166551
t.-434086 
U 7494093 
l.74f.51*S
. 7564275 
l"733£C13
0.2173334 
0.7676830 
G.4260656
y*.,?,?S03S3
l.,74736'38
o!5093528 
D.03P2415 
3.7351995
!190E-04 
.90SE-0S
1.7669744
1!7563367 
1.7476333 
1.7750371
412E04
59KF-06
SIGMA X/Y/Z = 0.015 MM A1 r'JTO r.ALE
222
JUNCTION OF MODELS 6073 -  6074
+4.11662*7
+5.2091233
+4.3091015
+4.0138562
+4.1388241
+4.2083524
+4.0283082
+4.3400740
+4.0205946
+4.1861513
+S.OOS4679
+5.1*21883
+S.2197B30
+4.4679696 
+5.0117827 
+5.2071109 
+5.2841706
+0.1482623
+0*9435103 
-0.0129818 
-0.8358760 
+1.1735367 
-0.0457277 
+0.6591552
-0.8263038
*1.1544274
♦0.0455458
-0.7682807
+0.0009369
+0.0002631
+1.7419605
3.£707310 
1.1886069 
1.3481525
+1.7435410 
+ 1.7468800 
+1.7570094 
+1.7422037 
+1.7452856 
+1.7403895
+ U73&44BS 
+1.7109810 
+1.7505437 
+1.7294109
+0.8681942 
+0.0153937 
+0.8613175
+1.7512920
+1.7087386
♦1.7521738
♦1.7350946
♦1.7399480
♦0.9434633 
-0.0130188 
-0.8357561 
+1.1733089 
-0.0456755 
♦0.6591781 
+0.8373641 
-0.8259120
1.7419098 
1.7615650 
•1.7434036 
1.7465145 
1.7567687 
1.7424193 
1.7453961 
•1.7396658
>1 AT PHOTO #CALK
JUNCTION OF MCBFXS 6074 -  6075
1816588
0054543
♦0.1910172 
♦0.5106770 
♦1.1545011 
+0.0454204 
-0.7681017
+ 1.3485564
3.0002580 ♦5.5091523
2079509
0216490
2792152
2035692
1450198
+0.015S373
+0.8614077
+0.9141257
+0.0924315
-0.6805466
-0.7900576
5515490
7050742
-0.0014543
+1.7537583
♦1.7105190
+1.7557602
+1.7521448
+1.7028232
.1911447 +0.0005631 +.314E-0S - . I t
+0.1158073
♦0.9904803
♦0.9341939
♦ 1.7402383 
♦1.7555952 
♦1.7519025 
♦1.702896$ 
♦1.6977705 
♦1.702S176 
♦1.7016841 
♦1.7523431 
♦1.7202365 
♦1.7585546
5.0054673 
5.1421883 
S.2197830 
5.0117827 
5.5071109 
5.2841706 
5.5079377 
5.1637317
+1.1836069 
♦1.3481222 
-0. 8206460 . 
+0.0153937 
+0.86:3] 7S
1.73644%
1.7109310
1.7515920 
1.7087336 
1.7350946
135E-04 737E-04
83SE-05 - . 125E-03
44SE-05 ♦ .178E-03
381S-0B - . 499E-04
132E-04 -.963E-04
21IE-04 +.902E-04
.S4CC-04
.230E-03
SIGMA X/Y/Z T PHOTO SCALE
OUTPUT FROM TEE DURBAN TEST AREA
Ol/Ol/l'MS
D.CpDDOOOD 
I. OOOOCK'-O 
o.oonwi? 
O.Oinsws 
s. 3osr»ro 
s.aas^fi
1.07573771
a!S33R777 
3.0170350 
D.3b3»J13s 
0.00S6'X-’.7
3.9705333 
0.0103533
Y PARALLAX r.TO Ff(R = 0
^.06X1044
uomar-B
3.RfR4048
J. <331902?
9Saf-pt!S
3.0733400
0.0000000
0.0aiP2r?7
1.5764S31
j!5446435 
1.51S654B
1.5024360
1.S3P5814
lisas? £,34
1iS333S32 
1.5531454
<1 AT PHOTO SCALE
0. DOOOWn 
1.0000000 
-0.0741518
O.llEOOOtl 
0.9472&-I3 
0.33360"^ 
0.3.1B7in
0.924714E.
O.QTC-TtSl
0.00f.937q
■o.Qssnizv 
0. #*0350
o.jomso
-l.n?B44M
0.89CW410 
0.04P17SS 
-O.?eS3J03
0.0000000
0.0047320
l!6026714
1! S43B:136. 
3.5743033
1 S52P3S3 
1.5441^6?
1.C.1H9B03 
1.W339421 
l.BS34fl0J
U5714810
T PHOTO POALC
0.0000000
0.002B379 
1.34CS49-.1
2
25
•0.06654JS 
1.0433303 
1.01345S9 
l.ie\B377 
0.1263718 
0.9656431 
1.08066*4 
-0.114303 7
PCTWAf.
XOR1^3
19SS319 843PS7&
S06S413
B53P9&9
0.0000000 
1.00' OOOO 
0.0803873
0.9379955 
1.06.34S7S 
1.21374=1P
o!99?C-^ 33 
0.97R30SB 
0.07126?9 
0.0105390 
0.93(rTO?3 
0.0154S4S
3. OOiKKlOO 
3.00583? e- 
l.OOPOOTS 
3.1303440 
1.PB94107 
3. 3(333901
a! soywr.n
i!p072-I0F«
3.0S13‘MB
d! 0440450
0.0000000 
-0.00r,307S
l.sas033R 
1.043!l34f, 
3.333P7J3 
1.3P3R443 
1.3607^^3 
l.S€.34^n
J.B03S7ir. 
1.346RV3f, 
3 . B376S9F
fl AT Pl-Cirn KALE
OOOOOOO
OOOOOOO
0G759f.R
10033F6
0BC.75P0
2et8f.=l4
0338140
94B34,?',
00S10C-3
01293-13
oowrna
ocas-vx.
83-J70i.^ 226
DtXXXXlO
loonooor
3. lOOOlRJ 
3.3003700
CJ. OOOOOOO 
O.0594333 
i.iaejjos 
0.0J09J43
lil37a)lA 
-0.0032659 
-o.tis/escs 
o.-reaoaoo 
J. OOPj333 
-1.01StW»8
~1.1 »SA3P3 
-0.01E.7fj12 
1.0394260 
C. 003*J.n» 
-1.P5W7AS
V PAVALLAX 3J7> S
0. OOOOOOO
1.S49W.I2
l.S76#.'-15B
l.SaOlStiK
5.3437MN
1.3083101 
I.SPC-HIO 
3.8570034 
1 ..838300F 
).9963527
1. 8044358
119500764
r PHOTO ^ CAI-E
0.0000000 
1.0000000 
-0.17fe4S6S 
o. 07r-D0:-(fi
1.0413314
1.077473a 
0.09*4147 
0.53^33^4 
3.07P7STO 
0.6153504 
i.ias isas
0.3433740 
-0.1093071 
1.02K9=i0 
-0.1203243 
0.35240*5 
0.00)13)') 
•O. 9373X15
0.OOOOOOO 
0.C1C17OTM
-li1347330 
0.9CV4371 
o.oaasaiE 
-O.S96OT7a 
0.7138703 
1.0261484 
i.oc-atofs 
-0.9l834r.7 
-0.R771O78 
-O. P834C7m 
1.07407*3 
I.0R1J&43
-1.0fIlftS72
-0.0136390
O.OfJZTl
1.8678PS4 
1.3CS7337 
1.872BC-03
i.a ip n s *
l!8343733 
I.S739193 
3.866.7629 
1.790*387 
3.7800331 
S.8046753 
1.3501730 
3.B6704SB 
1. SG644S0 
1.8039318 
3.36337*9 
1.3039740
T puma 3CALC
2
2
7
o*c>7nn4
97PW<<1
tolTGOSO
y PARALLAX STO cmi =
ae3483.-2
7341V106
77B63SK.
30*9634
B50CS19
80f'0?2ft
7M3043]
T PHOTO SCALE
OOOOOOO
oooooon
OBHBSfV
00‘tSflT’P
0607*50
3303359
0400310
0275703
-0.0E.*34Sr.
0.0313W
i.oviacrr
0.0000000 
O.3030372
o.oiituare
-0.061P77S 
0.7983CS.S 
-O.0976433 
-0.679Wf@ 
1.06PS79S
-O.OlftDKSl
0.30*8106
-0.3343393
-1.1002707
0.0000000 
-0.001835* 
J.736SPS0 
1.7399770 
3.7352642 
3.7366690 
1.6495*23 
1.7193932 
1.7640863
1.6717658 
1.730944? 
3.7352456 
1.7*38009
T PHOTO SCALE
038?aP3
'3*337*3
0G76640
M33007
OlOcfciM 
V PARALLAX STD EHFl
OOOOOOO
0003f.73
6*43639
709E091
0943537
72600*0
7459426
7088W0
r Piinrn scale
228
D.OOOOOOO 
o.mo/aOT 
1.14*0305
o! C4MU73
0.B376331 
D. 14BB5U4 
3.
). 'J&4C3JS 
i.05Ba??'0
2074-aa 1.1S7CW2'
t  PARALLAX STO FHR = O.Oli 
MODEL M3 Pi
0.0000000
0.0013417
1.714B867
1.69424M 
1.7043017 
1.7210439 
1.7303139
l}7404430 
1.724996] 
1.6366324 
3.7379905 
3.7143547
r Pi-nTn scale
D.OOOOOOO 
1.0000000 
3.S4R5ae-a 
3.2rj(X2'JM
l!0493033 
3.9E.S4bP7
3.30f-9R7R 
1. 0GK70,"12
1.03^ 415*7
3.920V47F
0.0000000
3. ?335784 
1.1071POS 
3. &909320
0.7305301
0.0339493
0.693491K
1. OMPTW, 
1.04C9SM5
0.OOOOOOO 
0.0033075 
).6101042 
1.753741E. 
1.7539939 
1.6888831 
1.7596330 
3.6453249 
1.75P4351 
3.742!i3P4 
3.7304533 
1.745f.944
3. e8e.r.r>31
1.7334984
I'ttfirn scale
-o.ooraraa
o.o4ry(X'B
0. 37R'.U9a
3.034 JW3 
3. fc374S:i.-> 
1.10ffe93B
3. OOOOOOO 
3.0007510 
1.7289455 
1. C63P.7S4 
1.7274366 
1.7311406 
1.6934743 
>.7ia=353
2
2
9

1.1016104
o.so£f.r>j7
-o.Bouiour.
l.Ob'JOBU
-0.7R91KW
0.0000000
-O.OJAA47P
1!5780423 
1.630740] 
1.603907! 
1.5321389 
1.704S17P 
1.C603142 
1.5375347 
1.6B0flGai 
1. 586.762? 
1.7173214 
1.60fi7339 
1.S616047 
J.6007R31 
1.5976)15
D.OCPdO.’! 
3. 044C.315 
3.6203931
3I51007C-Q
3.0403474
D.2*)rtJ0a
1. K.4.T37?
3.0550:«fi 
3. OP04350
0.OOOOOOO 
-0.0345011
o.'»?ae>73
-0.7279467
o.sooYe* 
-0.3Gt.7695 
0.992S3B0 
-0.6757 VO? 
0.325a’5H
O.0440395 
O.C500070 
0.3388^39 
-0.0n33S55
« AT PHOTO SCW-E
D.OOOOOOO
1.5333699 
1.4863503
1. 5309463
1.5299526 
1.5393439 
1.5533886 
J.5704582 
3.5864451 
1.4919900 
3.5033697
I. 5096 724
t •= 0.012 m  AT PHOTO SCALE
D. OfXlOOOO 
3.00000110 
D.3052603
3. OOOOOOO 
3.0334690 
3.913SJS1
5.387W0&
].7347755 
1.7327099
3.7497100 
3.7759778 
1,7532466
2
3
1
1.7S04797
1.7B3M33
t PHrrrn scale
0.OOOOOOO 
1.0000000 
-0.B09S7;.’C. 
O.OWOBAl 
-o.iBiayn 
0.93?3Ki)
0.73'.)10«
l!o3046Ce
o'. SM1A75
olal^ipv
1.06*9'Jta
0.04R1473
3.12C6.1?a 
1.0EU70C.B 
3. P9PftH33 
3.77MV1P6 
3.'13]?53D 
J.WW3JS 
a.ooaaorA
d!597C.3-.7 
3.0597^5? 
1.073J 0?3
f PARALLAX STO ERR = 0
0.0300000 
-0.0095E.2S 
1.769P&4& 
1.707PC1S3 
J.70A7S95 
1.667943=1 
1.6899117 
1.7292349
1.666773.7
J.7261707 
1. (,934431 
1.7355083 
J.R8B&B29 
1.R767415 
1.7630671
A AT PHOTO SCALE
n. oonooop 
1.0000000 
a.oEKfaso 
3.070*0‘i5 
0.1137377
0.0353560
1. osn rsof. 
3.86MC.r.9 
3.01S7S34 
3. Zr/K-423-i 
1.034000=;
o.nop&opo
1.00789^6 
3.87EJtf*
d. roexxfln 
0.0379PA7 
0.739rt0?5 
-0.)P391FB 
-I.079.m0 
0.60103P3 
0.03JMP6
Oi-ZSBM^O
0.5331W.1
O.SOOSSP2
oi5%B4f'S
-1.015S61P
V PARALLAX CUD fRI
0.13000000 
-0.0327483
1.640&334 
1.6634 <133 
1.72063=5 
1.0278093 
1.6A53HD7 
1-WKJ3S0S
1.B386358 
1.6157333 
1.601473,? 
1.6.863419 
1.M07304 
1.CSS03S-/ 
1.6S04P33 
J.eaR9A68 
1.7150734
T PHOTO SCALE
Y PARALLAX
2
3
2
oms-ic.
oaosfSs
0U4P343
114ASF.7
63^F01
737P4rA
E.70306»
TTYPMM
7181550
630E127S
FGSSSm
r  PJ OTO SCALE
OOOOOOO
OOOOOOO
074W0
0441037
OOOOOOO
0.10I00S
7650794
0074AC?
0S31447
nisasaF
7P7e?27
7432173
aaooaii
U3M723
0.0000000 
-0.0021010
i.67eanae. 
1 .69037)J 
1.7436203
1.esic.198 
1.6330SB4 
1.7414S08 
).740.194? 
1.6434P1P
1.7334MR 
5.7415300 
).6574470 
1.C937016 
l.f'8SQ)G3 
l.f.764'ijr.
T PI DI O SCALE
&f'TGHO
1CT)63.-1S
O.OOOOOOO 
0.03MPM
o.r,700v?cr- 
-0.00773/17 
-0.930HK2R
o. fiiwe.w
o.oirt27P.n
0.'.S43441P.
0. C.G£0??0 
-0.7r.=t7774
1. la0=!197 
-0.-.173XC.14
O.OfcC-AOlO
0.1'OOOOOO 
-D.OOR4B.-»7
1.7130731 
1.7613275 
1.31440.il’ 
J. 737114f. 
1.77158203
1.73865W.]
1.eSWillfr 
1.701=1039
l.OWJU-lv
O . A W W
0.
-o.Mi'irona
i. 6D5,?ai4 
i.74aaJ3f' 
1.77f5%3 
1.315B00R
T PllOTn SCALE
D. 00001X10 
l.OCOOtTf)
nloaietm
0.303S327
1.04004%
0. KOZW1
n. 16F.44J4 
1.1073&SI! 
0.3C.M3X.
D.04S1SH7 
0.-JBK2C4'-. 
1.075080,' 
0.00*6751 
O.OOf.lBS?
0. OOOOOOO 
-0.0375097 
0.f-Si??ti3 
-0.0355743 
-0.95100fiS 
0.2SSKV37 
-0.D677SP4 
-1.0P09389 
0.63-130% 
0.30P9143 
-1.0G.7S333 
o.asesps'i
1.0691383 
0.9842180 
-0.0/»7C'417 
U.O'JP.ir.17 
-1.01J3S73
/ PM1ALLAX STO CTrt = O.
MTOKL NO
O.OOOOOOO 
-0.0025946, 
1.72654.4? 
1.7Cai0^3 
1.301S66) 
1.72SZ705 
1.7B307|j3 
1.7837338 
1.72S7SSS
l) 73525% 
1.6B7319S 
1.74S143C-, 
1.75-W&7R 
1.757303? 
J.7335031
f PHmCI SCALE
3.0000000
1.0000000 
3.0318W3S
1.2J-»33t)
/ PARALLAX KTI
0.0000000 
-O.CU|S74Ci7 
0. fvWl-370 
0.0007002 
-O. 'J6TO009
0. C1J72OC0 
•C.0^ 147.3 
-0. a^ss-.w 
-1.1SM0^4
C. 5047300
1.fUMM.3 
1.01717.72 
O.OlBOTW 
o.igmwfi
0.0000000 
o.ooasoai 
1.753J007 
I.7956393 
1.335S33& 
1.742S077
1.S3J207B 
1.7976293 
1.7423F14 
1. 7a39M6 
l.B41fc930 
1.7-923862 
1.7013743 
1.7774470 
1.7357363 
1.8382530
r  PHflTCI SCALE
2
3
4
r w ®
2
3
5
V PARALLAX
0.0000000
J.0000000
3. oaaaipc.
S.OXCSJf'
3. ,303'jr-,;i=, 
3. BBBbTQ-J 
D.791^503
D. 0000000
MI7M
a! qso.isS 
3.oc>4ror.s 
l.OTMV*
D. w m w o
3.9M34RC 
X030S/‘1d 
3.057r-ft6F.
Y PARALLAX
3.a9:TJ37R
3.0679313
3.3830033
STD FRR n C
1.761 <>732 
T PHOTO SCAi£
0.0000000 
1.0000000 
-o.oivisr.j 
0.2A035r.r<
1.04F0535'
o.avAf.oc-r.
D.02U1A13
3.0000000
xaiAssse.
3.04*sry6
3.GBO<irS7
3.WK M K
3.08K1J3P 
i. i loast'to 
1.0030520 
3.8UYR1P4
1.21^ 7404
t.iwr-oso
3.03410*0
1.3070005 
1.7395373 
1.7579477 
J.73S.P&23 
).773732i« 
1.731A733 
1.802^100 
1.8i,11534
J! 7737(^ 35 
1.211-1033 
i.a.xusas 
1.774 ares
1.73707611
fHrrra Bote
o.ivxwoo
2
3
6
>. D0543F.!,
). 1073?rt3 
5. CTW7P8
).CClRbEr73
073a0M. 
1.0321256 
). 130^:3
y PARALLAX STD FHR - 0.0)0 Ml 
MOC©- NO 3839
1. VOff.ISW
)! 720CSW
1.713304? 
1.7125831
i.'ye s^b -^’
1.7454421 
1.7CS3107 
1.7167248 
:.7193M3 
1.7503%]
r PHOTO SCALE
X OOOOOOO
i.oooooon 
%  0317622
K093C37-1
3.160269H 
a. 97732ns 
1.0307250 
D. CS2Z"SS«, 
3.0215370 
3.1438100
o.ocoooor 
O.ORFSWS 
1.04^ 180-1 
O.0876842 
-0.618=1233 
1.1317803
-0.4679711 
0. 50071034 
-0.C&9S4SS 
0.94901 IB 
-O.9372730 
-0.0169574 
0.9S9B1BS
1.121R]7r. 
-0.98733S9
f  PARALLAX RTO FRR = 0.012 W  A 
MODEL fJO 3940
D.OOOOOOO 
1. OOOOOOO 
3. i cos/m 
3.1027393
i'laoesns.
]. 03(173! :n 
D.07300! ='1 
1.1313047F, 
D.0538034 
3.09073/,4 
3.235'J04R 
3.00P778}
3. OOOOOOO 
0. 057PBf.5 
0734000
3.3S09078 
2.3-M9hir, 
3.90M140
0.0000000
-0.003S.I93
1.8075932
i. aoofms 
1.7937956 
).7162890
i jama
. D04S324 
l.7BS?B24 
1.8075555 
}.7363397 
\.7996838
1. S078F.70 
1.8050304 
1.7900075 
1.7978339
PHOTO SCALE
0.0000000
-0.0043=157
1.6445676
1.6137007 
1.6605S37 
1.670797P 
1.6S8P20S 
1.C-7B42HS
1.601M21 
1.6465341 
1.6343647
V PWALLAX
o. jetiss?*
n.oonoooo
1.0000000
3.0974354
1.3S414R3
3.0a-303R! 
3.1446.719 
Cl. 1290Cr.l
0.0000000 
0.0G5sa:-t5 
1.003W0S 
0.2B3P94S 
-0.31406.85 
.1.0367942 
0.31B9912 
-O.SS1453a 
O. '34'S4354
0".0-3ta342
O.KWtMJO
0.997Jt85/ 
O.P3'S74n2 
-0.4653259
T PHOTO SCALE
). OOOOOOO 
3.001*040 
1.6077MC. 
l.&41S67f. 
1.6466S48 
1.62005.81 
1.6327S4F.
li6244Q55 
1.64S400P 
1.&433R41 
1.6152445 
1.607S738
T PHOTO SCALE
D.OOOOOOO
1.OOOOOOO
O.OOM1S31 
0.05864’30
1.037S59-J
3! 33020a/ 
l.OOMI&ie. 
3.3179000
3.0754500
1.0421306
3.0000000 
3.0SS5M3 
D.0615352 
3.^ 4310.31 
3. W9M.7
3. SfWBO 
1.0SCA3R7 
0.5450120
3.5GOT655 
D.S=>14343 
3.5574332 
3.16C2X-1 
D.Qsassra 
3.3957P5A 
3.1M.7I427
3 FRR = 0.000 M
OOOOOOO
001597S
6369753
647*37*
6400630
6477503
6540606
6402731?
6499193
r PHOTO SCALE
r.. ooooocxi
•.OOOOOOO
-o. const,ss
-0.057S3E<e
0.0000000 
-0.0303751 
0.54040)0 
0. OSMHM]
06r.04Pl
KWMS
0370013
STr-tiBS?
0QQ4SS1
03%:793
&3S402& 
5t.7ri5C-7 
9W393 
87P3L3 4
4436748
i.tai-snes
1.57WU74
1.53S3S30
1.61025S3
liM33E,33
1.6107271 
1.S93141B 
1.5340MI0 
3.53QS610 
1.623M73
T PHfirO SCALE
0.0000000 
1.0000000 
-0.08107C.1 
0.0374K7 
-0.0034136.
o’.3£7F.V5r> 
O.S6.ie=.3S 
0.7738333 
3.03^ S1157 
0.S6^3604 
0.02aS7S6 
0.0473533 
0.1303563 
0.33347% 
-O.OOW-OS
Y PARALLAX f
OOOOOOO
8574392
0433313
sieasif.?
SOORYpn
ef?S4F73
17IW8S
8530334
PC07857
f-saooa?
1.6156.300 
J.6333470 
J. 602.1743 
1.6204085 
1.620254? 
1.S710736 
1.6102160 
1.6284F33 
1.6309565 
1.6141WJ3 
1.6144138 
3. 630^34 
1.633=178?
T PHOTO SCALE
MODEL NO 4445
OCOOtXX'
OOOOOOO
0535-416
0SSJ40S
02"339n 
anavjgz. 
osr&sft’ 
OJ003/0
O.OOOOOOO 
0.01M4S2 
1.0106793 
0.?33«135> 
-0.7307694 
1.1492079 
0.03P4P.17 
-o.r.xraisa
0.7.T0R3 P4
0.0000000
0.0024433
1.&S7P1'J0
3.64633 30 
1.6475009
l! 5933301 
1.610AS25 
1.6400033 
1.6502021 
1.6467821 
1.6354333
V PARALLAX RTO FRFI = 0.03 3 MM AT PHOTO SCALE
23$
MGOGL NU ABM.
O.OOCHXXIO 
1.0000000 
-0.1133734 
O.WfiS'yrf) 
O.OWGO':!^  
0.8549-UV. 
1.010434*. 
j.oaois?^
l.l298b4Fi 
0.37c'00!i0 
J.14S9D7S
o.os^&nr>
o.ooosaip.
0.90B304B
i.0PS30:V>
oinas54
5702350
OOXW?
54CM075
445.9033
370S4FS
334033S
/ PARALLAX STD ERR = 0.010 MM 
MO MIL NO 4&47
0.0000000 
-0.019431(\
1.6347.’as
1.S744J&3
1.B838FSR 
1 - &OB4tlOS 
i.&oiooee
1.630W.(%
1.6026070
r PHOTO SCALE
OOOOOOO
ooooou;
16C-.43FS
oe^Srl
QS2SP21
O.OOOOOOO 
0.0?3)070 
0.765«iP3£? 
-0.07Pa5F.'1 
-0.E-44B39R 
0.0^70944 
-0.01l.4fA4 
-0.i5221f.l3 
-0.S4435S4 
0.S46S050 
-0.33030B3 
O. iaor<502 
O.MBZSKi
3T0 FRO =0.007 MM 
wnr^L m  474a
0.0000000
0.0035393 
1.6769J73 
1.677776R
1.C.731730 
1.5.95423S 
1.6331434 
1.639IT740 
1.6773710
1.635=367 
1.6955884 
1.&73123B
f PHOTO SCALE
3. Of.'OCjTJ 
J. SB43331 
I.00EU4P4
0.OOOOOOO 
0.0224"3?f» 
0.333aOT 
-o.oaa-m? 
-0. P41730* 
0.&S04S12 
-Q.0MP7N 
-0. Q.tlC.ir.3
0.0000000 
-0.003R516 
1.7044047 
1.710470* 
1.7148158 
1.70645'Jl 
1.7137733 
1.712261 f. 
1. 70S 529; 
1.712SP47
O
X
081 iw*
. vorraoa
.707f'lB4
.70ftp0*7
.70413C.<l
!70/«V'6
.71f.4f.7P.
00f.7Aj»
OOi’ U'rA w.aniFi
L'W>«'10/
(w j i?-,:-
0t2i22l2
V PARALLAX r.TD FF<R - 0.0; 1 MM AT PliriTfl STALE
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HH
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BLOCK ADJUSTMENT USING MODELS 
3TC1IOT CONNER MEANS
" % S  
, ^ : =  "-°" 
% %  & g  M S 3 3
3 2
S 3
R g : a & a  2=  - M g
a %  ' s %  t &
j : 3
5 %
] & %  z & a  % »  ] & S  $ z  2 5  ^
''pa.W i 3Sf.3.:>U0 ISC'J.t'Wl R4.SS0 -O.OM 0.049 -0-024
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BLOCK ADJUSTMENT USING MODELS 
i.''.1:- m . ! r
1911.7!
: Z : 2
T !
IE
::=
E i E  a g  
E i E  °""°
« & «
E S
E E
SL<l<).e.3D 7f..4?0 .-0.045 -0.02P
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APPENDIX D
OUTPUT FROM THE ITC BLOCK OF SYNTHETIC STRIPS
)•”•**• I T C  T H S T  B L O C K  *"**•
SLOCK AO-Jl_ISTMEM"T USING STRIPS 
RESIDUALS AT TIE At® CONTROL POINTS ITB-ATIQN C

5 5 : Z
z s a
Z : Z
= : Z
: E E
z & z
= % =
B =
z & a
5 %
a z z  i g & z
S z
% %
B E
5 #
'Z:3:
a s
j % Z  3 : Z  - 1 %
a s  - & s  a :  & s
a s  i:Z ^ : Z  t s  
a s  ::- t s  ' %
997.493 -1.043 1.669 1.051
‘" l  4 : 5  4 : 5  
^ 2 =a s  %:%
- & s
B # # #
a s  ^ s  a  a :
a s  -i:S 3 : S  
a s  L s
I B s  I s  ^ s  
i s a  i:s & s  a :  
a s  t s  & s  T S
a s
a s
% s  a s
% S  E S  
t s  T S
-T:2S
i s
i s  t a
#  m  ss
1 2  I S  I E
§
;
#
e
W
 
^
S s B E  B : =  B E  B E  S E  5  ? 2  a  
S= SS E= ESEEEE EE a  «  %=
EE BE E=
% =  : % : %
B =  % =  - t =
% =  % %  S E
SEE BE BE EE %= BSEE EE IE IE iE
 ..........   a s  % S  % 3
: 
j
m
W
S E E  B E  S E  3 -  1 %  i s  
B =  B E  = %  B E  B E  E E  1=  i s  % %
h
Z
6
Z
5 : E  % S : E
?:S 1 : =  - M :
15 15 15
=  3 : Z  % & K  % : %  % % %  O S S  ! S %  - k Z  :::%
E  B E  B E  E E IE IE
- & %  33
IE Is IE
% :
=
B E
B E
3 K  & S  3 3
-o:?92 -o!sol olHfi isj
1 5  1 %  1 %  2
i 
m
m
 
:
m
m
 
*
m
m
 
;
m
m
i:S
3 & =  K 5 %  5 K  % 5 3 !  3 5 %  1 5 %  3 2
» «  M  a
& %
BE BE SE BE BE EE B B
BE BE == BE BE EE B B B
t a  A:% ^ 3
k S  3 %
: 5 %  = % %  % % %  : 5 %  3 %  3 5
I 
Hi
m 
I 
mm
 
| 
Hi
#:
 
Hm
m 
| 
a
m
: t s 3 5 3 5
2 5 3 5 3 5
2 5 3 5 3 5
2 5
2 5 2 5
2 5
g
E E  B E  B E  
= ^ . z  E z  B E  B E
^  #  
2 5  3 9 ,  3 5  '
5E BE
3 Z  3 %  :!:% 
3 : 5  3 5  3 S
I K S  3 5  3 5  3 2
I
2
9
6
> ERRS FDR THE MODEL SIC X 
) ERRS FOR THE STRIP SIC X
373 55999
S FDR THE MODEL SIC X 
MODEL NO 30203
197 R4000.
886 55998
337 63998
863 59999
700 56000
= FOR THE MODEL SIC X 
MODEL NO 30304
FDR THE MODEL SIC 
MODEL MO 30405
2.038 SIC POS = 2.394
1.971 SIG POS = 3.005
000 56000.
1.581 M SIG Z =
1.946 SIG PLAN = 2.732 SIG POS *
3.994 SIG PLAN =
i®
; 
;
am
 
*
h
b
'm
 
‘
s
i
= : %  3
-  = - =  B E  B E  % =  % =  ^
c ^ s  % % %  % %
EE BE EE EE
EE BE EE BE BE S:E
&  BE EE BE BE EE 
&E BE EE BE BE EE
EE B #  B  
EE IE B
3 : %
E  BE
%: BE
#El! IE g  #
2 % S  = & =  '=:!% 
= % %
-elafa o .tts olsas
3 %
2
9
9
SIG V = 1.806 M SIG 2 = 5.765 SIG PLAN = 3.695 SIG POS = 4.614
MODEL NO
56000.658 6
56005.005 60000
56003.340 56001
59998.488 63998
59999.685 60000
60000.458 56001.
S FDR THE MODEL SIG X
MODEL NO 31617
062 63998
S FOR THE MODEL SIG X 
MODEL NO 31718
STD ERRS FCH THE MODEL SI 
MODEL NO 31819
67995.405 64000
67996.880 6000!
67997.611 56001
71997.670 64002
71997.894 60000
71998.630 5
3 FOR THE MODEL SIG X 
MODEL NO 31920
362 55999
64000.000
64000.000
68000.000
68000.000
OOO 64000 
000 60000
OOO 64000 
000 60000
3.806 SIG PQS -
SIG PLAN - 3.535 BIG PCS =
E g :
E a  BE 
BE E E  E E
2 !  E S  = S : C  % 5  K B %
1 =  : ' : =  I E  
BE 1= -BE
! % %  -1-2 - S K
5 %  T 2  ^ 2
% % 2  2 B  : ! 2
3 : %
%
%
5 E
a  a
3461 20000.492 56001.066
2  3 2 3  Z & Z  2 %
E E  IE IE #
: 2 2  3 : 3  3 : 2  ::2
s n _ =E 5E  BE EE IE IE BE7 .  = « , « »  ,«».«» - ^ . g
2  3 2 2
, 2 =  Z K Z  S 3: 
' 2 3  3 2 3
3 : 3  3 : 3  3 : =  
3 : 3  3 3 :  t Z
E SEE EE BE BE EE 
5  #  BE BE EE
BE IE IE 
IE IE IE
IE IE
36003.325 47999.7
3 FOR THE MODEL SIG X 
MODEL NCI 41011
B PCS THE MODEL BIG X 
MODEL NO 41:13
S FDR THE MODEL SIC X 
MODEL NO 41513
FDR THE MODEL SIC 
MODEL NO 41314
504 48000
533 48001
S FOR THE MODEL
0.237 -3.338
2.375 SIC POS = 4.3
000 48000
000 52000
000 48000
4.483 SIG PLAN = 3.537 SIC POS =
3.753 SIC POS =
303
H 
m
m
!
 
m
m
!
 
m
m
!
 
m
m
!
 
m
u
185?: S!
55 5=
55 55 55 55 55 55 5 5  5  
55 55 55 55 55 155 5 5 5
E g  5 5  5 5
% % %  5 % %  3 : 3
5 5  5 5  5 5
55 55 5 5  5  
^ g  5  a
. 555
J04
- 5  5 = 3 : S  t g  L =
3 : 3  3 : %
3 : E 15 15 1%
3 : Z  - h S
5 %  
: =  = : =
: % . %  ?:% 3 : 3  3 : S
i:S T %  3 : 3
E =
IEE B =  5 z
& s
1:3
- " 3  ::3 3 : 3
iEE B %  5 5 B E  E E  IE lE 1%
' !
’i -
305
2 : : #  #
^ : 3  t S
3  5 =  E =
3% 3=
& a  3 2
32
:. x ■= o.4t4 m bio y - e.ii
s # l  B : B E  B E  E E  B  32 32 
E SEE B 2 E2 BE BE EE 5 35 32
3599U.710 *8002.6
36000.522 **005.1
3 FDR THE MODEL SIG X
S FDR THE MODEL BI 
MODEL MO SJIIS
40000. S'
S TOR THE MODEL SIG X
345 43999
FOR THE MODEL SIG 
MODEL NO 51314
S2000.824
44000* 06 
40001.3-
3 35000.000 48000.000
S 36000. OOO 44000.000
3 36000.000 40000.000
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